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Chapter 1Introduction
1.1 IdeaThis thesis aims at an automatic acquisition of a semantic classi�cation forverbs. As starting point, I assume that the diathesis alternation of verbs,i.e. the alternation in the expression of the verbs' arguments, is a basisfor the comparison of the verbs' meanings. More speci�cally, I empiricallyinvestigate the proposition that verbs can be semantically classi�ed accordingto their syntactic alternation behaviour concerning subcategorisation framesand their selectional preferences for the arguments within the frames.The purpose of such a semantic classi�cation system automatically acquiredis to provide empirical evidence for the correspondence between the usageof a verb and its meaning. This is useful for various issues in the area ofNatural Language Processing (NLP):� Empirical support of the hypothesis that syntax and semantics interactwith each other in the acquisition of language� De�nition of the verb's semantic class as part of its lexical entry, nextto idiosyncratic information: the semantic class generalises as a typede�nition over a range of syntactic and semantic properties, to sup-port further NLP tasks like lexicography (by the enrichment of lexicalknowledge), word sense disambiguation (by the provision of contextinformation provided by the semantic verb type), parsing (by the gen-eralisation from verb tokens to verb types and the resulting restrictionof syntactic structures) 1



� Basis for concrete considerations concerning the similarity of verbs,for instance, in the process of determining whether a verb participatesin particle diathesis, i.e. whether a verb with and without a certainparticle represents the same verb meaning; for example, does climbmean the same as climb up?� Inter-lingual comparison of verbs, for example, when comparing the va-riety of verbs in multiple languages expressing a speci�c verb meaning;this presupposes similar semantic verb classi�cations in other languagesthan EnglishConcrete applications utilising such verb type information are, for example,[Lee, 1997] when trying to solve the sparse data problem: if data is organisedinto classes of similar events, then, if information about an event is lack-ing, the behaviour is estimated from information about similar events; and[Klavans and Kan, 1998] who discriminate documents by type and semanticproperties.1.2 MotivationSection 1.2 brie�y introduces into the theories underlying the idea of mythesis, before bringing them into contact with each other.Theoretical Linguistics Traditional theoretical linguists as [Chomsky, 1965]state that the utterance of a verb in context requires the application oftwo kinds of rules: subcategorisation rules for choosing a subcategorisationframe, and selectional rules for selecting the arguments for the frame. Anappropriate application of the rules prevents the human speaker from utter-ing a sentence like Colourless green ideas sleep furiously, unless it is meantmetaphorically.Lexical Acquisition Within the area of lexical acquisition an issue un-der discussion is the question whether children �rst learn the syntactic (see[Gleitman, 1990]) or semantic (see [Pinker, 1989]) properties of language �and especially verbs �, to infer further language features. Approaches like[Brent, 1994b] attempt to reconcile the positions for their use, by reducingthem to their common denominator, an interaction between syntax and se-mantics in the child's learning process.2



English Verb Classes [Levin, 1993, p. 1], puts the correspondence be-tween syntax and semantics into concrete terms by investigating the hypoth-esis that "the behaviour of a verb, particularly with respect to the expres-sion and interpretation of its arguments, is to a large extent determinedby its meaning. Thus verb behaviour can be used e�ectively to probe forlinguistically relevant pertinent aspects of verb meaning." She utilises thecorrespondence by de�ning semantic classes for English verbs based on theiralternation behaviour, considering syntactic and semantic properties.The idea of this thesis as outlined in section 1.1 is related to Levin's cen-tral assumption arisen from the �eld of lexical acquisition, that the verbbehaviour can be used to probe for aspects of verb meaning. As she does, Iattempt to derive verb classes from the verbs' behaviour. The informationabout the verbs' behaviour fed into the deduction process is referring backto Chomsky's demands for the utterance of verbs: the verbs' behaviour isde�ned by their subcategorisation rules and their selectional rules.Means provided by the NLP-community allow to empirically investigate theverbs' behaviour and their meanings: I aim to automatically infer semanticverb classes by the help of data-intensive methods working on data from alarge corpus, and by applying statistical methods proved useful for NLP-tasks. The inference process contains three main steps:1. The induction of subcategorisation frames for verbs from a large corpus2. The de�nition of selectional preferences for the subcategorisation frames3. The clustering of the verbs into semantic verb classes, on account ofthe verbs' behaviour as de�ned in steps 1 and 21.3 BackgroundThis section presents an introduction into the issue of subcategorisationframes as lexical properties of verbs, concerning the theories underlying theideas of my thesis. Subsection 1.3.1 starts with a general description of sub-categorisation frames, before subsection 1.3.2 informs about the discussionconcerning lexically acquiring subcategorisation frames. Subsection 1.3.3 de-scribes Levin's verb classi�cation in more detail.3



1.3.1 Subcategorisation Frames of VerbsSubcategorisation Rules Each verb is associated with either a single sub-categorisation frame or an alternation over a speci�c set of subcategorisationframes. The frames impose syntactic constraints on the number and thefunction (subject, direct object, etc.) of the arguments selected by the verb.In case the verb allows an alternation between a set of subcategorisationframes, it is said to undergo the linguistic phenomenon diathesis alternation.For example, sentence (1.1) presents the typical usage of the verb love, de-manding the speci�c subcategorisation frame consisting of a subject and adirect object:(1.1) John loves Mary.By contrast, the verb give in example (1.2) shows diathesis alternation be-tween the two di�erent subcategorisation frames, (1.2a) a subject, an indirectobject and a direct object, and (1.2b) a subject, a direct object and a prepo-sitional phrase headed by to:(1.2) a. John gives Mary a book.b. John gives a book to Mary.[Chomsky, 1965] calls the speci�cation of subcategorisation frames for verbssubcategorisation rules and demonstrates the strongly changing degree ofgrammaticalness when these rules are violated; a sentence like the one inexample (1.3) is hardly interpretable:(1.3) John found sad.Selectional Rules In addition to the constraints imposed on the syntacticrepresentation of the verbs' subcategorisation frames, Chomsky de�nes se-lectional rules to restrict the semantics of the arguments to speci�c semanticconcepts. The semantic concepts propose generalisations of meanings as ex-pected from the syntactically chosen arguments. Consider, for example, thedi�erence between the sentences in (1.4):(1.4) a. John sleeps well.b. Colourless green ideas sleep furiously.
4



In both examples I identify the preferred subcategorisation frame of the verbsleep, a subject only, in these two sentences accompanied by an adverb. Inexample (1.4b), I have di�culties with the interpretation, however, becausethe subject is not represented as a living entity, the semantic concept wewould have expected, and the choice of the adverb appears strange to us aswell (how is it possible to sleep furiously?).Violations of selectional rules decrease the degree of acceptability. But thedecision whether a sentence is acceptable or not is not a yes-or-no decision,but rather within a range of acceptability. Selectional rules de�ne seman-tic concepts for the arguments in subcategorisation frames by de�ning anordering of preferences, so we rather talk about selectional preference forthe selected arguments. The following sentences recited from [Allen, 1995]illustrate this observation:(1.5) 1. I ate the pizza.2. I ate the box.3. I ate the car.4. I ate the thought.In example (1.5) sentence 1 is intuitively acceptable and sentence 4 is not.But how to judge about sentences 2 and 3? At this point it is importantto refer to the context of the sentences, taking into account that contextplays an important role in the interpretation of an utterance. The degreeof acceptability is determined by the context of the sentences: maybe theproposition speaks about a chocolate car?Widening the possibilities of context to the expressiveness of poetic licencemight even enable to accept sentence 4 and the previously mentioned exam-ple (1.4b) as metaphorical expressions.Summarising the above discussion, we note that there are two kinds of re-strictions on the usage of verbs1, syntactic restrictions in form of subcategori-sation frames, and semantic restrictions in form of selectional preferences forthe arguments in the subcategorisation frames. The restrictions are proper-ties of the verbs, since each verb speci�es its alternation behaviour (includingthe respective selectional preferences).1Actually, there are more restrictions, of course, but I restrict myself to those tworelevant for this work.
5



1.3.2 Lexical Acquisition of Subcategorisation FramesEquipped with basic knowledge about the lexical properties of verbs concern-ing the application of subcategorisation frames, I now turn to the questionof how to acquire this lexical knowledge.In the area of lexical acquisition there has been much discussion aboutwhether children �rst learn the syntactic or the semantic properties of lan-guage to infer further language features. The two hypotheses are calledsyntactic bootstrapping hypothesis and semantic bootstrapping hypothesis, re-spectively. Among other areas, this discussion also concerns the acquisitionof subcategorisation frames, mainly driven by Gleitman and Pinker.[Gleitman, 1990] argues in favour of the syntactic bootstrapping hypothe-sis, that in general the syntax acts as a kind of mental zoom lens for �xingon the interpretation the speaker is expressing. Children who understandthe mapping rules for semantics onto syntax can use the observed syntacticstructures as evidence for deducing the meanings. They �rst learn the sub-categorisation frames and then exploit the correspondence to restrict theirhypotheses about the possible meanings.An example for this scenario can be given by di�erentiating the verb putfrom the verb sleep: the action of putting implies one who puts, a thing put,and a place into which it is put; a noun phrase is assigned to each of theparticipants. Sleeping, on the other hand, only involves one participant, theperson who sleeps. Hence listening to sentences which contain either verbsand the respective syntactic arguments trains the child to acquire knowledgeabout the verbs' meaning.[Pinker, 1989] claims that argument structures are projections of the verbs'semantic structures; subcategorisation frames are determined via so-calledlinking rules from the semantics of the verb and its arguments. Children�rst learn the meaning of a word and then exploit the regular correspon-dence between meaning and subcategorisation to infer the subcategorisationframes.Pinker illustrates his statement with the di�erence between the examples (1.6)and (1.7):(1.6) The ball rolled.John rolled the ball.(1.7) The baby cried.*John cried the baby. 6



Observing the alternation between an intransitive and a causative transitivesubcategorisation frame considering the verb roll is not su�cient to transferthe pattern to the verb cry. To know about the possible alternations of averb, the lexical semantics must be taken into account.I do not want to go into the discussion which of the two hypothesis is moreplausible2. Instead, I reduce the seemingly contrary positions to their com-mon denominator: the two opinions have in common, that there exists acorrespondence between the syntax and the semantics in the acquisition ofsubcategorisation frames. Neither can be learned without interacting withthe other.With this view concerning the bootstrapping hypotheses I am on the linewith, for example, [Brent, 1994b] who also assumes the interaction of syntaxand semantics in the acquisition of subcategorisation frames as basis for hiswork.Summarising the above discussion leads us to an interdependency betweenthe verbs' demand for subcategorisation frames, i.e. the syntactic alternationbehaviour of verbs, and their meanings.1.3.3 Verb Classes According to Subcategorisation FramesExactly this interdependency between the alternation behaviour of verbs andtheir meanings is the basis for Levin's work [Levin, 1993].As mentioned in the motivation, Levin investigates the syntactic and se-mantic properties of subcategorisation frames for English verbs and utilisesthe acquired knowledge to assign the verbs into classes. The resulting verbclasses show meaning components shared by their members.Levin splits the task of de�ning verb classes into two parts:1. First, she de�nes 78 di�erent diathesis alternations accompanied by theverbs showing the respective alternation behaviour.To give a concrete example, the alternation type Transitivity Al-ternation generalises about alternations between the subcategori-sation frames NP-V-NP/NP-V and NP-V-NP/NP-V-PP. One speci�c al-ternation of the latter kind is called Locative Preposition DropAlternation, because the alternation is realised by "dropping" thepreposition:2See [Light, 1996] for a detailed discussion of this issue.7



(1.8) a. Martha climbed up the mountain.b. Martha climbed the mountain.The verbs undergoing this kind of alternation typically appear intran-sitively with a directional phrase � as in (1.8a) �, or transitively witha path or goal � as in (1.8b). The direct object as in (1.8b) is ofteninterpreted holistically. Speci�c verb examples are motion verbs likeclimb, �y, jump, travel, walk.2. Having determined the diathesis alternations and their verbal partici-pants, Levin de�nes 49 verb classes � partly divided into sub-classes �and assigns 3,104 verbs to them, according to which alternations the re-spective verbs undergo: verbs showing the same alternation behaviourare assigned to the same class.For example, the verb class Vehicle Names, sub-class of Motion Verbs,contains verbs like balloon, bicycle, canoe, skate, ski because they agreein the following properties:(1.9) Intransitive Use, possibly followed by a path:a. They skated.b. They skated along the canal/across the lake.(1.10) Induced Action Alternation (some verbs):a sub-type of Transitive Alternation, where the transi-tive use of the verb can be paraphrased as causing the actionnamed by the verb; the causee is typically an animate voli-tional entity induced to act by the causer; in the transitivecausative use, the verb must be accompanied by a directionalphrasea. He skated Penny around the rink.b. Penny skated around the rink.(1.11) Locative Preposition Drop Alternation (some verbs):a. They skated along the canals.b. They skated the canals.(1.12) Resultative Phrase:an XP which describes the state achieved by the referent ofthe noun phrase it is predicated of as a result of the actionnamed by the verbPenny skated her skate blades blunt.8



In this example class only positive participation concerning the speci�calternations is mentioned, i.e. which alternations the verbs are allowedto undergo. There might as well be explicit negative participationconstraints on the verb classes like certain verbs not being allowed totake part in a certain alternation.An important point to mention is the fact that the 3,104 verbs Levin investi-gates have 4,194 di�erent verb senses. Levin assigns those verbs representingmultiple verb senses to multiple verb classes, thereby accounting for the diver-sity of senses. This is a necessary act, since the classes are meant to representverb meanings, and therefore di�erent verb meanings (including the di�erentsenses of the same verb word-form) have to be assigned to di�erent classes.Levin's verb classi�cation impressively illustrates the connection between averb's alternation behaviour and its meaning: the verb classes are de�ned onthe basis of common alternation behaviour concerning their members, andthe result simultaneously represents common meaning of the verbs in oneclass.An earlier investigation concerning the relationship between a verb's prop-erties and its meaning has taken place by [Zwicky, 1971]. He is, like Levin,of the opinion, that certain combinations of the verbs' properties � he takessyntactic, semantic, and phonological properties into account � characterisecertain classes of verbs.For illustrating this relationship, Zwicky determines the properties of thespeci�c class of Manner-of-Speaking verbs, i.e. verbs referring to intendedacts of communication by speech and describing physical characteristics ofthe speech act. He invents a verb called greem and states that � presupposingthat this verb referred to an intended act of communication by speech anddescribed the physical characteristics of the act � one would know that ithad all the properties de�ned for the class of Manner-of-Speaking verbs andcould therefore use the verb in the same way.These investigations by Levin and Zwicky present (i) evidence for an in-terdependency between the alternation behaviour of verbs � concerning avariety of properties � and their meanings, and (ii) possibilities to utilise therelationship.This is the starting point for my work, since I attempt to follow the basicideas by automatic means.
9



The structure of the thesis is as follows:In chapter 2 I describe the three steps in the acquisition of semantic classesas mentioned above in detail, referring to possible approaches for their real-isation and explaining the chosen variants.Following the process of inferring the semantic classes, chapter 3 describesand interprets the resulting classi�cation.Chapter 4 concludes with considerations about the success of the classi�ca-tion process and the usefulness of the underlying assumptions.
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Chapter 2Automatic Acquisition ofSemantic Verb Classes
Having introduced into the theoretical background of subcategorisation framesand verb classes, this section describes the three relevant steps necessary forthe automatic acquisition of semantic verb classes. I brie�y recite the steps:1. The induction of subcategorisation frames for verbs from a large corpus2. The de�nition of selectional preferences for the subcategorisation frames3. The clustering of the verbs into semantic verb classes, on account ofthe verbs' behaviour as de�ned in steps 1 and 2The parts of this chapter, sections 2.1 to 2.3, explain the respective ideasin detail, introduce into relevant approaches mentioned in literature, anddescribe the chosen approach.2.1 Induction of Subcategorisation FramesThe �rst step in the course of my work was the induction of subcategorisationframes. Following is an extract of approaches concerning this issue.[Brent, 1991] takes a raw, untagged text corpus and de�nes a three-step ap-proach to assign a certain range out of �ve subcategorisation frames to verbs.He �rst identi�es the verbs by applying a grammar rule de�ning that everynoun-phrase has to appear either immediately to the left of a tensed verb,11



immediately to the right of a preposition, or immediately to the right of amain verb. Then he uses a �nite-state grammar for a fragment of Englishto �nd the subcategorisation frames for the verbs, and �nally the frames are�ltered for reliability by statistical models of the frequency distributions.Within a later approach [Brent, 1994a], he works on a partially parsed textand applies an algorithm with two components; he �rst identi�es verbs whichshow a certain surface behaviour, i.e. he looks out for local surface cues whichcome with the verb, for example words with the su�x -ing. Afterwards hede�nes (further) surface cues to determine the argument phrases for eachverb. As a second step, he tests the hypothetical subcategorisation framesby statistical modelling, calculating probabilities based on binomial distribu-tions.[Manning, 1993] uses a �nite state parser to identify verbs and auxiliariesplus information about the verb modus. He adds context information bydetermining the complements of the verbs, not distinguishing between ar-guments and adjuncts. The output of this �rst step still contains wrongsubcategorisation frames, so Manning also applies a �ltering step, using thealgorithm based on binomial distribution suggested by [Brent, 1994a].[Briscoe and Carroll, 1997] extract subcategorisation frames from corpora bya system consisting of six components; they �rst tag and lemmatise thecorpus, then they parse the text with their probabilistic LR parser (see[Briscoe and Carroll, 1994]) and extract subcategorisation patterns from theranked parses. A pattern classi�er assigns patterns to the subcategorisationclasses, and �nally an evaluator �lters the subcategorisation entries by thedegree of reliability, depending on the rank.My decision for an approach was led by practical issues, though. The TCL(Theoretical Computational Linguistics) group at the Institut für MaschinelleSprachverarbeitung (IMS) has developed a robust statistical parser1 whoseparse forest structures o�er a useful basis for the extraction of subcategori-sation frames.The following subsection 2.1.1 gives a detailed description of the extraction ofsubcategorisation frame tokens from parse structures, before subsection 2.1.2interprets the tokens and generalises them to a limited number of subcate-gorisation frame types which can be assigned to verbs in order to de�ne theirsyntactic alternation behaviour.During the description, the reader should bear in mind that the following1The parser was developed by [Carroll and Rooth, 1998].12



data was �ltered automatically. Mistakes caused by the di�erent tools werenot corrected, so they are still included.2.1.1 De�ning the Subcategorisation FramesAs source for the data � verbs, subcategorisation frames, arguments � I chosethe British National Corpus (BNC)2, a 100 million word collection of writtenand spoken modern British English. 100 million words represent a su�cientamount of data to start with, and the corpus is freely available. In addition,the BNC has the important property of being heterogeneous, i.e. it con-tains language from various domains instead of concentrating on one speci�carea. This property creates a more general picture of the data, consideringsyntactic structures as well as the semantics. Homogeneous corpora, as theWall Street Journal, by contrast, tend to exploit only a limited number ofsyntactic structures and also a limited number of words, depending on thespeci�c domain (of economics, in this example corpus).Following, I will go through the single steps of extracting subcategorisationframes from the BNC. To illustrate the e�ect of each step I refer to examplesentences.To begin with, I extracted the sentences of the BNC with a tool called tbncthat strips o� the SGML information and leaves the words in the texts,annotated with their part of speech tags, one word-tag pair per line:He PNPargued VVDagainst PRPan AT0excessively AV0formalist AJ0type NN1of PRFanalysis NN1of PRFart NN1, PUNby PRPpointing VVGout AVPhow AVQeveryday AJ0emotions NN22See http://info.ox.ac.uk/bnc for information about the corpus.13



and CJCideas NN2also AV0affect VVBthe AT0viewer NN1of PRFpaintings NN2or CJCsculpture NN1. PUNMany DT0of PRFhis DPSreaders NN2approved VVDhis DPSsensitive AJ0and CJCappreciative AJ0understanding NN1of PRFpaintings NN2, PUNthough CJSwithout PRPsharing VVGhis DPSpolitical AJ0views NN2. PUNThe so-structured sentences of the BNC were then parsed by the robust head-entity parser mentioned above. The parser utilises a lexicalised probabilitymodel to produce parse forests, annotated with information about the lexicalhead and the probability of each sub-tree. An additional option presents theviterbi parse in the parse forest, i.e. the most probable parse within the parseforest.In this way I obtained the most probable parse for each sentence in the BNC.To present an example of the structure, following is the viterbi parse of a partof the sentence cited above:He argued against an excessively formalist type of analysis of art, [...]The parse tree is represented by nested structures, starting with the sentencesymbol S. Sister leaves are arranged at the same line position. Each nodeis annotated by the head, followed by the probability for the sub-ordinatedpart of the tree. 14



{S-argued 9.33162e-61 {SMAJ-argued 3.56061e-32{S_C-argued 4.54937e-32{NC1-he 0.643164. {PROSG_-he 0.984277. {PROSG 1 {he}}}}{VFC1-argued 1.0154e-30{VF_C-argued 0.689047. {VF=-argued 0.946091. {VF_-argued 1. {VF 1 {argued}}}}}{PC1-against 1.55434e-28{P_C-against 1.65703e-28{PREP_-against 0.975154. {PREP 1 {against}}}{NC1-type 2.52434e-25{N_C-type 1.38544e-08. {DETSG=-an 0.963091. . {DETSG_-an 0.976161. . {DETSG 1 {an}}}}. {NSG=-type 1.14906e-06. {ADJMOD-formalist 0.0117792. . {ADJ_C-formalist 0.0117931. . {ADJ=-formalist 0.0133175. . {ADV=-excessively 0.957634. . . {ADV_-excessively 0.96361. . . {ADV 1 {excessively}}}}. . {ADJ_-formalist 0.997568. . {ADJ 1 {formalist}}}}}}. {NSG_-type 0.835744. {NSG 1 {type}}}}}{PC1-of 3.8436e-17{P_C-of 4.01342e-17{PREP_-of 0.996628. {PREP 1 {of}}}{NC1-analysis 6.26913e-14{N_C-analysis 0.266583. {NSG=-analysis 0.561305. {NSG_-analysis 0.804537. {NSG 1 {analysis}}}}}{PC1-of 8.6729e-13{P_C-of 9.05609e-13{PREP_-of 0.996628. {PREP 1 {of}}}{NC1-art 6.29667e-10{N_C-art 0.0135864{N_C-art 0.451471{NSG=-art 0.673199{NSG_-art 0.923853{NSG 1 {art}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} ... }}}}15



In a more clearly arranged manner the above nested structure represents theparse tree S-argued 9.33162e-61SMAJ-argued 3.56061e-32S_C-argued 4.54937e-32NC1-he 0.643164PROSG_-he 0.984277PROSG-he 1
VFC1-argued 1.0154e-30VF_C-argued 0.689047VF=-argued 0.946091VF_-argued 1VF-argued 1

PC1-against 1.55434e-28P_C-against 1.65703e-28PREP_-against 0.975154PREP-against 1 NC1-type 2.52434e-25(1) N_C-type ... (2) PC1-of ...(1) N_C-type 1.38544e-08DETSG=-an 0.963091DETSG_-an 0.976161DETSG-an 1
NSG=-type 1.14906e-06ADJMOD-formalist 0.0117792ADJ_C-formalist 0.0117931ADJ=-formalist 0.0133175ADV=-excessively 0.957634ADV_-excessively 0.96361ADV-excessively 1

ADJ_-formalist 0.997568ADJ-formalist 1
NSG_-type 0.835744NSG-type 1
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(2) PC1-of 3.8436e-17P_C-of 4.01342e-17PREP_-of 0.996628PREP-of 1 NC1-analysis 6.26913e-14N_C-analysis 0.266583NSG=-analysis 0.561305NSG_-analysis 0.804537NSG-analysis 1
PC1-of 8.6729e-13P_C-of 9.05609e-13PREP_-of 0.996628PREP-of 1 NC1-art 6.29667e-10N_C-art 0.0135864N_C-arg 0.451471NSG=-art 0.673199NSG_-art 0.923853NSG-art 1I should explain the relevant grammatical categories underlying the parsetree3. The English context-free grammar provides three levels:� The chunk level identi�ed by the su�x _C (like VF_C): the idea ofde�ning a chunk level in the grammar in addition to a phrase levelgoes back to [Abney, 1991]. He presents psychological evidence forthe existence of chunks, de�ned as syntactic units which correspond insome way to prosodic patterns, containing a content word surroundedby some function word(s).� The phrase level identi�ed by the su�x C1 (like VFC1): phrases inthe grammar are de�ned as chunks plus their complements and post-modi�ers.3Most of the description was provided by Glenn Carroll.17



� The machine level, tri-grams consisting of a pair of categories separatedby a colon (like PC1:NC1): the tri-grams contribute to the robustnessof the parser.All other categories are intermediate levels or terminal symbols.Following is a list of the essential chunks in the grammar. Most of them havecorresponding phrase levels.ADJ_C adjective chunkAS_C 'as' clauseN_C noun chunkPART_C particleP_C prepositional chunkP_ST_C stranded prepositionREL_C relative clauseS_C sentence chunk; phrase category: SMAJSUB_C subordinated clauseTHAT_C 'that' clauseVBASE_C infinite verb chunk, activeVBASEP_C infinite verb chunk, passiveVF_C finite verb chunk, activeVFP_C finite verb chunk, passiveVG_C gerund, activeVGP_C gerund, passiveVN_C past-tense verb chunkVPASS_C stranded verb chunk, passiveVTO_C infinitive verb chunk, active, including 'to'VTOP_C infinitive verb chunk, passive, including 'to'On the basis of the viterbi parses I extracted the subcategorisation framesfor all parsed BNC sentences. Since the grammar had imposed the structureon the viterbi parses, I worked hand in hand with the grammar rules. Havingin mind that the subcategorisation frames should not only be the basis forthe present thesis, but hopefully be re-used for further tasks, I tried to de�nea general pattern for the data:The frames should represent the de�nition of the arguments as appearing inthe syntactic deep structure of the sentences. From each sentence (chunk), Iextracted the full verb form of the head of the sentence, accompanied by theverb modus (i.e. the subcategorisation frames distinguish between active andpassive sentences) and all verbal arguments. It was possible to distinguishbetween internal and external arguments of the verb by de�ning the externalargument as the sister of the �nite verb phrase, and the internal arguments asthe sisters of the �nite verb chunk (compare the example parse tree above).Each argument was described by at least one feature, followed by its lexicalhead. Following you can �nd a detailed description of the de�nition of thearguments: 18



� The noun chunk sister of the �nite verb phrase, i.e. the external argu-ment, was identi�ed as the subject (feature: subj) in active sentencesand an object (feature: obj) in passive sentences. For example, coachis represented as subj*coach in the sentence Our coach loves Mary,and as obj*coach in the sentence Our coach is loved.In the case of proper names I added the feature pn to the description ofthe argument. In this way I left open the possibilities of either workingwith the names themselves (since they are following as the argument'shead), or working by generalising over the class of proper names (byusing the feature pn). For example, John instead of coach in the activeexample sentence above is represented as subj*pn*john.In the case of compound nouns I de�ned the last noun as head of thenoun chunk.� The noun chunk sisters of the �nite verb chunk, i.e. the internal argu-ments representing a noun chunk, were identi�ed as objects (feature:obj) in both active and passive sentences, which should generally be allright for active sentences, but include some noise for passive sentences:it was not possible to identify the subject among the chunks (if therewas any). The subject in passive sentences is, generally said, oftenhidden in a by-phrase (again, if there is any), but there are exceptionsto this rule - consider the sentence The work is �nished by tomorrow.The cases of proper names and compound nouns were handled in thesame way as for external arguments.To give an example, the proper name Mary in the sentence John lovesMary would be represented as obj*pn*mary.� Prepositional chunks � when sisters of the �nite verb chunk � were giventhe feature pp, followed by the preposition and the head of the subcat-egorised noun phrase, where the features for noun phrases were de�nedas for the noun chunks above. For example, the prepositional phraseto Mary in the sentence John gives a present to Mary is represented aspp*to*pn*mary.� In�nite verb chunks starting with to � when sisters of the �nite verbchunk � were given the identi�er to, followed by the verb modus andthe verbal head. For example, to paint in the sentence John likes topaint is represented as to*act*paint.� as-chunks � when sisters of the �nite verb chunk � were given theidenti�er as, an abbreviation for the subcategorised chunk (adjective:ap, noun: np, or gerund: vger), followed by the head of that chunk.For example, the chunk as possible is represented by as*ap*possible.19



� that-chunks � when sisters of the �nite verb chunk � were given theidenti�er that and the head of the subcategorised sentence, if therewas any. For example, the chunk that they leave early is represented asthat*leave.� All other chunk sisters of the �nite verb chunk were de�ned by thename of the chunk as the feature for that argument, followed by itshead.I conclude the description of the subcategorisation frame tokens by a com-plete list of the featuresadv adverbap adjectival phraseas as-expressionpart particlepp prepositional phraseppart stranded prepositionrelp relative clauses sentencethat subordinated that-phraseto infinitive form of verb after 'to'vbase base form of verbvger gerundvpast past form of verbvstrand stranded verband additional identi�ersact active verbpas passive verbsubj subject of the sentenceobj object of the sentencepn proper namedummy no head was availableFollowing I present some example subcategorisation frames tokens, extractedfrom the viterbi parses of the respective sentences. Each line represents onesubcategorisation frame; the verb as well as the arguments are de�ned by a2-/3-/4-tuple describing the features of the chunk. The frames start with thedescription of the verb, followed by all arguments, in the order they appearedin the parses. To give an example, the frame tokenact*excelled subj*nobody obj*him pp*in*judgementdescribes the sentence Nobody excelled him in that judgement.pas*described obj*realism pp*by*pn*fischerpas*made obj*attempt to*act*createact*proved subj*distinction ap*difficult20



pas*made obj*diversion to*act*emphasiseact*took subj*this obj*formsact*argued subj*he pp*against*typepas*called obj*type obj*compileract*is subj*pn*york ap*exemplaryact*chose subj*pn*barr obj*hugnet to*act*writeact*is subj*commentary pp*in*phrasesact*been subj*qualities ap*presentact*was subj*pn*barr vger*writingact*intend subj*museum to*act*sponsoract*were subj*men obj*tastmakersact*were subj*judgements ap*importantpas*limited obj*writing pp*by*demandspas*thrown obj*stress pp*on*modernismact*has subj*critic obj*advantageact*serve subj*comparison obj*us pp*as*exampleact*have subj*works obj*characteract*seem subj*they to*act*proceedact*excelled subj*nobody obj*him pp*in*judgementact*united subj*he obj*observationsact*ought subj*which to*act*holdact*demands subj*pn*michelangelo obj*preferenceact*was subj*pn*reynolds adv*hereact*took subj*he obj*opportunityact*was subj*pn*reynolds obj*conversationalistact*know subj*we that*isact*is subj*labour ap*unnecessaryact*finds subj*he obj*it ap*necessaryact*received subj*he obj*nothing pp*of*inspirationAt this point the extraction of the subcategorisation frame tokens from BNCsentences was �nished. The result was a list of frame tokens in an as gen-eral as possible fashion, ready to be used for further applications. For myown work, I re�ned the frames in a further step, that of lemmatising theword tokens in the frames. The lemmatisation was carried out by using amorphological lexicon for English, built by [Karp et al., 1992], re�ned by amorphological stemmer for English, built by Steven Abney. The combinationof the lexicon and the stemmer turned out to be most successful. Tests withonly utilising the lexicon showed that 116,704 word tokens were not de�nedand therefore not lemmatisable by the lexicon; tests with only applying thestemmer showed that the morphological rules were used in too many cases,for example the noun lens would be lemmatised to len. By combining thelexicon with the stemmer, �rst the morphological database was exploited fora possible lemmatisation; if the token was not found, the stemmer was askedfor the morphological stem. 21



2.1.2 Interpreting the Subcategorisation FramesOnce the subcategorisation frame tokens were formulated in an as generalas possible form, I could start to interpret the syntactic information in or-der to (i) �lter the information I needed, namely assign subcategorisationframe types to verbs, and (ii) gain some (statistical) insight into their prop-erties. The two issues went hand in hand which each other. The followingparagraphs describe some examples of the empirical properties of the data.Active and Passive Sentences The extraction of subcategorisation framesfrom the 100 million words in the BNC resulted in a total of 5,419,708 frametokens, representing the same number of parsed sentences: 4,852,656 active(90%) and 567,052 passive (10%) tokens/sentences. These frames still in-clude sentences headed by auxiliaries, which will be disregarded from nowon, since I am only interested in the properties of lexical verbs. This left atotal of 3,428,273 subcategorisation frames to work with.Verbs in the BNC This paragraph considers the questions which verbsappeared as head of the subcategorisation frames, with which particles theyappeared, and how often the combinations appeared:I only considered (and continued working with) those verbs which appeared atleast 100 times in the BNC (with some syntactic function, so not necessarilyas �nite verb, as head of the sentence), which made a total of 3,186 di�erentverbs. I created a list with all verbs and their di�erent particles (no particle isindicated by '-'), alltogether 12,238 types, accompanied by their frequenciesin the de�ned subcategorisation frames. The following example presents thisinformation for the verb give.give - 35855give away 196give back 63give down 13give in 182give off 74give on 13give out 172give over 71give round 7give through 1give to 8give up 1187 22



One point to mention is that it is not possible to distinguish between thedi�erent verb senses of a (polysemous) verb. A verb therefore represents allpossible senses.Subcategorisation Frame Types in the BNC In the course of de�ninga �xed set of types of subcategorisation frames, I created a sequence out ofthe categorical features appearing in the frames, separated by colons. Forexample, the frame type consisting of a subject and two objects is formu-lated as subj:obj:obj. I partly restricted the order of the arguments inthe automatic process: the subcategorisation frame types had to start withthe subject, followed by �rst all objects, then all prepositional phrases, and�nally all other arguments. Leaving the order of the arguments completelyunde�ned would have resulted in low frequencies for the single types, as itwas the case for the sequence subj:obj:adv:pp, for example.To put the information in more concrete terms, I speci�ed the followingre�nements:� For each prepositional phrase, I added information about the preposi-tional head to the de�nition of the category. A prepositional phrase istherefore indicated as pp.preposition, for example pp.with for a prepo-sitional phrase headed by the preposition with.� Concerning the use of by-phrases in passive sentences, I examined 100such sentences and found out that in 95% of them the by-phrase con-tained the subject of the syntactic deep structure of the sentence. Igeneralised this by always assigning the role of the subject to the by-phrase in passive sentences (if there was any).The above de�nitions resulted in 7,444 di�erent types of subcategorisationframes, from which you �nd examples below. Each type is followed by itsfrequency.subj 569525subj:adv 86391subj:ap 59206subj:ap:adv 839subj:ap:that 970subj:ap:that:adv 14subj:ap:to 1431subj:ap:to:adv 18subj:obj 836141subj:obj:adv 54709subj:obj:ap 2140523



subj:obj:ap:adv 180subj:obj:as 14776subj:obj:obj 89545subj:obj:obj:adv 2123subj:obj:obj:obj 1391subj:obj:obj:obj:adv 28subj:obj:obj:pp.aboard 3subj:obj:obj:pp.about 605subj:obj:obj:pp.about:adv 3subj:obj:obj:pp.above 46subj:obj:obj:pp.above:pp.in 1subj:obj:obj:pp.according_to 68subj:obj:obj:pp.according_to:adv 1subj:obj:obj:pp.across 66subj:obj:obj:pp.across:adv 2subj:obj:obj:pp.adjacent_to 4subj:obj:obj:pp.after 392[...]subj:obj:pp.across:s 2subj:obj:pp.across:to 2subj:obj:pp.adjacent_to 5subj:obj:pp.adjacent_to:pp.on 1subj:obj:pp.after 3847subj:obj:pp.after:adv 63subj:obj:pp.after:pp.about 1subj:obj:pp.after:pp.according_to 2subj:obj:pp.after:pp.after 6subj:obj:pp.after:pp.against 3subj:obj:pp.after:pp.aged 1subj:obj:pp.after:pp.along_with 1subj:obj:pp.after:pp.around 1subj:obj:pp.after:pp.as 4[...]subj:pp.by:s 57subj:pp.by:s:adv 2subj:pp.by:that 97subj:pp.by:to 88subj:pp.by:vger 53subj:pp.by:vger:adv 3subj:pp.by_means_of 20[...]subj:s 93758subj:s:adv 692subj:sub 8551subj:sub:adv 174subj:that 96890subj:that:adv 633subj:to 187503subj:to:adv 322324



subj:to:to 719subj:vbase 60118subj:vbase:adv 4449subj:vbase:to 32subj:vger 15561subj:vger:adv 959A further step in the interpretation of the data was the combination of theverbs with the set of subcategorisation frame types they appeared with in thecorpus. The tuples are followed by their frequencies and the total frequenciesof the verb-particle type. The latter number supported the calculation ofrelative instead of absolute frequencies of the tuples later on, consideringhow often the verb appeared in total.I stay with the example verb give (but only list a part of the frames):give - subj 758 35855give - subj:adv 105 35855give - subj:ap 58 35855give - subj:ap:adv 1 35855give - subj:ap:to 4 35855give - subj:obj 9982 35855give - subj:obj:adv 498 35855give - subj:obj:ap 60 35855give - subj:obj:as 53 35855give - subj:obj:obj 13430 35855[...]give away subj 16 196give away subj:adv 2 196give away subj:obj 115 196give away subj:obj:adv 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.about 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.as 1 196give away subj:obj:pp.at 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.during 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.for 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.in 5 196give away subj:obj:pp.in_return_for 1 196give away subj:obj:pp.on 2 196give away subj:obj:pp.to 20 196give away subj:obj:pp.to:adv 1 196give away subj:obj:pp.with 6 196give away subj:obj:pp.without 3 196give away subj:obj:pp.worth 3 196give away subj:pp.about 2 196give away subj:pp.during 1 196give away subj:pp.in 3 196give away subj:pp.on 1 19625



give away subj:pp.to 1 196give away subj:pp.with 1 196give away subj:s 2 196give back subj 13 63give back subj:obj 31 63give back subj:obj:adv 2 63give back subj:obj:pp.in 3 63give back subj:obj:pp.to 9 63give back subj:pp.at 1 63give back subj:pp.through 1 63give back subj:pp.to 3 63give down subj 3 13give down subj:obj 5 13give down subj:obj:pp.of 1 13give down subj:obj:pp.on 1 13give down subj:obj:pp.to 1 13give down subj:pp.at 1 13give down subj:pp.beside 1 13give in subj 92 182give in subj:adv 10 182give in subj:obj 3 182give in subj:pp.about 1 182give in subj:pp.after 1 182give in subj:pp.at 1 182give in subj:pp.for 1 182give in subj:pp.for_fear_of 1 182give in subj:pp.on 1 182give in subj:pp.to 69 182give in subj:pp.to:adv 1 182give in subj:pp.under 1 182give off subj 14 74give off subj:obj 50 74give off subj:obj:pp.for 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.in 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.into 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.of 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.on 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.rather_than 1 74give off subj:obj:pp.to 1 74give off subj:pp.after 1 74give off subj:pp.to 1 74give off subj:s 1 74give on subj 1 13give on subj:obj 1 13give on subj:pp.to 11 13give out subj 42 172give out subj:adv 3 172give out subj:obj 94 172give out subj:obj:adv 1 17226



give out subj:obj:pp.at 3 172give out subj:obj:pp.during 2 172give out subj:obj:pp.for 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.in 2 172give out subj:obj:pp.on 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.over 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.than 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.to 7 172give out subj:obj:pp.towards 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.with 1 172give out subj:obj:pp.without 2 172give out subj:pp.against 1 172give out subj:pp.amid 1 172give out subj:pp.in 2 172give out subj:pp.rather_than 1 172give out subj:pp.to 2 172give out subj:pp.up_to 1 172give out subj:pp.with 1 172give out subj:that 1 172give over subj 3 71give over subj:obj 7 71give over subj:obj:adv 1 71give over subj:obj:pp.as 1 71give over subj:obj:pp.in 1 71give over subj:obj:pp.to 54 71give over subj:pp.at 1 71give over subj:pp.from 1 71give over subj:pp.to 2 71give round subj 5 7give round subj:obj 1 7give round subj:pp.in 1 7give through subj:pp.with 1 1give to subj 1 8give to subj:obj 6 8give to subj:obj:pp.to 1 8give up subj 350 1187give up subj:adv 27 1187give up subj:obj 608 1187give up subj:obj:adv 28 1187give up subj:obj:pp.after 7 1187give up subj:obj:pp.as 4 1187give up subj:obj:pp.at 4 1187give up subj:obj:pp.because_of 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.before 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.despite 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.for 23 1187give up subj:obj:pp.for_fear_of 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.in 15 1187give up subj:obj:pp.in_response_to 1 118727



give up subj:obj:pp.like 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.of 6 1187give up subj:obj:pp.on 3 1187give up subj:obj:pp.over 1 1187give up subj:obj:pp.to 17 1187give up subj:obj:pp.with 2 1187give up subj:obj:pp.without 2 1187give up subj:pp.about 1 1187give up subj:pp.after 6 1187give up subj:pp.along 1 1187give up subj:pp.as 3 1187give up subj:pp.at 8 1187give up subj:pp.by 1 1187give up subj:pp.during 1 1187give up subj:pp.for 3 1187give up subj:pp.in 11 1187give up subj:pp.on 37 1187give up subj:pp.since 1 1187give up subj:pp.through 1 1187give up subj:pp.with 2 1187give up subj:pp.without 7 1187give up subj:s 1 1187Arguments within the Subcategorisation Frame Types Having con-sidered the di�erent types of subcategorisation frames themselves, I now turnto describe the arguments within the frames. I list all types of subcategori-sation frames � again �, but this time each frame is followed by the wordsappearing in the di�erent argument positions. So you will �rst �nd a linewith the subcategorisation frame followed by its frequency, then an emptyline, and after that a list of words (one per line) accompanied by their fre-quencies. An empty line marks the end of the word list for one argument slot,then the word list for the next argument slot follows. Such lists were createdfor all argument slots within a subcategorisation frame type, disregardingthe verb types.I should explain some strange appearance of arguments: if no subject atall appeared in the subcategorisation frame (usually: passive sentences), thecount of the subject was nevertheless increased, and the subject was de�nedas not appearing ('-'). This treatment re�ects the fact that a subject is oblig-atory in English sentences.In addition, the word dummy might appear on the list. I chose that as argu-ment in case I could not determine a head in the parse structures.Here is one (incomplete, as the numbers tell, but nevertheless illustrative)example for the word tokens in two di�erent subcategorisation frames:28



subj:obj:pp.after 3847- 1007 [subj]analyst 47angel 16band 110heads 48heroine 2herself 26humans 28i 663daughter 143 [obj]day 851days 428deadline 19death 196defendant 90demise 12attending 3 [pp.after]cuts 1family 1friend 2subj:obj:pp.at 22535- 6447 [subj]bailiff 6band 110bank 357he 3293head 114heads 48crowd 80 [obj]dancer 20days 428deadline 19death 196defendant 90demand 206party 69 [pp.at]pass 3pennington 1pitts 1place 69pn 2770 29



Finally, I created the same information for the subcategorisation frames inconnection with a speci�c verb-particle type. Here is one example for the verbgive with the particle up, when appearing with a subject and an adverb:give up subj:adv 27 11871950 1 [subj]bastard 1bean 1clegg 1generation 1he 2i 4japanese 1month 1padre 1pn 6reading 1reporter 1they 2you 3altogether 2 [adv]completely 4easily 13gracefully 1half 1immediately 1more 1much 1now 1soon 1then 1To summarise the �rst step of inducing subcategorisation frames of verbs Ibrie�y list the relevant data we are provided with now:� Frequency information about the verbs (de�ned as verb-particle types)in the BNC� Frequency information about the subcategorisation frames (de�ned as7,444 frame types) in the BNC� Joint frequency information for the types of verbs and subcategorisationframes� Token and frequency information about arguments in the subcategori-sation frames 30



� Token and frequency information about the arguments in the subcate-gorisation frames depending on the verb typesIn the following step of de�ning selectional preferences for subcategorisationframes the tokens in the frames will be generalised to conceptual classes.2.2 Selectional Preferences for Subcategorisa-tion FramesFollowing the induction of subcategorisation frame types for verbs, the stepof de�ning selectional preferences for the frames is divided into two sub-tasks:1. Assigning the words which realise the verbs' arguments to conceptualclasses in order to classify them2. Identifying a preferential ordering on conceptual classes for the argu-ment slots in the subcategorisation framesThis demand is illustrated by a short example: consider one of the possiblesubcategorisation frames for the verb drink, the transitive frame subj:objwhich requires a subject noun phrase and an object noun phrase. In de-termining the semantically preferred class for the object slot, I consider allnouns which appeared in that slot, for example co�ee, milk, beer. A preferredconceptual class for this argument would then be beverage.Some implicit problems within the course of de�ning the selectional restric-tions should be mentioned:� A word may represent multiple senses belonging to di�erent conceptualclasses. For example, when considering the noun co�ee isolated fromits context, we do not know whether we are talking about the beverageco�ee, the plant co�ee or a co�ee bean. This means that assigning aword to a conceptual class is closely connected with disambiguating thesense.� Assigning words to conceptual classes presupposes that there is a sys-tem of conceptual classes available. So either it is possible to use anexisting taxonomy, or the taxonomy has to be de�ned.Following I introduce into approaches concerned with automatic classi�ca-tion. Some approaches work without a provided classi�cation system:31



[Hindle, 1990] classi�es nouns according to the predicate-argument structuresthey appear in. Each noun is characterised by the variety of verbs it occurswith, and on this basis the nouns are grouped by the measurement of mu-tual information, according to the extend to which they appear in similarenvironments.A similar syntactic background is used in [Pereira et al., 1993]; they classifynouns according to their distribution as direct objects of verbs. Words arerepresented by the relative frequency distributions of the contexts in whichthey appear, and relative entropy between those distributions is used as thesimilarity measure for clustering. The result is a hierarchical ordering of wordclusters4.[Schütze, 1992] creats a high-dimensional space in which words and contextsare represented as vectors. The dimensions of the vectors are words, andthe numbers which express the strength of the dimensions are determined bythe co-occurrence of the word/context to be represented and the dimensionwords. Schütze's algorithm contains the following steps: �rst he automati-cally determines the words which are the dimensions of the space, then hecalculates the co-occurrence values of the dimension words with the wordshe is interested in, and on this basis he calculates the context vector asnormalised average of the vectors of some words appearing together in thatcontext.With this algorithm, Schütze clusters words by assigning vectors to them,since the vectors can be geometrically interpreted as points in space, and thepoints for similar words accumulate in a certain area in space. The approachcan be utilised for word sense disambiguation by computing the context vec-tor of the position of an ambiguous word and determining how close it is tothe dimensions of the space which correspond to the di�erent senses.[Luk, 1995] uses the 2,000 word controlled vocabulary from the LongmanDictionary of Contemporary English to de�ne conceptual sets for each senseof a word as well as for contexts � according to the words used in the dictio-nary de�nition. The similarity within the sets determines the similarity ofword senses, and applying a measure based on mutual information providesthe possibility of disambiguating a polysemous word.[Yarowsky, 1995] bases his approach on two powerful constraints: (i) there isonly one sense per collocation � nearby words provide strong and consistentclues to the sense of a target word � and (ii) there is only one sense per4For the sake of my task of determining selectional preferences the terms cluster andclass can be considered to be identical. 32



discourse � the sense of a target word is highly consistent within any givendocument. The second constraint may be overridden when local evidence isstrong.Based on these constraints Yarowsky provides an approach for sense dis-ambiguation: he �rst identi�es all appearances of a polysemous word; foreach possible sense he then determines a small number of training examplesrepresentative of that sense; after training he is equipped with a decisionlist of (salient context) words which could be applied to disambiguate thepolysemous word in further contexts.Some approaches utilise already existing class taxonomies:[Yarowsky, 1992] uses the 1,043 categories inRoget's International Thesaurus.He collects contexts which are representative of the categories by extractingthe concordances for all occurrences of each member of the category, andidenti�es and weights salient words for the contexts by an estimate similarto mutual information. By this approach, Yarowsky provides salient wordsfor each category which can be used to disambiguate a polysemous word.[Ribas, 1994] and [Ribas, 1995] utilise the semantic taxonomy provided byWordNet (see [Beckwith et al., 1991]) to assign classes to arguments withinsubcategorisation frames. He provides a list of complement co-occurrencetriples hverb-lemma, syntactic-relationship, noun-lemmai extracted from acorpus, creates a space of candidate classes from the WordNet taxonomy,evaluates the appropriateness by statistical means based on the measureof mutual information, and obtaines a set of syntactic subcategorisationframes in the pattern of hverb-lemma, syntactic-relationship, semantic-class,weighti.[Agirre and Rigau, 1996] also utilise WordNet to teach their system howwords are clustered into semantic classes and how semantic classes are hierar-chically organised. This is the basis for disambiguating a polysemous word;they assume that each sense of (i) a polysemous word and (ii) its contextwords belongs to a sub-hierarchy of WordNet. By measuring the density inthe di�erent parts of the hierarchy they �nd out the relevant sense of theword in the respective context.[Abe and Li, 1996] de�ne an association norm which measures the co-occurrencebetween two categories, for example a verb and a noun (in the case of assign-ing classes to the arguments of subcategorisation frames), by a norm similarto mutual information. They utilise an existing taxonomy; for each verb theycalculate a cut within the tree which de�nes a partition over the set of allnouns represented by the leaf nodes. In this way they assign parts of the33



tree as possible classes to the argument nouns within the subcategorisationframes.[Resnik, 1993] and [Resnik, 1997] also use the WordNet taxonomy for a prob-abilistic model capturing the co-occurrence behaviour of predicates and con-ceptual classes. Resnik determines selectional preferences of predicates forcertain classes by comparing the probability of the class occurring with anarbitrary predicate with the probability of the class occurring with the spe-ci�c predicate. As measure he uses relative entropy.For determining the relevant conceptual class in a predicate-argument rela-tion, Resnik treats each occurrence of a word in the argument position asif it represents any of the classes to which the senses belong. Credit tendsto accumulate in the taxonomy only in those classes for which there is realevidence of co-occurrence.[Abney and Light, 1998] can de�ne any semantic class hierarchy in form ofa hidden Markov model, where the states and transitions of the HMM areidenti�ed with the nodes and arcs of the hierarchy. Training the HMM onpredicate-argument relations results in an optimal path through the hierarchyfor each predicate to identify the preferred conceptual class.I decided to de�ne an approach closely following Resnik's approach, with anextension supposed by Ribas. The reasons for this decision are as follows:� WordNet is a lexical system already available, so it is not necessary tode�ne a taxonomy of classes.� The WordNet taxonomy is organised hierarchically. According to cogni-tive psychology, this is a plausible representation for semantic concepts,since hierarchical relationships between categories are one way in whichwords can be related in meaning (compare [Collins and Quillian, 1969],for example).� WordNet does not provide an explicit measure of distance, so this hasto be supported by the relevant approach.� The approach does not require an explicit sense disambiguation; thedisambiguation takes place by the tendency towards a certain class inthe taxonomy.For a detailed description of the approach subsection 2.2.1 introduces intothe idea and implementation of WordNet, before subsection 2.2.2 explainsthe determination of selectional preferences with WordNet.34



2.2.1 The Lexical Database WordNetConcerning the description of WordNet I �rst brie�y present the idea of thelexical database before I describe its design.Idea of WordNet WordNet is an on-line lexical reference system([Miller et al., 1990]5, [Beckwith et al., 1991]), whose design was inspired bypsycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory, for instance[Caramazza and Berndt, 1978], [Collins and Quillian, 1969].The lexicon distinguishes the categories nouns, verbs, adjectives, and ad-verbs. Within each of the categories, the words are organised into synonymsets (so-called synsets), sets representing a common underlying lexical con-cept. In addition, WordNet de�nes semantic relations as pointers betweenthese sets.So as not to be restricted to lemmatised word forms, WordNet provides anin�ectional morphology.Design in WordNet Concerning the design and implementation of Word-Net, I will concentrate on the nouns in the WordNet hierarchy, since for usthey represent the relevant part of speech.The WordNet noun database (version 1.5) contains 87,642 nouns; the nounsare assigned to 60,545 synonymous sets, the sets uniting synonymous nouns.The noun synsets correspond to semantic classes, the items interesting forus.The lexical relationships between the noun synsets are realised by hyper-nymy/hyponymy (super-/sub-ordination),meronymy/holonymy (part-of-/whole-of-relation), and antonymy (opposite-of-relation). The hypernymy/ hyponymyrelation organises the nouns into a semantic hierarchy, an inheritance sys-tem where the sub-ordinated nouns inherit the properties from the super-ordinated ones.Actually, there is not only one hierarchy of nouns, because the WordNetbuilders did not want to specify an arti�cial top level concept for a unique5This reference is one out of �ve papers available atftp://ftp.cogsci.princeton.edu/pub/wordnet/5papers.ps.
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hierarchy. WordNet provides 25 beginners in separate �les6, which are partlyunited to higher instances, so 11 top level concepts (and therefore hierarchies)are de�ned: {abstraction}, {act, human action, human activity}, {event},{group, grouping}, {location}, {phenomenon}, {possession}, {psychologicalfeature}, {shape, form} and {state}. The hierarchies vary in size, but are allkept shallow. They are not mutually exclusive.The pointer symbols, i.e. the symbols indicating the kind of lexical relationbetween the noun synsets, are the following:� ! Antonym� @ Hypernym� ~ Hyponym� #m Member Meronym� #s Substance Meronym� #p Part Meronym� %m Member Holonym� %s Substance Holonym� %p Part Holonym� = AttributeThere are essentially two databases which organise the WordNet noun hier-archy:1. Each noun is assigned� the part of speech n,� the number of senses it has,� the number of pointers it is involved in, followed by the di�erentpointer symbols, and� the number of synsets it is member of, followed by the di�erentsynsets.For example, the entry for the noun tree looks as follows:tree n 8 5 @ ~ #m %s %p 2 07991027 08514899The interesting information for us is that tree is member of the twosynsets 07991027 and 08514899. It has two senses, since each synsetde�nes one noun sense.6These starting concepts are act, animal, artifact, attribute, body, cognition, commu-nication, event, feeling, food, group, location, motive, object, person, phenomenon, plant,possession, process, quantity, relation, shape, state, substance, and time.36



2. Each synset can be identi�ed by� its (unique) synset number,� the beginner's �le number (as explained above; see also appendix B.1),� the part of speech n,� the number of words in the synset, followed by the words them-selves,� the number of pointers, followed by a list of 4-tuples (pointer,synset, part of speech, element concerning the pointer), and� possibly a gloss.Each synset except for those synsets at the top of the hierarchies hasat least one super-ordinated synset (indicated by @).As an example, the synset containing the two words climb and mountis given the synset number 00182735, member of �le number 4, andhas one hypernym, the synset number 00182471:00182735 04 n 02 climb mount 005 @ 00182471 n 0000~ 00182896 n 0000~ 00182998 n 0000~ 00183210 n 0000~ 00183326 n 0000| the act of climbing somethingTo give an example of how the data is processed by WordNet, here is theoutput when asking for the hypernyms of the noun tree:2 senses of treeSense 1tree => woody plant, ligneous plant=> vascular plant, tracheophyte=> plant, flora, plant life=> life form, organism, being, living thing=> entitySense 2tree, tree diagram=> plane figure, two-dimensional figure=> figure=> shape, formFor each sense of the word the synset is printed, followed by the part of thehierarchy above the word, up to the top level.37



2.2.2 Selectional Preferences Coded by WordNetI start this section with the question of how it is possible to utilise theWordNet hierarchy as source for the de�nition of selectional preferences. Asexplained before, the selectional preferences in subcategorisation frames arede�ned by an ordering of preferences on semantic concepts. The semanticconcepts again can be identi�ed by WordNet synsets, the more general thecloser they are to the top of the hierarchy. So the WordNet synsets areregarded as conceptual classes, concerning the approach I apply for the def-inition of selectional preferences.The variety of subcategorisation frame types presented in subsection 2.1.2contained 247 di�erent syntactic categories (when distinguishing betweenthe di�erent kinds of prepositional phrases). In the step of semantic classi�-cation, however, I concentrated on the nouns within the argument slots forthe subject, the objects and the prepositional phrases.So the task concerning the de�nition of selectional preferences for the argu-ments in subcategorisation frames can be put in concrete terms as determin-ing preferences concerning WordNet synset classes for the subject, objectsand prepositional phrases in the subcategorisation frames obtained in the�rst step.This is where Resnik's idea comes into play. Let us have a closer look athis approach and rede�ne the essential ideas for my usage. Resnik de�nesthe term selectional preference as the amount of information a predicate(henceforth: verb, since I am only interested in verbal predicates) providesabout its semantic argument classes. The more "extra-ordinary" the seman-tic arguments in a subcategorisation frame of a certain verb are, the moreinformation is provided by the verb, i.e. the stronger the selectional prefer-ence is.The degree of selectional preference is calculated by relative entropy([Kullback and Leibler, 1951]), which measures the di�erence between twodistributions, in this case called the prior distribution and posterior distri-bution.The prior distribution determines how probable it is that a certain semanticclass c appears as argument in a certain argument position of a subcategori-sation frame s, without regarding the identity of the verb: p(s; c).The posterior distribution determines how probable it is that a certain se-mantic class c appears as argument in a certain argument position of a sub-categorisation frame s of a certain verb v: p(s; cjv).The larger the di�erence between these two distributions is when accumulat-ing it for all semantic classes, the more in�uence the respective verb has on38



its arguments, and therefore the larger the selectional preference S of thatverb is: S(v) =Xc p(s; cjv) log p(s; cjv)p(s; c) (2.1)Given the de�nition of selectional preference, Resnik de�nes the "semantic�t" of a particular semantic class by its relative contribution to the selectionalpreference of the verb, and calls it selectional association A:A(v; s; c) = 1S(v) p(s; cjv) log p(s; cjv)p(s; c) (2.2)This is almost what I needed. But in contrast to Resnik's approach, theselectional association I needed was independent of the overall selectionalpreference of the verb, since I only compared the selectional association ofthe same verb considering di�erent classes to �nd the "best �tting" classesfor the verb's arguments, so the normalisation factor 1S(v) was not necessary.I therefore changed the selectional association A to A0:A0(v; s; c) = p(s; cjv) log p(s; cjv)p(s; c) (2.3)With equation (2.3) it was possible to determine the selectional association ofthe verbs concerning the di�erent conceptual classes (the WordNet synsets) inthe argument slots of the subcategorisation frames. Determining the classeswith the largest association values presented the selectionally most preferredconcepts.The �rst task for me in determining the maximally associated semantic nounclasses for an argument position in a subcategorisation frame of a verb wasto �nd out how to estimate the probabilities:The probability of each class regarding a speci�c argument position withina certain verb-frame type was estimated as its maximum likelihood estimate(MLE): the relation between (a) how often the class appeared in that ar-gument position of the verb, and (b) how often any class appeared in thatargument position of the verb (i.e. the number of times the verb-frame typeappeared in total):p(s; cjv) = f(v; s; c)Pc02class f(v; s; c0) = f(v; s; c)f(v; s) (2.4)The probability of each class regarding a speci�c argument position withina certain frame independent of the verb, so generalising over all verbs, wasagain estimated as the maximum likelihood estimate: the relation between39



(a) how often the class appeared in that argument position, and (b) howoften any class appeared in that argument position (i.e. the number of timesthe frame appeared in total):p(s; c) = f(s; c)Pc02class f(s; c0) = f(s; c)f(s) (2.5)The next question then was how to estimate the frequencies. The frequenciesof the verbs, the frames and the verb-frame types were already determined inthe �rst overall step described in subsection 2.1.2. But how do we know whichclass in the WordNet hierarchy had to be assigned what value, concerning aspeci�c argument position?Each time a noun appeared in a certain argument position (dependent onor independent of the verb), �rst the number of senses of that noun wasdetermined by looking up (cf. the structure of WordNet) the number ofsynsets the noun is member of. To each of the synset classes the value 1jsensesjwas assigned. This division by the number of senses displays the uncertaintyabout the sense of the noun.Afterwards, I followed upwards the hierarchy in WordNet from each synsetrepresenting a sense of the noun and added the same value to each node untila top node was reached. In case a class has several hypernyms, the value isdivided by the number of hypernyms. Having followed this algorithm for allnouns appearing in the same argument position, I ended up with a numericaldistribution over the WordNet classes. Each synset class was now assignedthe following frequency:f(v; s; c) = f(s; c) = Xnoun2c f(noun)jsenses(noun)j (2.6)For a better illustration of this algorithm, consider the following example:we are concerned with the direct object position of the verb drink, realisedby the nouns co�ee (8 times) and wine (14 times) in a training corpus. co�eehas four senses in the WordNet hierarchy and belongs to a total of 29 classes;wine has two senses and belongs to 18 classes. Each of the classes containingthe nouns co�ee/wine was assigned 84 = 2/142 = 7, respectively; and for eachof the classes that value was projected upwards in the hierarchy:
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ccccccc

entity : 2+7+2+2object : 2+7+2substance : 2+7food : 1+3.5 �uid : 1+3.5liquid : 1+3.5beverage : 2+7co�ee, java : 2 alcohol : 7wine, vino : 7

natural object : 2plant part : 2plant organ : 2reproductive structure : 2fruit : 2seed : 2co�ee bean, co�ee berry, co�ee : 2

life form : 2plant : 2vascular plant : 2woody plant : 2tree : 2co�ee, co�ee tree : 2
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abstraction : 2+7attribute : 2+7property : 2+7visual property : 2+7color : 2+7chromatic color : 2+7brown : 2chocolate, co�ee, deep brown, umber, burnt umber : 2 red : 7dark red : 7wine, wine-colored : 7The algorithm behaves slightly di�erent to Resnik's who splits the numberof times a certain noun appears in an argument position by the total numberof classes it appears in, up to the top of the hierarchy, in order to describethe degree of uncertainty about the word's sense. Intuitively, my approach(originally proposed by [Ribas, 1994]/[Ribas, 1995]) was an improvement tohis idea, since the uncertainty arises from the di�erent senses, not from thenumber of classes de�ned in WordNet, which is strongly dependent on thedepth of the hierarchy.But the basic idea which has turned out to make reasonable judgements aboutverb-argument relationships stays the same. The important bit is that thenouns in the subcategorisation frames may be ambiguous, but credit tendsto accumulate in that semantic class to which most of the nouns belong.Having determined the frequencies of the classes in this way led to the calcu-lation of the prior and posterior probabilities, which again enabled to deter-mine a distribution of selectional association over the WordNet conceptualclasses. To restrict the size of the distribution, i.e. the number of classes,I kept to the already mentioned 23 WordNet top level concepts describedin appendix B.2. Each verb for each frame type was therefore assigned a42



distribution over the 23 general conceptual classes concerning the associa-tion with the subject, the objects and the prepositional phrases within thesubcategorisation frames.Finally, I should mention the constraints I placed on the data:� Not constraining the variety of subcategorisation frames led � becauseof the explicit prepositions within the frames � to a total number of7,444. I restricted the subcategorisation frames to those which ap-peared at least 2,000 times in the training corpus, which left a moreusable number of 88.� I considered only verb-frame types where the frequency of the verb waslarger than 10 and the frequency of the verb-frame type larger than 5%of the verb's frequency.� Not all of the nouns appearing in the subcategorisation frames are de-�ned in WordNet. I �ltered the nouns and skipped those not available.� Nouns which are not de�ned in WordNet but appear quite often indiscourse (mostly pronouns, but also proper names) I provided withan additional synset de�nition. You can �nd a list of them and theirrespective synsets in appendix B.3.� In addition, numbers � usually integers � are insu�ciently de�ned inWordNet. I could not cover all possible integers, but I created a de�ni-tion for all integers between 1 and 10,000, assigning them to the synset{integer, whole number}.I will now present an example to illustrate the enlarged information aboutthe subcategorisation frames. Staying with the example verb give (here withno particle), the list is similar to the description of the subcategorisationframes followed by the di�erent argument nouns. But this time each typeof the frame is accompanied by a list of the 23 WordNet concepts for eachargument. Each line de�nes the WordNet node abbreviation, the associationof the verb-frame type for that node and the maximum likelihood estimate.
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give - subj:obj 9982 35855LifeForm 0 0 [subj]Cell 6.12437430162519e-05 0.00122279244763069Agent 0 0PhysObject 0.0187478989352773 0.374320511744637Thing 0 0Whole 7.10949124985579e-05 0.00141948087733848Content 0.000219297706361356 0.00437849755607262Unit 0 0Part 0.00135711329350237 0.0270961212385981Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.00297932455033738 0.0594851878701552Abstract 0.0253305642285428 0.505749993508183Location 0 0Shape 0.00131861251417423 0.026327414757385State 0 0Event 0 0Action 0 0Group 0 0Possession 0 0Phenomenon 0 0LifeForm 0 0 [obj]Cell 0 0Agent 0 0PhysObject 0 0Thing 0 0Whole 0 0Content 0 0Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.0132362280814078 0.0509724715909643Abstract 0.167765324439536 0.646061187624506Location 0 0Shape 0.000813299371709867 0.0031320009646601State 0 0Event 0.0273558670665238 0.105346942370479Action 0.0459318148670369 0.176882576670019Group 0 0Possession 0.000236260897945409 0.000909836384996566Phenomenon 0.0043352541943181 0.016694984394374844



give - subj:obj:obj 13430 35855LifeForm 0 0 [subj]Cell 0 0Agent 0 0PhysObject 0 0Thing 0 0Whole 0 0Content 0 0Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 3.99417468035753e-05 0.00242973501075989Inessential 0 0Variable 1.81208519975667e-06 0.000110232706495813Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.00618237657307974 0.376086125706674Abstract 0 0Location 0 0Shape 0.000438182672600387 0.02665551374008State 0.00294856942946037 0.179367277291309Event 0.002521064297632 0.153361299355714Action 0.00304612460268746 0.185301750338677Group 0 0Possession 0 0Phenomenon 0.00126065406123865 0.0766880658502897LifeForm 0.172565087237197 0.486057948364913 [obj]Cell 0 0Agent 0.17513317888456 0.493291400839656PhysObject 0 0Thing 0 0Whole 0 0Content 0.000241439940841205 0.000680055300741769Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0 0Abstract 0 0Location 0 0Shape 0 0State 0 0Event 0 0Action 0 0Group 0.00709015779972923 0.0199705954946895Possession 0 0Phenomenon 0 045



LifeForm 0 0 [obj]Cell 0 0Agent 0 0PhysObject 0 0Thing 0 0Whole 0 0Content 0 0Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.0535767346905256 0.228887288260387Abstract 0.0154121248675518 0.0658427484922524Location 0 0Shape 0.00178290095264973 0.00761680170779466State 0.0693752518281327 0.296380758458778Event 0.000430499307456295 0.00183915312590095Action 0.0701926341374568 0.299872729765613Group 0 0Possession 0.0112655364894741 0.0481279442050461Phenomenon 0.0120390673457691 0.0514325759842277give - subj:obj:pp.to 3735 35855LifeForm 0 0 [subj]Cell 1.48539478311714e-05 0.000126358987348643Agent 0 0PhysObject 0.0236193982531406 0.200924581059053Thing 0.000312793557805112 0.00266086010686602Whole 0 0Content 8.34140342530556e-05 0.000709583271644619Unit 0 0Part 0.000156357473868931 0.00133009569489729Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.0226934055353757 0.193047382119156Abstract 0.0254121071735822 0.21617472777914Location 0.00298741517534233 0.0254132275565193Shape 0.000130307527635115 0.00110849502253704State 0.0118805672583152 0.101065148804267Event 0.000708506104706788 0.00602709225443812Action 0.00873536793856 0.0743096892071955Group 0.0157342145780905 0.13384720637308Possession 0 0Phenomenon 0.00508484376767028 0.043255551763857546



LifeForm 0 0 [obj]Cell 0 0Agent 0 0PhysObject 0 0Thing 0 0Whole 0 0Content 0 0Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 0 0Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.0695842595942418 0.187329656624309Abstract 0.119741227303197 0.322358578294586Location 0.0023279386472826 0.00626710623898046Shape 0.00322279057908443 0.00867616119036644State 0.0428860251360939 0.115454621628118Event 0.00142058281498528 0.00382438920079575Action 0.0919834645838808 0.247631158771984Group 0 0Possession 0.0291387899589887 0.0784453200953067Phenomenon 0.0111484373292352 0.0300130079555532LifeForm 0.0422524065603397 0.311667252838782 [pp.to]Cell 0 0Agent 0.04009418135481 0.295747494046954PhysObject 0 0Thing 0.000135084068685891 0.000996423257678664Whole 0 0Content 0.000371745252216556 0.0027421117741243Unit 0 0Part 0 0Essential 0.000648507003756726 0.00478359489462282Inessential 0 0Variable 0 0Anticipation 0 0Psycho 0.0371362868833112 0.273929119209475Abstract 0 0Location 0 0Shape 0 0State 0 0Event 0 0Action 0.00745598734098288 0.0549977452395835Group 0.0055577978226769 0.040996092772926Possession 0 0Phenomenon 0.00191696764988322 0.014140165965853447



To conclude the step of determining selectional preferences for the argumentswithin subcategorisation frames I cite some concrete examples. For that, Ichose some verbs combined with subcategorisation frames and determinedthe (maximally) preferred WordNet nodes for all arguments positions:� The verb break (without particle) when appearing with the subcategori-sation frame subj:pp.into favours an o�ender as subject and a smileas pp-object. When regarding both preferences without connection toeach other, the choices are pretty good.� drive prefers a person as subject and an artifact as object in thesubj:obj frame.� The subj:obj frame for the verb eat prefers a living entity as subjectand food as object.� The verb swim appears with the frame subj:pp.in with a �sh assubject and a body of water as pp-object.Now we have reached the point to feed data into the clustering process forverbs: I have induced subcategorisation frames for the verbs and enriched theframes with selectional preferences in form of a distribution of associationsover the top level WordNet classes.2.3 Clustering Verbs into Semantic Verb ClassesOnce equipped with information about the alternation behaviour of verbsconcerning the usage of subcategorisation frames and the selectional pref-erences within the frames I could start clustering the verbs into semanticclasses.What does a process of clustering involve exactly? Generally said, clusteringforms classes of items which are similar to each other in a certain propertyand to a certain extent. The properties relevant in a comparison of itemsand the de�nition of the degree of similarity necessary for items in order tobelong to one class have to be de�ned according to the speci�c data and task.I based the classi�cation on the two informational versions concerning thedata acquired in the preceding steps of my work, i.e. I classi�ed the verbstwice: (i) according to their syntactic alternation behaviour only � the data48



resulting from the �rst overall step �, and (ii) including the selectional prefer-ences for the arguments within the alternating subcategorisation frames � thedata resulting from the second overall step. Applying both versions allowedto (a) �nd out about the correspondence between semantic verb classes andthe verbs' syntactic alternation behaviour, and (b) identify the importanceof the selectional preferences for the arguments.The classi�cation was processed by two di�erent algorithms: (i) clusteringaccording to the similarity of the verbs' attributes describing the alternationbehaviour, and (ii) clustering by latent classes. The algorithms are describedin detail in subsection 2.3.1.I de�ned a representative choice of verbs and semantic verb classes for theclustering experiments. The de�nitions are explained in subsection 2.3.2.Finally, subsection 2.3.3 describes the experiments I carried out on the basisof the de�ned classes, processed by the two di�erent algorithms consideringthe two versions of information.2.3.1 Clustering AlgorithmsMy original idea for the classi�cation of the verbs was an iterative cluster-ing algorithm based on a de�nition by [Hughes, 1994]. Having adjusted thealgorithm's notation to my domain, it contained the following steps:1. Starting point: each verb represents a cluster containing a single el-ement (= the verb). Build a matrix for the di�erences between theclusters. The di�erences represent the distances between the clusters.2. Find the shortest distance in the matrix and therefore the two clusterswhich are closest to each other.3. Merge the two clusters.4. Update the distance matrix.5. Go back to step 2.The algorithm raised a number of questions concerning its application to thespeci�c case of clustering verbs semantically. These issues had therefore tobe de�ned by the speci�c properties of the data:� How are the verbs and clusters represented?The �rst issue to consider was the representation of the verbs andthe verb clusters. Before determining distances between clusters, asdemanded in step 1 of the algorithm, I had to de�ne some value for49



them. The basis for the values was provided by the identi�cation ofthe verbs' subcategorisation frames with their selectional preferences,as described in the preceding sections, so what was left was de�ninga representative form. For that, each verb was assigned a distributionover the di�erent types of subcategorisation frames. Following I explainhow the attributes in the distributions were determined, depending onthe two versions of data I set the algorithms on:� Version A: Distribution over the subcategorisation frames onlyIn version A the verbs were identi�ed by a distribution over thesubcategorisation frames only, i.e. each attribute in the distri-bution characterising the verb was represented by a frame type.As mentioned before, I restricted the choice of subcategorisationframes to those which appeared at least 2,000 times in the BNC, 88frames in total. For each verb, the distribution over these frameswas determined by the maximum likelihood estimate of the verbv appearing with that frame sf , the relation between the num-ber of times the verb appeared with the frame, normalised by thenumber of times the verb appeared in total:p(sf jv) = f(v; sf)f(v) (2.7)Staying with the verb give as example, the distribution over the88 subcategorisation frames looks as follows. The frames, i.e. theattributes in the distribution, are numbered from 0 to 87:0 subj 0.02229411764705881 subj:adv 0.003088235294117652 subj:ap 0.001705882352941183 subj:obj 0.2935882352941184 subj:obj:adv 0.01464705882352945 subj:obj:ap 0.001764705882352946 subj:obj:as 0.001558823529411767 subj:obj:obj 0.3958 subj:obj:obj:adv 0.004647058823529419 subj:obj:obj:pp.at 0.0017352941176470610 subj:obj:obj:pp.for 0.0042352941176470611 subj:obj:obj:pp.in 0.00712 subj:obj:obj:pp.on 0.00213 subj:obj:obj:pp.to 0.0070588235294117614 subj:obj:obj:pp.with 0.0011470588235294115 subj:obj:pp.about 0.0016764705882352916 subj:obj:pp.after 0.0012352941176470617 subj:obj:pp.against 0.00041176470588235318 subj:obj:pp.as 0.0050294117647058850



19 subj:obj:pp.at 0.0064705882352941220 subj:obj:pp.before 0.00070588235294117721 subj:obj:pp.between 0.00014705882352941222 subj:obj:pp.by 0.0011764705882352923 subj:obj:pp.during 0.00088235294117647124 subj:obj:pp.for 0.016647058823529425 subj:obj:pp.from 0.0016470588235294126 subj:obj:pp.in 0.027529411764705927 subj:obj:pp.in:adv 0.00047058823529411828 subj:obj:pp.in:pp.in 0.00032352941176470629 subj:obj:pp.into 0.000530 subj:obj:pp.like 0.00023529411764705931 subj:obj:pp.of 0.0058235294117647132 subj:obj:pp.on 0.0068823529411764733 subj:obj:pp.out_of 0.00047058823529411834 subj:obj:pp.over 0.0010294117647058835 subj:obj:pp.through 0.00044117647058823536 subj:obj:pp.to 0.10985294117647137 subj:obj:pp.under 0.00076470588235294138 subj:obj:pp.with 0.0030294117647058839 subj:obj:pp.within 0.00044117647058823540 subj:obj:pp.without 0.0010588235294117641 subj:obj:ppart 0.0028823529411764742 subj:obj:s 0.0010294117647058843 subj:obj:sub 0.00047058823529411844 subj:obj:that 0.0019705882352941245 subj:obj:to 0.0081470588235294146 subj:obj:vbase 0.00044117647058823547 subj:obj:vger 0.0010294117647058848 subj:pp.about 0.00011764705882352949 subj:pp.across 8.82352941176471e-0550 subj:pp.after 0.00014705882352941251 subj:pp.against 2.94117647058824e-0552 subj:pp.as 0.00029411764705882453 subj:pp.at 0.000554 subj:pp.at:adv 8.82352941176471e-0555 subj:pp.between 2.94117647058824e-0556 subj:pp.by 5.88235294117647e-0557 subj:pp.for 0.00158 subj:pp.for:adv 0.00017647058823529459 subj:pp.from 0.00014705882352941260 subj:pp.from:pp.to 2.94117647058824e-0561 subj:pp.in 0.0014705882352941262 subj:pp.in:adv 0.00011764705882352963 subj:pp.into 0.00026470588235294164 subj:pp.like 8.82352941176471e-0565 subj:pp.of 0.00091176470588235366 subj:pp.on 0.00041176470588235367 subj:pp.on:adv 051



68 subj:pp.out_of 0.00017647058823529469 subj:pp.over 2.94117647058824e-0570 subj:pp.through 5.88235294117647e-0571 subj:pp.to 0.0084705882352941272 subj:pp.to:adv 0.000573 subj:pp.towards 5.88235294117647e-0574 subj:pp.under 8.82352941176471e-0575 subj:pp.up_to 0.00017647058823529476 subj:pp.upon 8.82352941176471e-0577 subj:pp.with 0.00041176470588235378 subj:pp.with:adv 2.94117647058824e-0579 subj:ppart 0.00017647058823529480 subj:s 0.0082352941176470681 subj:sub 2.94117647058824e-0582 subj:that 0.00052941176470588283 subj:to 0.0011176470588235384 subj:to:adv 085 subj:vbase 0.0010588235294117686 subj:vbase:adv 2.94117647058824e-0587 subj:vger 0.000441176470588235and as a more illustrative �gure, where the peaks of MLE for themost probable frames are recognisable:
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Distribution of the verb give � version AThe �gure illustrates that only three subcategorisation frames areassigned a MLE greater than 0.05, several lie between 0 and 0.05,but most are zero.� Version B: Distribution over the subcategorisation frames and theselectional preferencesPreparing the data for this version was more complicated, sincethe data is more complex and the amount of data enormous. In52



version B the verbs were identi�ed by a distribution over the sub-categorisation frames including information about their selectionalpreferences, i.e. each attribute in the distribution characterisingthe verb was represented by a frame type combined with a tu-ple of WordNet nodes. For example, one attribute was de�nedas subj:obj:pp.to::LifeForm:PhysObject:LifeForm, meaningthat the frame subj:obj:pp.to was combined with a living entityas subject and head of the prepositional phrase, and an inanimateentity as object. Since considering all possible combinations ofsubcategorisation frames with conceptual classes would have re-sulted in 2,321,528 attributes within the distributions, I restrictedthe combinations to those where the subcategorisation frame wasfollowed by a class-combination which appeared at least once asfavoured possibility for some verb-frame type. This left 2,192 at-tributes. The value of each attribute was determined in severalsteps:First, the maximum likelihood estimate for each class c in a cer-tain argument slot s was determined (for example, the MLE for theclass LifeForm as subject in subj:obj) by relating the associationof the class in the argument position to the overall association ofall classes in the argument position:p(s; c) = ass(s; c)Pc02class ass(s; c0) (2.8)Combining the classes c1�i to a class combination cc for the dif-ferent arguments positions s1�i in a subcategorisation frame sf(compare the above example) and estimating its probability de-manded to relate the speci�c combination to all possible combi-nations considering the argument frame with i arguments:p(ccjsf) = p(s1�i; c1�i) = Qi p(si; ci)Pc02classQi p(si; c0i) (2.9)As in version A, the maximum likelihood estimate of the verb ap-pearing with the speci�c subcategorisation frame was determinedby: p(sf jv) = f(v; sf)f(v) (2.10)Finally, the maximum likelihood estimate of the verb appearingwith the speci�c subcategorisation frame and the speci�c semanticclasses was calculated by:p(sf; ccjv) = p(sf jv) � p(ccjsf) (2.11)53



Compared to the distributions in version A it is striking how manyzeroes appear. To give an example for a distribution, I list thoseframes for the verb give which are unequal to zero:subj:obj Cell:Shape 1.46267108747213e-06subj:obj Cell:Action 8.26056676521126e-05subj:obj PhysObject:Psycho 0.00728704347146904subj:obj PhysObject:Abstract 0.092361147350823subj:obj PhysObject:Shape 0.000447752021234279subj:obj PhysObject:Event 0.0150604380105458subj:obj PhysObject:Action 0.0252871988606566subj:obj PhysObject:Possession 0.000130070547541773subj:obj PhysObject:Phenomenon 0.00238672117007707subj:obj Psycho:Psycho 0.00115802136489394subj:obj Psycho:Abstract 0.0146775825253597subj:obj Psycho:Event 0.00239333126653585subj:obj Psycho:Action 0.00401851816221684subj:obj Psycho:Phenomenon 0.000379286073675188subj:obj Abstract:Psycho 0.00984563248006969subj:obj Abstract:Abstract 0.124790515634243subj:obj Abstract:Shape 0.000604964394756431subj:obj Abstract:Event 0.0203483810987631subj:obj Abstract:Action 0.0341659093166177subj:obj Abstract:Possession 0.00017574024535352subj:obj Abstract:Phenomenon 0.00322473436105953subj:obj Shape:Psycho 0.000512526056705487subj:obj Shape:Shape 3.14921378915355e-05subj:obj Whole:Psycho 2.76335881565075e-05subj:obj Content:Abstract 0.00108036574342879subj:obj Part:Psycho 0.000527490765743986subj:obj Part:Abstract 0.00668579136817707subj:obj Part:Possession 9.41548009040735e-06subj:obj:obj Psycho:LifeForm:State 0.110343168995819subj:obj:obj Psycho:LifeForm:Action 0.111643237131288subj:obj:obj Psycho:Agent:Psycho 0.0864833724399968subj:obj:obj Psycho:Agent:Action 0.113304697565445subj:obj:obj Event:Group:Abstract 0.000410709578929337subj:obj:obj Action:LifeForm:Psycho 0.0419864668957679subj:obj:obj Action:LifeForm:Possession 0.00882846029364335subj:obj:obj Action:Agent:Abstract 0.0122577597177466subj:obj:obj Action:Agent:Possession 0.00895984431518658subj:obj:obj Action:Group:Abstract 0.00049624777682631subj:obj:pp.to PhysObject:Abstract:LifeForm 0.0131031236578255subj:obj:pp.to PhysObject:Abstract:Agent 0.0124338246982715subj:obj:pp.to PhysObject:Action:Psycho 0.00884683496869106subj:obj:pp.to Psycho:Psycho:LifeForm 0.00731598809462888subj:obj:pp.to Psycho:Abstract:Action 0.00222156690339364subj:obj:pp.to Psycho:State:Agent 0.00427865900280351subj:obj:pp.to Psycho:Action:Action 0.0017065752972583354



subj:obj:pp.to Psycho:Possession:Psycho 0.00269265381077406subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Psycho:LifeForm 0.00819245367344916subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Psycho:Psycho 0.0072004729354521subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Abstract:LifeForm 0.0140976488533991subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Action:Group 0.00142450520802067subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Possession:Group 0.000451258910933365subj:obj:pp.to Abstract:Phenomenon:Phenomenon 5.9549800989053e-05subj:obj:pp.to Location:Abstract:Group 0.000217998189969337subj:obj:pp.to Location:Location:LifeForm 3.22202880364481e-05subj:obj:pp.to Action:Psycho:Psycho 0.00247515013191056subj:obj:pp.to Action:Possession:Action 0.000208098396028427subj:obj:pp.to Group:Psycho:Action 0.000895101111831961subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:LifeForm 0.00872873038787378subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Agent 0.00828287256653339subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Psycho 0.00767181474854556subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Action 0.00154029814093307subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Group 0.00114815989652989subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Essential 0.000133972079965587subj:obj:pp.to Group:State:LifeForm 0.0031262461497298subj:obj:pp.to Group:State:Psycho 0.00274770559443561subj:obj:pp.to Group:Action:LifeForm 0.00670528338967338subj:obj:pp.to Group:Action:Agent 0.00636278191342858subj:obj:pp.to Group:Action:Group 0.000881999688475466subj:obj:pp.to Group:Action:Essential 0.000102915398065361subj:obj:pp.to Group:Possession:Agent 0.00201562059625592subj:obj:pp.to Group:Possession:Group 0.000279402431541851subj:obj:pp.to Part:Possession:Group 2.77653887150829e-06The same values can be found in the following �gure, giving anoverview of all 2,192 dimensions of the distribution:
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Distribution of the verb give � version BThe �gure illustrates that most attributes are assigned zero values;55



the utilised frames concentrate on certain frame areas, i.e. the verbgoes with a limited choice of subcategorisation frames (representedby the areas in the �gure) equipped with various preferences.The introduced distributions (in two versions, considering the di�er-ent amount of information) describe the verbs concerning their use ofsubcategorisation frames and their preferences for the arguments andthereby form the verbs' relevant properties to cluster them.� How is the distance between two clusters measured?Provided with the representation of the clusters' properties, we couldthen move to the next step, the comparison of the clusters, more con-crete: the measure of di�erence/distance between the clusters. I usedthree measures to calculate and compare the distances: the information-theoretic measure Relative Entropy, and the two geometric measuresEuclidean Distance and Cosine. To apply the geometric measures, theattributes within the distributions of the verbs were considered to beelements of a vector.I give a brief overview of the de�nition of the measures: relative en-tropy compares two distributions p and q concerning their i attributesby: DRel:Entr: =Xi pi � log(piqi ) (2.12)A general mathematical di�culty concerning relative entropy is theimpossibility to apply the measure in case the distributions containzeroes. That means that the estimates within the distributions had tobe smoothed, which was realised by adding 0.5 to the frequencies ofeach verb-frame type.Euclidean distance measures the distance between the two points thevectors representing the respective distributions in i-dimensional spacepoint at: DEucl:Dist: = sXi (pi � qi)2 (2.13)Cosine measures the angle between the vectors representing the respec-tive distributions: DCos = Pi pi � qiqPi p2i �qPi q2i (2.14)Intuitively, relative entropy should be the suitable measure, since � dif-ferently to the geometric measures � it takes relative instead of absolute56



di�erences of the attributes (i.e. the frame types) within the distribu-tions into account. But test runs did not show signi�cant di�erences,so I decided to apply all three measures and compare the results.A more exhaustive comparison of the di�erent measures can be foundin Lillian Lee's dissertation [Lee, 1997].� How are the clusters merged?When merging two clusters � because these clusters represented the twoclusters closest to each other � two steps had to follow: �rst, the verbsof the two clusters were united in one common cluster, and secondly,the distributions of the clusters had to be merged. The �rst step wasobvious to carry out, but the second caused di�culties: how are thedistributions merged? This was realised by calculating the weightedaverage for each attribute in the distribution: assume sf ia to be thestrength of a certain subcategorisation frame sf i within the distributionover all frames, for a cluster a with ma the number of verbs in thatcluster, and sf ib and mb the respective numbers for the other clusterb. Merging the distributions of the two clusters for that speci�c frameresulted in sf iab = sf ia �ma + sf ib �mbma +mb (2.15)By this, in addition to the values within the former distributions ofthe clusters the number of verbs within the clusters were taken intoconsideration. Geometrically viewed, the merged distribution for acertain number of verbs within one cluster can be considered as thecentroid of that cluster of verbs.Once a cluster was assigned a new (merged) distribution, the matrixcould be updated.� How many iterations of the algorithm are necessary to cluster the verbs?The number of iterations determines the number of clusters resultingfrom the application of the algorithm, since each iteration decreasesthe number of clusters by one. So one possibility to infer the numberof iterations was to specify the desired number of resulting clusters.This solution, however, turned out to behave in an insu�cient way,since the verbs showed the tendency to cluster together in a few largeclusters and leave a large number of verbs single. I decided to limitthe maximum number of verbs within one cluster to four elements,which in�uenced the clustering algorithm in the following way: havingclustered all verbs within a certain number of iterations, the resultingclusters were checked for their number of elements. Each time a cluster57



contained more elements than the limit, the algorithm was run againon the verbs of that cluster, so a large cluster was split into severallimited clusters. The repetitive method always started with the origi-nal distributions of the verbs, so the order and kind of verbs clusteringtogether was not in�uenced.Still, the number of iterations was an undetermined parameter. Testruns led to the following constraints which based the number of itera-tions (I) on the number of verbs to be clustered (V ):� If more than 100 verbs were to be clustered, the number of itera-tions was calculated by I = V � 0:95.� Else: If more than 50 verbs were to be clustered, the number ofiterations was calculated by I = V � 0:9.� Else: If more than 20 verbs were to be clustered, the number ofiterations was calculated by I = V � 0:8.� Up to 20 verbs were clustered by I = V � 0:7.The decreasing percentage of the number of verbs used to iterate wasbased on the observation that the number of iterations should be closeto that of the verbs � to result in an expressive number of clusters � butnot approach it, because that would have resulted in one large clusterplus several clusters containing only a single verb.The outlined algorithm might seem arbitrary in certain decisions I made.To convince the reader about the practical use I illustrate a sample run Iexecuted, based on the preceding data.I de�ned three clearly distinguishable semantic classes, reception, amuse-ment, and motion and assigned 13 verbs to these classes:� reception: buy, collect, purchase, receive� amusement: giggle, grin, laugh, smile� motion: �y, move, run, swim, walkApplying the algorithm in the way explained before, the clustering of theverbs resulted in exactly the way they had been assigned to classes, withexception of the verb run, which represented a cluster with a single member,because of the restriction of at most four verbs per cluster.Compared to the amount of verbs I extracted from the BNC this was a simpleand clear example. But it illustrates that the general idea of the clusteringalgorithm is applicable. 58



There are obvious disadvantages of the algorithm, however: the clearest isthe fact that, before applying the algorithm to the data, several parame-ters had to be determined: how to de�ne the distributions for the verbs,which measure to use for calculating the di�erence between the verbs, howto smooth, how to merge the distributions, how often the algorithm shouldbe run, the cut-o� for the number of verbs in a cluster. Test runs led to thedescribed set which resulted in useful sample clusters. But how do we knowif the parameters were set in the optimal way?A way out of this problem was the application of an unsupervised instead ofa supervised algorithm. The advantage of an unsupervised algorithm is thepossibility to feed the data into the algorithm and initialise few parametersto make it organise itself to �nd the (local) optimum.Consider Kohonen Networks, for example (a simple description of the algo-rithm can be found in [Beale and Jackson, 1990]). The unsupervised learningalgorithm organises the nodes in a network into local neighbourhoods. Con-sidering the nodes as the verbs I wanted to cluster, this is exactly what Ineeded, and the only requirement was the representation of the nodes.Practical considerations, then, led to another unsupervised algorithm: theTCL group at the IMS provides a robust tool for Latent Classes (see [Rooth, 1996]for a description of the algorithm), based on the expectation-maximationalgorithm. Generally said, latent class analyses identify categorical typesamong indirectly observed multinomial distributions, a background applica-ble to our problem of assigning semantic classes to verbs characterised bydistributions over subcategorisation frames.As input, the algorithm needs (i) a �xed number of classes to be built, and(ii) the absolute frequencies of the verbs appearing with the subcategorisa-tion frames. For version A, this data was already provided by the resultsin section 2.1.2. The representation looked as follows for our usual exampleverb give. The frequency is followed by the verb which is itself followed bythe frame:13430 give subj:obj:obj9982 give subj:obj3735 give subj:obj:pp.to936 give subj:obj:pp.in758 give subj566 give subj:obj:pp.for498 give subj:obj:adv288 give subj:pp.to280 give subj:s277 give subj:obj:to242 give subj:obj:obj:obj240 give subj:obj:obj:pp.to59



238 give subj:obj:obj:pp.in234 give subj:obj:pp.on220 give subj:obj:pp.at198 give subj:obj:pp.of171 give subj:obj:pp.as158 give subj:obj:obj:adv144 give subj:obj:obj:pp.for105 give subj:adv103 give subj:obj:pp.with98 give subj:obj:ppart75 give subj:obj:pp.to:pp.in68 give subj:obj:obj:pp.on67 give subj:obj:that60 give subj:obj:ap59 give subj:obj:obj:pp.at58 give subj:ap57 give subj:obj:pp.about56 give subj:obj:pp.from55 give subj:obj:pp.than53 give subj:obj:as52 give subj:obj:obj:pp.as50 give subj:pp.in50 give subj:obj:obj:pp.of[...]For version B the de�nition was slightly more complicated, since I was equippedwith association values, not frequencies. The �rst row in the following listtherefore contains the association value as calculated in the way describedfor the distance clustering algorithm and then multiplied by 106 to representan integer:339379 give subj:obj::Abstract:Abstract251184 give subj:obj::PhysObject:Abstract229030 give subj:obj:obj::Psycho:Agent:Action225672 give subj:obj:obj::Psycho:LifeForm:Action223044 give subj:obj:obj::Psycho:LifeForm:State174814 give subj:obj:obj::Psycho:Agent:Psycho102465 give subj:obj:pp.to::Abstract:Abstract:LifeForm95237 give subj:obj:pp.to::PhysObject:Abstract:LifeForm92917 give subj:obj::Abstract:Action90372 give subj:obj:pp.to::PhysObject:Abstract:Agent84870 give subj:obj:obj::Action:LifeForm:Psycho68770 give subj:obj::PhysObject:Action64301 give subj:obj:pp.to::PhysObject:Action:Psycho63442 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Abstract:LifeForm60202 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Abstract:Agent59544 give subj:obj:pp.to::Abstract:Psycho:LifeForm55760 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Abstract:Psycho55339 give subj:obj::Abstract:Event60



53174 give subj:obj:pp.to::Psycho:Psycho:LifeForm52335 give subj:obj:pp.to::Abstract:Psycho:Psycho48735 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Action:LifeForm46246 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Action:Agent40958 give subj:obj::PhysObject:Event39917 give subj:obj::Psycho:Abstract31098 give subj:obj:pp.to::Psycho:State:Agent26776 give subj:obj::Abstract:Psycho24777 give subj:obj:obj::Action:Agent:Abstract22722 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:State:LifeForm19971 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:State:Psycho19817 give subj:obj::PhysObject:Psycho19570 give subj:obj:pp.to::Psycho:Possession:Psycho18182 give subj:obj::Part:Abstract18111 give subj:obj:obj::Action:Agent:Possession17990 give subj:obj:pp.to::Action:Psycho:Psycho17845 give subj:obj:obj::Action:LifeForm:Possession16146 give subj:obj:pp.to::Psycho:Abstract:Action14650 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Possession:Agent12403 give subj:obj:pp.to::Psycho:Action:Action11195 give subj:obj:pp.to::Group:Abstract:Action10928 give subj:obj::Psycho:Action10353 give subj:obj:pp.to::Abstract:Action:Group[...]Fed with this data the latent class analysis organised the verbs into classes.The output of the algorithm was a set of classes, with each class being as-signed a certain probability. The classes contain all verb types and all subcat-egorisation frame types, ordered by the probability of their class membership.So for each class there are a couple of most probable verb-frame types. Athreshold for the probability and/or a cut-o� for the number of memberswithin the classes limited the number of verbs within the classes: I set thethreshold to 0.02 and the number of members to four, as for the precedingalgorithm.To give an example, a class could look as follows:Class 3 0.0415648====================================think 0.283845know 0.111733say 0.0914999believe 0.0454137<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>subj:s 0.66809subj 0.230383 61



Since the verbs can be (probable) members of several classes, the approachis generally able to represent the polysemy of verbs.Here I �nish with the description of the two algorithms I used for the exper-iments. Subsection 2.3.3 will specify how they were set into play.2.3.2 Verbs and Verb ClassesThe �nal step before setting up the experiments was the de�nition of theverbs to cluster. I was provided with 12,238 di�erent verb-particle types Icould cluster, but I wanted to start with a neat amount of data. The mainreason for that was the problem of �nding a basis for evaluating the result-ing verb classes. How is it possible to evaluate the results? Basically, thereare two ways: (i) de�ne an own classi�cation system, optimally before run-ning the experiments, otherwise based on the results, or (ii) use an existingclassi�cation system. The former possibility was rejected, since this wouldeither result in an insu�ciently de�ned classi�cation system, or go beyondthe scope of this thesis. So I decided in favour of the latter possibility andtherefore had to make up my mind about which system to utilise.As introduced in section 1.2, Levin's classi�cation [Levin, 1993] already pro-vides a semantic categorisation of verbs, so I decided to extract verbs andverb classes from there. The constraints I required for the verbs were (i) someverbs to be polysemous to investigate the realisation of the phenomenon bythe algorithms, and (ii) to distinguish between high and low frequent verbsto see the in�uence of the frequency onto the algorithms.I selected 153 di�erent verbs with 226 verb senses: 103 verbs only have asingle sense, 35 verbs have two senses, 9 verbs have three senses, and 6 verbshave four senses, according to Levin. Considering the (low) frequencies ofthe verbs, the data I had collected showed that 27 of the verbs appeared lessthan 500 times as heads of subcategorisation frames, and 4 even less than100 times in total.The 226 verb senses belong to 30 di�erent semantic classes; I partly renamedthe classes and I split four of them into sub-classes, to distinguish betweenthe di�erent parts of the classes. Here is the complete de�nition of the verbclasses:1. Placingarrange, place, position, put, situate62



2. Surfacing� Rubbingbrush, rub� Loadingload, pack� Spreadingspray, spread3. Change of Possession� Givingallocate, entrust, give, guarantee, leave, o�er, pass, pay, promise,provide, return, sell, supply, transfer� Obtainingaccumulate, acquire, buy, collect, �nd, gain, get, leave, purchase,receive4. Sendingpass, return, send, transfer, transport5. Throwinghit, kick, pass, smash, throw6. Contact� Impactbeat, brush, hit, kick, smash� Touchkiss, tickle, touch7. Removingbrush, delete, dismiss, eliminate, extract, remove, separate8. Disassemble� Separatingdisconnect, distinguish, extract, part, separate� Splittingbreak, cut, kick, split, tear9. Destructionbreak, crush, demolish, destroy, eliminate, execute, kill, murder, ruin,smash, split, tear, waste 63



10. Change of Statebreak, cook, collect, climb, crush, gain, smash, split, tear11. Creationarrange, build, collect, construct, cook, create, cut, develop, invent,pour, produce, roll12. Declarationannounce, believe, confess, declare, �nd, guarantee, show, suppose,think, want13. Tellingadvise, announce, confess, declare, explain, instruct, propose, read, say,show, suggest, teach, tell, warn, write14. Learningacquire, learn, read, study15. Characterisationcharacterise, classify, describe, identify, o�er, qualify, see16. Assessmentanalyse, assess, evaluate, study17. Perceptionfeel, hear, notice, see, smell, study18. Admirationadmire, envy, hate, like, love19. Desiredesire, like, need, want20. Social Interactionargue, communicate, correspond, �ght, kiss, meet, play, visit21. Manner of Speakingmoan, scream, shout, whisper22. Ingestingeat, drink, exist, live, survive23. Bodybrush, cut, kick, part, roll, show64



24. Lodginglive, stay, stop25. Existenceclimb, cut, exist, hit, live, meet, persist, run, stay, survive, touch26. Slidingbounce, �oat, move, roll, slide27. Motionclimb, depart, exit, �ee, leave, return28. Manner of Motionbounce, climb, �oat, �y, jump, move, roll, run, slide, tear29. Aspectbegin, continue, end, �nish, start, stop30. Weatherpour, rain, snow, stormI added three verb senses to certain classes which I thought belonging thereaccording to their alternation behaviour as well as their meaning: extract toSeparating, announce to Declaration, and like to Desire.There are some �nal remarks to mention before I conclude the description ofthe classes:� As mentioned above, one should keep in mind that the de�nition of theLevin classes and their members is based on subjective judgement whendeciding in the last instance. Comparing the classes with other con-ceptual categorisations (a dictionary, or WordNet, for example) wouldnecessarily result in di�erences.� In my opinion there is a di�erence in how closely related verbs in thesame class are. Some verbs in the same class are more closely relatedto each other than others. That was the reason why I split some classesinto sub-classes.In addition, the algorithms were de�ned in a way not allowing morethan four members per class, so a successful application should be ableto distinguish even more sub-classes within the classes than de�ned,and no more subjective opinions (mine, in this case) in�uenced theclasses. 65



2.3.3 ExperimentsFinally, I come to describe the clustering experiments I ran on the de�neddata with the speci�ed algorithms. Summarising the above de�nitions, Ihad 153 di�erent verbs with 226 verb senses to cluster into 30 semanticclasses, according to information about the subcategorisation frames theyoccur with, partly accompanied by selectional preferences for the argumentswithin the frames. The clustering was performed by two di�erent algorithms,one clustering according to the distances between the verbs, one clusteringaccording to a latent class analysis.On this basis, four di�erent experiments were carried out:1. Distance Clustering according to subcategorisation frames only2. Distance Clustering according to subcategorisation frames and theirselectional preferences3. Latent Class Clustering according to subcategorisation frames only4. Latent Class Clustering according to subcategorisation frames and theirselectional preferencesTo investigate the background of the distance clustering in a concrete way,I added a further experiment for both informational versions: based on thedistributions of the verbs over the frames as explained in subsection 2.3.1, Iclustered the verbs in one step by assigning each verb into the same clusteras that verb most similar in the distribution. The similarity was measuredby relative entropy, euclidean distance and cosine, as before.In this way, clusters containing at least two and at most 153 verbs werecreated. To illustrate the idea, assume the �ve verbs buy, purchase, �y,move and swim pointing to the respective most similar verb in the followingway:buy -> purchasepurchase -> buyfly -> swimmove -> flyswim -> flyBased on these distance formulations the two clusters {buy, purchase} and{�y, move, swim} would be created.This experiment was also carried out for both informational versions, so thefollowing two experiments were added:66



1. One-Step Distance Clustering according to subcategorisation framesonly2. One-Step Distance Clustering according to subcategorisation framesand their selectional preferencesTo distinguish the two kinds of distance clustering, the latter method getsthe a�x one-step, the former iterative, from now on.For comparing the results of the experiments and determining their useful-ness, I preceded a baseline experiment, where each verb points to an arbitraryother verb as most similar verb, in order to create the clusters in the sameway as for one-step distance clustering.I �nish with an overview of the experiments as introduced above, accord-ing to the algorithm used for clustering and the amount of information theclustering was based on:Algorithm InformationBaseline -One-Step Distance Clustering SFsOne-Step Distance Clustering SFs and PrefsIterative Distance Clustering SFsIterative Distance Clustering SFs and PrefsLatent Class Clustering SFsLatent Class Clustering SFs and Prefs
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Chapter 3Interpreting the SemanticClassi�cation
This chapter is concerned with the verb classes resulting from the experimentsdescribed in section 2.3.3. It contains two parts: section 3.1 presents theresults of the clustering process, especially the recall and precision measures,and section 3.2 then describes and interprets the classi�cation in detail.3.1 Quality of the Verb ClassesIn order to represent the results in a clear way, I build tables according to(i) the algorithms used for clustering, and (ii) the amount of information onwhich the clustering was based. Before displaying the results of the moresophisticated algorithms I start with the results of the baseline experiment,followed by those from the one-step distance clustering. Then the results forthe iterative distance clustering are listed, followed by those for the latentclass clustering. Each method is described for both using only informationabout the subcategorisation frames and using information about the subcat-egorisation frames and their selectional preferences.The core of information about the results is the same for all tables. Theimportant pieces are:� the total number of clusters: the number of clusters obtained by therespective clustering method� the number of correct clusters: a correct cluster is de�ned a clusterrepresenting a subset of members within a Levin class68



� the total number of verbs in the clusters: the total number of verbsappearing in all clusters� the number of correct verbs: the total number of verbs appearing in acorrect clusterIn addition, the tables are equipped with the respective recall and precisionmeasures. The recall value is de�ned by the percentage of verbs within thecorrect clusters compared to the total number of verbs to be clustered:recall = jverbscorrect_clustersj153 (3.1)The precision value is de�ned by the percentage of verbs appearing in thecorrect clusters compared to the number of verbs appearing in any cluster:precision = jverbscorrect_clustersjjverbsall_clustersj (3.2)3.1.1 Baseline ClusteringThe baseline experiment where each verb was given an arbitrary closest neigh-bour resulted in one large cluster. Recall and precision are both zero in thiscase.3.1.2 One-Step Distance ClusteringThe �rst table shows the number of clusters and verbs resulting from one-stepdistance clustering done by the three measures Relative Entropy, EuclideanDistance and Cosine, according to the information about subcategorisationframes only. The total number of verbs is always 153, since all verbs appear inthe clusters. This fact causes recall and precision to have the same value. Themost successful measure for clustering was relative entropy which assigned24% of the verbs to correct clusters.Measure Clusters Verbs Recall PrecisionTotal Correct Total CorrectRel. Entr. 32 14 153 36 24% 24%Eucl. Dist. 35 10 153 23 15% 15%Cosine 29 8 153 18 12% 12%One-Step Distance Clusters according to SFs69



The next table is based on the same method, but includes information aboutthe selectional preferences within the subcategorisation frames. With thisbasis, recall and precision strongly decrease; relative entropy assigned only3% instead of 24% of the verbs to correct clusters, euclidean distance alsodeteriorated, but turned out to be the most successful measure, assigning11% of the verbs to correct clusters.Measure Clusters Verbs Recall PrecisionTotal Correct Total CorrectRel. Entr. 23 2 153 5 3% 3%Eucl. Dist. 19 7 153 17 11% 11%Cosine 25 5 153 14 9% 9%One-Step Distance Clusters according to SFs and Prefs3.1.3 Iterative Distance ClusteringThe following two tables display the number of clusters and verbs resultingfrom iterative distance clustering. The �rst is based on the information aboutsubcategorisation frames only. Compared to the respective experiment whenclustering in one step, this method increased the number of verbs it assignedto correct clusters from 36 to 55 when using relative entropy as distancemeasure; precision increases to 61%.Measure Clusters Verbs Recall PrecisionTotal Correct Total CorrectRel. Entr. 31 20 90 55 36% 61%Eucl. Dist. 41 17 111 37 24% 33%Cosine 38 18 98 43 28% 44%Iterative Distance Clusters according to SFsThe second is based on the same method, but considers information aboutsubcategorisation frames plus information about their selectional preferences.Again, using this more re�ned basis decreases recall and precision. Euclideandistance was most successful in measuring and resulted in clustering 44% ofall verbs into correct clusters.
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Measure Clusters Verbs Recall PrecisionTotal Correct Total CorrectRel. Entr. 30 14 81 31 20% 38%Eucl. Dist. 15 8 45 20 13% 44%Cosine 29 7 88 18 12% 20%Iterative Distance Clusters according to SFs and Prefs3.1.4 Latent Class ClusteringFinally, the numbers of clusters and verbs resulting from using latent classesas verb clusters are given, utilising information about subcategorisation framesonly as well as adding selectional preferences for their arguments.I brie�y recall the di�erences to the preceding method, as far as the displayin the table is concerned: (a) the number of clusters had to be determinedbefore starting the clustering machinery, so it was not an e�ect of the al-gorithm's behaviour � as it was for distance clustering � and (b) the 153di�erent verbs have 226 di�erent senses, represented in brackets in additionto the number of di�erent verbs. Recall and precision are calculated on thebasis of verb senses in addition to those for the verbs.The precision of this method is below the most successful assignments wheniteratively clustering by distance: 54% instead of 61%, and 31% instead of44%.Information Clusters Verbs(Senses) Recall PrecisionTotal Correct Total CorrectSFs 80 36 107(159) 58(90) 38(40)% 54(57)%SFs + Prefs 80 22 153(226) 47(56) 31(25)% 31(25)%Latent Classes3.1.5 ComparisonI brie�y summarise the results from the di�erent tables. Concerning preci-sion, the assignment of verbs into semantic classes was most successful whenusing the iterative distance clustering method; 61% of all verbs were clus-tered into correct classes. Clustering the verbs into latent classes was with54% comparably, but less successful. 71



The baseline experiment showed that no semantic clustering is possible with-out an algorithmic procedure, and the one-step distance clustering underlinedthe impression that sophisticated methods are needed to successfully clusterverbs.With all clustering methods the results became worse when adding informa-tion about the selectional preferences for the arguments in the subcategori-sation frames.3.2 Interpretation of the Verb ClassesI have given an overview of the success of the di�erent methods concerningthe quality of clustering. But so far nothing has been said about how theclusters look like and why they look that way. For the goal of answeringthese questions I will describe, compare and interpret the clusters resultingfrom Baseline Clustering and the three clustering methods One-Step Dis-tance Clustering, Iterative Distance Clustering and Latent Class Clustering.Concerning the distance clustering I concentrate on the measure of relativeentropy.3.2.1 Baseline ClusteringThe baseline experiment shows that randomly clustering verbs does not resultin any groups belonging together. Uniting each verb with an arbitrary mostsimilar verb formed one large cluster with all verbs. With this experiment Iillustrate that it is necessary to base the clustering of verbs on informationmaking possible to �nd tendencies of clusters.3.2.2 One-Step Distance ClusteringThe results of this clustering method provide two sources of informationabout the distance clustering behaviour of the verbs: (i) the resulting clus-ters of this method, of course, and (ii) the basis for this clustering method,i.e. the identi�cation of the closest and therefore most similar verb. I will�rst describe the correct clusters and then interpret their success and theirweaknesses on account of the underlying linguistic model and the distancemeasure. 72



I start with a description of the correct clusters. Following you �nd the 14clusters built on the basis of subcategorisation frames only (version A), eachidenti�ed by C(X) � where X is the number of members in the cluster � andthe respective class name as speci�ed in section 2.3.2:C(2) -- Placing : placesituateC(3) -- Surfacing : loadpacksprayC(2) -- Surfacing:Rubbing : brushrubC(5) -- Change of Possession:Giving : giveofferguaranteepaysellC(2) -- Declaration : supposethinkC(2) -- Telling : adviseinstructC(3) -- Telling : confessexplainwriteC(2) -- Telling : teachtellC(2) -- Admiration : hateloveC(4) -- Desire : desirelikeneedwantC(2) -- Lodging / Existence : livestayC(2) -- Existence : existpersist 73



C(2) -- Sliding / Manner of Motion : bouncefloatC(3) -- Aspect : begincontinuestartThe same information is provided for the two correct clusters on the basis ofsubcategorisation frames and their selectional preferences (version B):C(3) -- Telling : adviseinstructteachC(2) -- Sliding / Manner of Motion : rollslideThe description of the correct clusters only provides information about howthe verbs clustered together (successfully). For an investigation about whythe verbs clustered together in that way we are concerned with the underlyingfactors of the resulting clusters: (i) the way the verbs point to the respectivemost similar verb, and (ii) the clustering algorithm assigning the verbs toclasses according to the pointers.As a �rst step for investigating these two issues I present the pointers ofthe verbs which chose another verb of a class the verb belongs to as mostsimilar verb. Considering the distribution over the subcategorisation framesonly (informational version A), a remarkable percentage of verbs meets thisconditions: 94 verbs (61%).The verb pointers are accompanied by the distances between the verbs. Therange of the distances shows that the closeness is not restricted by a certainthreshold:advise -> instruct 0.238852958099192announce -> show 0.145183331411684assess -> evaluate 0.115488424667221begin -> continue 0.122438979008207bounce -> float 0.207911911653362brush -> rub 0.293856739744594buy -> purchase 0.107678325089227characterize -> identify 0.251898877231237classify -> describe 0.32647933391065climb -> run 0.161085018462758collect -> receive 0.0930838718704027confess -> explain 0.350904528766792continue -> begin 0.122438979008207create -> produce 0.062281119846764declare -> show 0.28737711974736874



depart -> flee 0.303862995157347describe -> identify 0.321319755171558desire -> like 0.297218928250783destroy -> kill 0.0772081139176661disconnect -> extract 0.344415935546984drink -> eat 0.0709823041301391eat -> drink 0.0709823041301391eliminate -> destroy 0.160978731496061entrust -> transfer 0.641732143913148envy -> admire 0.244702341485668evaluate -> assess 0.115488424667221exist -> persist 0.240941972241492explain -> write 0.249442158678047extract -> separate 0.202433207625224feel -> notice 0.507429764923867fight -> play 0.284467694351444find -> show 0.294997762244098float -> bounce 0.207911911653362fly -> move 0.223868751079158gain -> acquire 0.100265273816536give -> offer 0.251940767125914guarantee -> offer 0.311146419996227hate -> love 0.0751317671516997hear -> notice 0.446658227203692instruct -> advise 0.238852958099192invent -> create 0.0997178331802089jump -> fly 0.240818182438295kill -> destroy 0.0772081139176661kiss -> touch 0.237324068838082like -> need 0.100615003520193live -> stay 0.277569635445438load -> pack 0.219579969265969love -> hate 0.0751317671516997meet -> play 0.101563004912523moan -> scream 0.219209058848646move -> fly 0.223868751079158murder -> kill 0.0946875501512546need -> like 0.100615003520193offer -> pay 0.23016781556807pack -> load 0.219579969265969pay -> sell 0.193750923225591persist -> exist 0.240941972241492place -> situate 0.347714173318143play -> meet 0.101563004912523produce -> create 0.062281119846764purchase -> receive 0.091472208760778receive -> purchase 0.091472208760778return -> flee 0.381486296844562roll -> climb 0.16484513967902575



rub -> brush 0.293856739744594ruin -> destroy 0.170729903674329run -> climb 0.161085018462758scream -> shout 0.14379024976656see -> describe 0.391668825790375sell -> pay 0.193750923225591separate -> extract 0.202433207625224shout -> scream 0.14379024976656show -> announce 0.145183331411684situate -> place 0.347714173318143slide -> roll 0.361925305353889smash -> break 0.290617681542671split -> smash 0.462454177014069spray -> load 0.317886328501611start -> begin 0.227969177465212stay -> live 0.277569635445438stop -> finish 0.358016834934426suppose -> think 0.389745446679773survive -> eat 0.268766594586078teach -> tell 0.366822326761819tear -> cut 0.42485543708415tell -> teach 0.366822326761819think -> suppose 0.389745446679773touch -> hit 0.181096658162722transfer -> allocate 0.411858561344105want -> need 0.156052537732552warn -> suggest 0.332488889228512waste -> destroy 0.275320906123404whisper -> shout 0.195454739021813write -> explain 0.249442158678047Including information about the selectional preferences decreases the resultto 55 verbs (36%):admire -> envy 1.03689873105811advise -> instruct 0.752304259439932allocate -> offer 3.8281372496486announce -> declare 2.15095017894666assess -> evaluate 2.44672164605358begin -> continue 0.406273360669858believe -> think 0.999194493960703brush -> touch 2.24051635347847build -> invent 2.31796662630919buy -> invent 2.28932351500408climb -> cook 2.2617350639517confess -> think 1.00445367918735construct -> produce 2.1739038758978continue -> begin 0.406273360669858destroy -> demolish 2.7611909479765176



drink -> eat 0.113938812685002eat -> drink 0.113938812685002envy -> admire 1.03689873105811execute -> murder 2.14025445018575exist -> survive 1.38292157560267finish -> start 1.32579149894346float -> bounce 1.373428162721fly -> move 0.715873441817131gain -> acquire 1.88591591077562give -> offer 3.81174859761804guarantee -> suggest 2.46119770645549hate -> love 0.210547493965412identify -> characterize 2.83856345292773instruct -> advise 0.752304259439932kill -> murder 1.64395338641121love -> hate 0.210547493965412move -> fly 0.715873441817131notice -> feel 1.24064275601367offer -> acquire 2.57196819696522persist -> exist 1.89866951471403place -> position 4.02370267798147pour -> cook 2.13674380859853produce -> construct 2.1739038758978receive -> return 3.73964339166919roll -> slide 1.9743774663702scream -> shout 0.173030704772142shout -> scream 0.173030704772142show -> suggest 1.27762461113202slide -> roll 1.9743774663702start -> finish 1.32579149894346stop -> finish 2.33408384272032suggest -> show 1.27762461113202suppose -> think 0.854520147950432survive -> exist 1.38292157560267teach -> advise 1.71554041129368think -> suppose 0.854520147950432touch -> brush 2.24051635347847transfer -> allocate 4.0739942050971want -> like 0.363226905493825whisper -> moan 0.627836598794285To get a feeling for the distances between the verbs the reader might have alook at appendix C. I selected a choice of verbs and present them in a matrixshowing the distances to all of the 153 verbs, for both versions A and B.These pointers are the basic data on which the one-step distance clusteringas well as the iterative method work. Provided with the (correct) pointersof the verbs and the resulting (correct) clusters, we can now investigate theunderlying factors of this simple clustering method.77



1. Why do the verbs choose the respective most similar verb in the waythe pointers represent?61%/36% of the verbs in the respective versions A and B chose a verbin the same class as closest verb, so the remaining 39%/64% point atverbs from di�erent classes. What are the reasons for this division?Why are there at all verbs which point to a verb from a di�erent class?The answer is concerned with two issues underlying the determinationof the pointers: (a) the representation of the verbs which describesthe linguistic properties of the verbs, and (b) the distance measurewhich determines the di�erences between two verbs, based on theirrepresentations.(a) I start with an investigation of the linguistic representation of theverbs. How well are the verbs modelled, concerning their linguisticproperties? For that, I have a look at the representation of someverbs, i.e. their distributions over subcategorisation frames: Itake one positive (pointing to a verb from the same class) and onenegative (pointing to a verb from a di�erent class) example verbfrom both versions and the respective verbs they point at. For allverbs I present the distribution over the subcategorisation framesand example sentences1 for the use of the frames � in case theusage is linguistically realisable (otherwise the verb is marked bya question mark). I only consider frames which are used with aprobability greater than 0.02.� Version A, positive example:The verb hate chose the verb love as closest verb. Both verbsbelong to the class Admiration.Compare the distributions in the following �gures showing anenumeration of the 88 relevant frames on the x-axis, and theprobability of the frames on the y-axis2:1Evidence for the structure and content of the example sentences was taken from theBNC and WordNet.2See appendix A for the relation between the numbering and the respective subcate-gorisation frames.
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Distribution of the verb loveThere is a strong preference (0.65/0.61) for a transitive use.The diathesis alternation with other frames as proposed bythe distribution can be illustrated by the following examplesentences:
(3.3)

subj hate ?John loves.subj:obj Susan's mother hates her husband.Fergie loves her status.subj:obj:adv He hates the cleric in particular.Alan loves his mother hopelessly.subj:obj:obj hate/love ?subj:obj:pp.for She hates school for the force.subj:to Elinor hates to be interrupted.People love to play.subj:vger People hate working.The sailor loves exploring.79



There is no linguistic evidence for an intransitive use (of hate)or a ditransitive use (of either verb).� Version A, negative example:The verb admire chose the verb invent as closest verb. Thereis no common class for the two verbs. Why did admire notchoose envy, for example? These two verbs belong to the classAdmiration.Compare the distributions of the three verbs:
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Distribution of the verb envyAll three verbs have a strong preference for the transitiveframe (0.54/0.58/0.52). The alternation behaviour as pro-posed by the distribution can be illustrated by the followingexample sentences:
(3.4)

subj admire/invent/envy ?subj:obj Everyone admires the guy.Dädalus invented the tyre.The girls envy the lifestyle.subj:obj:adv I admire Lewis immensely.subj:obj:obj admire/invent ?I envy Harvey the nice welcome.subj:obj:pp.for Adam admires her for her energy.He invents an excuse for {his wife/ not coming}.I envy him for his tenaciousness.subj:obj:pp.in She admires {the qualities in Mary/ the doctor in Hampstead}.An engineer invented the dye in 1856.subj:obj:to John invented a language to communicate.There are no examples for an intransitive use of the verbs, andnone for the verbs admire and invent with the ditransitiveframe subj:obj:obj.� Version B, positive example:As in version A, the verb hate chose the verb love as closestverb. Both verbs belong to the class Admiration.Following you �nd the verbs' distributions over the 2,192 sub-categorisation frames including selectional preferences. Mostprobabilities are zeroes, and it is only possible to see a ten-dency of the exact frames which I will interpret afterwards.81
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Distribution of the verb loveThe strongest preferences (probabilities between 0.17 and 0.24)are for a transitive use of the verbs, demanding living entitiesas subject and object. The alternation behaviour as proposedby the distributions is illustrated by the following examplesentences:
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(3.5)
subj::LifeForm John loves.subj::Agent dittosubj:obj::LifeForm:LifeForm Susan's mother hatesher husband.Susan's mother lovesher husband.subj:obj::LifeForm:Agent dittosubj:obj::Agent:LifeForm dittosubj:obj::Agent:Agent dittosubj:obj:adv::LifeForm:Agent Susan's mother lovesher husband deeply.subj:obj:adv::Agent:LifeForm dittosubj:obj:adv::Agent:Agent dittosubj:to::LifeForm Vaughan hates to cook.Vaughan loves to cook.subj:to::Agent ditto� Version B, negative example:The verb break chose the verb read as closest verb. Thereis no common class for the two verbs. Why did break notchoose cut, for example? These two verbs belong to the sub-class Disassemble:Splitting.Following is an overview of the distributions of the three verbs:
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Distribution of the verb cutAt �rst glance, the distribution of cut actually looks moresimilar to break than read does. For a closer investigation,following is a display of the alternation behaviour as proposedby the distribution:
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(3.6)

subj::PhysObject The glass breaks.subj::Abstract read ?subj::Event break ?subj:obj::LifeForm:PhysObject John breaks the window.John reads a book.subj:obj::LifeForm:Abstract John reads a poem.subj:obj::LifeForm:Part break ?subj:obj::Agent:PhysObject John reads a book.subj:obj::Agent:Abstract John reads a poem.subj:obj::Agent:Part break ?subj:obj::PhysObject:PhysObject The knife cuts the silk.subj:obj::PhysObject:Abstract cut ?subj:obj::PhysObject:Possession The river cuts the land.subj:obj::PhysObject:Part The knife cuts a sliceof bread.subj:obj::Abstract:PhysObject The carelessness cutsthe ice.subj:obj::Abstract:Possession The carelessness cuthis possessions.subj:obj::Abstract:Part cut ?subj:obj::Shape:PhysObject break ?subj:obj::Event:PhysObject The event broke the chain.subj:obj::Event:Abstract The cry broke the silence.subj:obj::Event:Part break ?subj:obj::Possession:Possession cut ?subj:obj:adv::Action:Action The design cuts amusementsigni�cantly.subj:pp.into::Abstract:Abstract Carefulness broke intocarelessness.The only overlap of subcategorisation frames is for the twoverbs break and read used transitively with a living subjectand an inanimate object. For each of the verbs there are somesubcategorisation frames for which I could not �nd examples.The examples show that the linguistic properties of the verbs aregenerally modelled su�ciently, since, on one hand, most of thesubcategorisation frames in the modelled distribution can be iden-ti�ed within the diathesis alternation of the respective verb, and,on the other hand, one can identify the preferred linguistic alter-nations in the modelled alternation behaviour.Problems arise when comparing verbs according to their linguisticrepresentations: some verb pairs like hate and love are so similarin their usage and representation that they show overlap in mostof their subcategorisation frames and are therefore easy to assignto a common class. But verb pairs like break and cut which aresimilar to each other to a certain extent show overlap in only a85



part of their subcategorisation frames. And as the example aboveshows, another verb (like read) might show overlap in the usage,too, so that it is incidentally preferred as most similar verb. Thismeans that the linguistic representation might be to the point, butnot precise enough. The enlargement of the syntactic informationin version A with the selectional preferences in version B alreadyhelped this problem to a certain extent. For example, admirewhich chose invent as most similar verb in version A, took envy inversion B.But the representation in the latter version is not su�cientlysolved so far. Following I refer to speci�c parts of the representa-tion which introduced noise into the linguistic model:� The linguistic representation of the verbs over-generated theintransitive use: each verb demanded � among other frames �a subj frame. This took place in cases where the intransitiveframe is actually part of the diathesis alternation (for the verblove, for example), but also for verbs that do not allow an in-transitive use (for the verb admire, for example). It mighthave been caused by either underlying sentences containingan NP ellipsis (like "Our responsibilities are as follows: youinvent, I commercialize."), by parsing mistakes, or while ex-tracting the subcategorisation frames.� In some cases too many objects were found in the transitiveuse of a verb. For instance, the frame subj:obj:obj appearedfor verbs (like hate and love above) which do not alternatewith a ditransitive frame. The extra object was caused byparsing mistakes: compound nouns were analysed as two ob-jects, as in He loves Welshness poetry, determiner-noun pairswere not recognised as that, for example in I admire thatspirit, and appositions were interpreted as two objects, as inI love you, Gabriel.� As mentioned before, the verbs were not distinguished fortheir di�erent senses. It is possible that one sense of a verbwas used with speci�c frames, and another sense with di�er-ent frames. But the distribution merged these uses together.For example, the verb cut bears two di�erent senses whenused with frame subj:obj::PhysObject:Possession � Ex-istence � or frame subj:obj ::PhysObject:PhysObject �Disassemble:Splitting. Polysemy was therefore not recognisedin the linguistic model of the verbs.86



� Verbs with a low overall frequency (like snow, for example),appeared with only a small range of subcategorisation frametypes in total � usually one or two �, and the joint frequencywas also small. When smoothing the frequencies by adding0.5 to all frame types (i) the frequencies for the observed framedo hardly di�er from the smoothed frequencies, and (ii) mostfrequencies were equal (namely 0.5), since most used to bezero. The maximum likelihood estimate was therefore similarwithin the overall distribution over subcategorisation frames.Compare this with the distributions of verbs with higher fre-quencies where a certain number of frames was assigned highestimates, all others values are below 103. Measuring the dis-tance between a low and a high frequency verb will alwaysshow a similarity which lies beyond the average. This is thereason why, for example, snow was chosen by 13 verbs inversion B as most similar verb.� WordNet provides two top level conceptual classes for livingentities, LifeForm and Agent, which both sub-ordinate theconceptual class of persons, a frequently appearing concept.A part of the persons appearing in the context of a verb wasassigned to the former, a part to the latter class, so in case theconcept of an individual was required in a subcategorisationframe, generally both possible concepts were cited and thereinprovided redundant information.� And �nally, there were some subcategorisation frames forwhich I could not �nd example sentences. That is, their lin-guistic value is doubtful. Predominantly, this happened inthe representation of the subcategorisation frames includingselectional preferences.The degree of noise in the linguistic representations is obviouslystronger in version B than in version A. The underlying ideas for therepresentation and their in�uence on the success of the clusteringprocess will be reassessed in section 3.2.5, since it concerns allclustering approaches.(b) The second in�uence next to the linguistic representation of theverbs comes from the distance measures, since they determine theimportance and the relations of the representations. As the resultsin section 3.1 show, di�erent measures created di�erent pointersbetween the verbs (assuming the same representation).87



To answer the question of why the verbs point to the respective mostsimilar verb in the way presented above and why this is only correctin 61%/36% of the pointers, this e�ect is due to a large extent to thelinguistic representation of the verbs, and in addition depending on thedistance measure when comparing the representational distributions.2. Why does the clustering algorithm cluster the verbs according to thepointers in the way the clusters represent?Obviously, next to the de�nition of the pointers, the clustering algo-rithm had great in�uence on the resulting clusters. The in�uence isillustrated in the success of the clustering process: 61%/36% of theverbs in the respective version A and B chose a verb in the same classas closest verb, but only 24%/3% of the verbs were assigned to a cor-rect cluster. The loss of precision must have be caused by the clusteringalgorithm.The lack of success can partly be explained by the inability of the algo-rithm to �lter false pointers like those in the negative examples above:a large portion of the incorrect clusters (12 out of 18 in version A, and11 out of 23 in version B) contains more than four verbs. Interestingly,the verbs in those clusters tend to belong to few classes included inthe cluster, i.e. the clusters are incorrect, but their parts are correctclasses. For example, the clusterC(5) : allocatesendtransfertransportentrustmerges verbs from only the two classes Change of Possession:Givingand Sending. By a wrong pointer the correct classes were merged toan incorrect one.The clustering shows that a more sophisticated approach is neededto cluster the verbs successfully. This leads to the following subsec-tion 3.2.3 describing and interpreting the iterative method.To conclude this section with a brief summary: I have described the correctclusters achieved by One-Step Distance Clustering and then investigated theproblems of (i) this speci�c algorithm and (ii) the distance clustering in gen-eral. Generally said, the data fed into distance clustering was not �ne-grainedenough to model subtle tendencies; the model became worse in version B.Speci�cally said, the approach is too simple to model that part of the datawhich was linguistically well represented into successful clusters.88



3.2.3 Iterative Distance ClusteringThis section is concerned with distance clustering based on the more sophis-ticated iterative algorithm. As before, I start with the description of thecorrect clusters, presented in a similar way than above: each cluster is iden-ti�ed by C(X) � where X is the number of members in the cluster � and therespective class name. In addition, each verb in a cluster is now followed bythe �ve subcategorisation frames with the highest probabilities in the overallverb's distribution. The additional information facilitates the interpretationof the clustering.In the description of the clusters I concentrate on the striking facts, i.e. themost probable subcategorisation frames which are common for the verbs inthe cluster.Following are the correct clusters based on the verbs' alternation behaviourconcerning the subcategorisation frames only (version A).The �rst selection of verbs belongs to the speci�c sub-class of Rubbing verbswithin the Surfacing class. They mainly alternate between using a subj:objframe and adding an adverb or a prepositional phrase headed by with to thatframe:C(2) -- Surfacing: Rubbingbrush * subj:obj 0.25199203187251 ** subj:obj:adv 0.192231075697211 ** subj:pp.against 0.0727091633466136 ** subj 0.0687250996015936 ** subj:obj:pp.with 0.0408366533864542 *rub * subj:obj 0.310964083175803 ** subj:obj:pp.with 0.110586011342155 ** subj:obj:adv 0.104914933837429 ** subj 0.0482041587901701 ** subj:obj:pp.over 0.0444234404536862 *This next cluster contains the speci�c sub-class Loading of verbs of Surfacing.As the preceding sub-class belonging to the same class, the verbs prefer theuse of a subj:obj frame. But di�erently, the verbs allow a prepositionalphrase either headed by with or headed by into.C(2) -- Surfacing: Loadingpack * subj:obj 0.305755395683453 ** subj:obj:pp.with 0.156115107913669 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0784172661870504 ** subj 0.0769784172661871 ** subj:obj:pp.into 0.0381294964028777 *89



load * subj:obj 0.331944444444444 ** subj:obj:pp.with 0.1375 ** subj:obj:pp.into 0.0875 ** subj 0.0597222222222222 ** subj:pp.with 0.0486111111111111 *The verbs of Giving in the sub-class of verbs of Change of Possession alsoprefer the use of the subj:obj frame, possibly followed by a second objector a prepositional phrase headed by to:C(3) -- Change of Possession: Givingsell * subj:obj 0.342807579396851 ** subj:obj:pp.to 0.113290632506005 ** subj 0.0844675740592474 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0535094742460635 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0508406725380304 *pay * subj:obj 0.355500354861604 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0885024840312278 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0738821859474805 ** subj:obj:pp.to 0.0667849538679915 ** subj 0.061958836053939 *offer * subj:obj 0.387520085698982 ** subj:obj:obj 0.173379753615426 ** subj 0.0663631494376004 ** subj:obj:pp.to 0.060149973219068 ** subj:to 0.0544724156400643 *The verbs ofObtaining form another sub-class of Change of Possession verbs.They demand subj:obj frames or, alternatively, an additional prepositionalphrase headed by from:C(4) -- Change of Possession: Obtainingreceive * subj:obj 0.468201391189135 ** subj:obj:pp.from 0.124268521585514 ** subj 0.076681020205366 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.053936181958706 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0402451142762504 *purchase * subj:obj 0.391456582633053 ** subj:obj:pp.from 0.0987394957983193 ** subj 0.069327731092437 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0623249299719888 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0567226890756303 *collect * subj:obj 0.396492236917769 ** subj 0.106095457159287 ** subj:obj:pp.from 0.104945370902818 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0526164462334675 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0388154111558367 *90



buy * subj:obj 0.394256756756757 ** subj 0.0881756756756757 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0762387387387387 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0652027027027027 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0570945945945946 *The next cluster contains the speci�c sub-class Separating within the classof Disassemble verbs. The verbs have a preference for the subj:obj frame,alternating with a subject only. Both frames also appear with an additionalprepositional phrase headed by from:C(3) -- Disassemble: Separatingdisconnect * subj:obj 0.234126984126984 ** subj:pp.from 0.170634920634921 ** subj:obj:pp.from 0.0992063492063492 ** subj 0.0674603174603175 ** subj:obj:pp.at 0.0198412698412698 *extract * subj:obj:pp.from 0.310473815461347 ** subj:obj 0.275561097256858 ** subj 0.0785536159600998 ** subj:pp.from 0.0660847880299252 ** subj:obj:pp.with 0.0261845386533666 *separate * subj:obj:pp.from 0.288519637462236 ** subj:obj 0.278449144008056 ** subj 0.142497482376636 ** subj:pp.from 0.0780463242698892 ** subj:obj:pp.into 0.027693856998993 *The verbs of Destruction have a strong preference for the subj:obj frame,partly allowing an additional prepositional phrase headed by in, or a subjectonly:C(3) -- Destructionmurder * subj:obj 0.676287051482059 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0663026521060842 ** subj 0.0553822152886115 ** subj:obj:pp.on 0.0179407176287051 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0179407176287051 *destroy * subj:obj 0.683620689655172 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0738505747126437 ** subj 0.057183908045977 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0238505747126437 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0192528735632184 *kill * subj:obj 0.635327963176064 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.108285385500575 ** subj 0.0546605293440737 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0254315304948216 ** subj:obj:obj 0.023590333716916 *91



The verbs of Declaration agree in appearing with a subject followed by awhole sentence or a that-phrase:C(3) -- Declarationbelieve * subj:that 0.248414573489182 ** subj:s 0.247233275304651 ** subj 0.174365829395673 ** subj:obj 0.131341706043273 ** subj:obj:to 0.0681733399651828 *think * subj:s 0.476226211202497 ** subj 0.216835764743551 ** subj:that 0.0593844429769266 ** subj:adv 0.0423745772548078 ** subj:obj 0.0378119309199336 *suppose * subj:s 0.392576204523107 ** subj 0.244428056374959 ** subj:obj:to 0.211324156014422 ** subj:adv 0.0440019665683382 ** subj:that 0.03695509668961 *These verbs of Telling mainly alternate between appearing with only a sub-ject and a subject with an additional object:C(2) -- Tellingexplain * subj 0.477065026362039 ** subj:obj 0.214499121265378 ** subj:that 0.0927065026362039 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0290861159929701 ** subj:obj:pp.to 0.0287346221441125 *write * subj 0.331352657004831 ** subj:obj 0.204009661835749 ** subj:pp.to 0.0583091787439614 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0431400966183575 ** subj:pp.in 0.0343478260869565 *The following verbs of Telling prefer a subj:obj frame, possibly followed bya second object, a that-phrase, or an in�nitival phrase:C(4) -- Tellingteach * subj:obj 0.367608695652174 ** subj:obj:to 0.150652173913043 ** subj:obj:obj 0.126739130434783 ** subj 0.0693478260869565 ** subj:obj:that 0.0384782608695652 *tell * subj:obj 0.593235143003939 ** subj:obj:that 0.117023462921733 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0597876348689844 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0450248330193526 ** subj:obj:to 0.0372495290289433 *92



instruct * subj:obj:to 0.504617414248021 ** subj:obj 0.213060686015831 ** subj 0.0718997361477573 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0402374670184697 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0217678100263852 *advise * subj:obj:to 0.35484693877551 ** subj:obj 0.239030612244898 ** subj 0.0875 ** subj:obj:that 0.0701530612244898 ** subj:that 0.0451530612244898 *The verbs of Characterisation prefer a subject followed by an object, oftenaccompanied by an as-phrase:C(2) -- Characterisationclassify * subj:obj:as 0.345401174168297 ** subj:obj 0.196673189823875 ** subj:obj:pp.into 0.0792563600782779 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0616438356164384 ** subj:obj:pp.as 0.0596868884540117 *describe * subj:obj 0.294258683255573 ** subj:obj:as 0.214424572317263 ** subj 0.11864955935718 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0887117677553136 ** subj:obj:pp.as 0.0784733022291343 *The preferences for verbs in the Desire class is towards a subject followed byan in�nitival phrase. Alternatively a subj:obj frame is used, partly followedby an additional in�nitival phrase:C(4) -- Desireneed * subj:to 0.382847629835582 ** subj:obj 0.318590601723132 ** subj 0.0962654034943192 ** subj:obj:to 0.0536333367658669 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0189647478804105 *like * subj:to 0.344067278287462 ** subj:obj 0.34302752293578 ** subj 0.142110091743119 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0364220183486239 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0262691131498471 *want * subj:to 0.533195075557434 ** subj:obj 0.149146676529642 ** subj 0.110892423121632 ** subj:obj:to 0.102729049984149 ** subj:to:adv 0.0163663742999049 *desire * subj:obj 0.25 ** subj 0.244535519125683 ** subj:to 0.203551912568306 ** subj:obj:to 0.069672131147541 ** subj:s 0.0204918032786885 *93



The verbs of Admiration strongly demand a subj:obj frame. Alternativelya subject only or combined with an in�nitival phrase is possible:C(2) -- Admirationhate * subj:obj 0.641761612620508 ** subj:to 0.0996932515337423 ** subj 0.0479842243645925 ** subj:vger 0.0453549517966696 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0322085889570552 *love * subj:obj 0.603842412451362 ** subj:to 0.0962224383916991 ** subj 0.0947632944228275 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0623378728923476 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0396400778210117 *Both verbs of Social Interaction prefer a subj:obj frame, but also allow thesubject only:C(2) -- Social Interactionmeet * subj:obj 0.399157303370787 ** subj 0.153876404494382 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0467977528089888 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0437640449438202 ** subj:pp.in 0.0378089887640449 *play * subj:obj 0.401702175628452 ** subj 0.0870815015218127 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0585616052305264 ** subj:pp.in 0.0516852665990305 ** subj:adv 0.0404125803178898 *The verbs ofManner of Speaking strongly tend towards demanding a subjectonly. In addition, an adverb, an object or a prepositional phrase headed byeither at, in or to are possible:C(4) -- Manner of Speakingmoan * subj 0.478 ** subj:adv 0.09 ** subj:obj 0.05 ** subj:pp.about 0.042 ** subj:pp.in 0.038 *shout * subj 0.534473094170404 ** subj:obj 0.0871636771300448 ** subj:pp.at 0.0675448430493274 ** subj:adv 0.0395179372197309 ** subj:pp.to 0.0355941704035874 *
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scream * subj 0.556396148555708 ** subj:pp.at 0.0749656121045392 ** subj:obj 0.0529573590096286 ** subj:pp.in 0.0433287482806052 ** subj:adv 0.0419532324621733 *whisper * subj 0.642141515341265 ** subj:adv 0.080463368816531 ** subj:pp.to 0.0654351909830933 ** subj:obj 0.0466499686912962 ** subj:pp.in 0.0335003130870382 *The following two verbs live and stay both belong to the two classes ofLodging and Existence. The common preferences are towards demandinga subject only, often accompanied by an adverb or a prepositional phraseheaded by in:C(2) -- Lodging / Existencelive * subj:pp.in 0.290654831686485 ** subj 0.173589013565567 ** subj:adv 0.109278177859655 ** subj:obj 0.0595377658683638 ** subj:pp.with 0.0469770557695528 *stay * subj 0.193655851680185 ** subj:adv 0.136877172653534 ** subj:pp.in 0.125 ** subj:ap 0.0850231749710313 ** subj:pp.at 0.0679316338354577 *These verbs of Existence show a strong tendency to appearing with a sub-ject only. Alternatively they take a prepositional phrase in addition, mostlyheaded by in:C(2) -- Existencepersist * subj 0.558662280701754 ** subj:pp.in 0.160635964912281 ** subj:pp.for 0.0301535087719298 ** subj:pp.with 0.0279605263157895 ** subj:adv 0.0224780701754386 *exist * subj 0.568633739576652 ** subj:pp.in 0.127325208466966 ** subj:pp.for 0.0458627325208467 ** subj:to 0.0304682488774856 ** subj:pp.between 0.0298268120590122 *
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The verbs belonging to the cluster Manner of Motion preferably demand asubject or a subject with an additional adverb, object or prepositional phraseheaded by into:C(4) -- Manner of Motionfly * subj 0.202803738317757 ** subj:obj 0.105607476635514 ** subj:pp.to 0.0937694704049844 ** subj:adv 0.078816199376947 ** subj:pp.into 0.0489096573208723 *run * subj:obj 0.244731610337972 ** subj 0.109675281643472 ** subj:adv 0.0534791252485089 ** subj:pp.into 0.0510934393638171 ** subj:pp.out_of 0.0435387673956262 *climb * subj:obj 0.25174520069808 ** subj 0.110383944153578 ** subj:pp.into 0.0920593368237347 ** subj:pp.to 0.0571553228621291 ** subj:obj:pp.to 0.0440663176265271 *roll * subj:obj 0.211333333333333 ** subj 0.166 ** subj:adv 0.0673333333333333 ** subj:pp.into 0.05 ** subj:pp.in 0.034 *C(2) -- Manner of Motionbounce * subj 0.195754716981132 ** subj:obj 0.0919811320754717 ** subj:pp.on 0.0542452830188679 ** subj:adv 0.0542452830188679 ** subj:pp.into 0.0542452830188679 *float * subj 0.184365781710914 ** subj:adv 0.084070796460177 ** subj:obj 0.0811209439528024 ** subj:pp.in 0.0722713864306785 ** subj:obj:pp.on 0.0427728613569322 *The verbs of Aspect alternate between demanding a subject only and anobject or a gerund in addition to the subject:C(2) -- Aspectstop * subj 0.287293244705519 ** subj:obj 0.188823620343175 ** subj:vger 0.186968619570258 ** subj:adv 0.0427423094759623 ** subj:to 0.0394960581233576 *96



finish * subj:obj 0.406296627872277 ** subj 0.202178454192778 ** subj:vger 0.082214264398687 ** subj:pp.with 0.0443151298119964 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0320799761265294 *Other Aspect verbs demand a subject and an in�nitival phrase. Alternativelythe subject only or with an additional object or gerund is possible:C(3) -- Aspectbegin * subj:to 0.510654350907678 ** subj 0.154670995473044 ** subj:obj 0.0620741689149024 ** subj:vger 0.0473044034935297 ** subj:pp.with 0.0291508528053409 *continue * subj:to 0.469665109034268 ** subj 0.255101246105919 ** subj:obj 0.0607866043613707 ** subj:pp.in 0.0228582554517134 ** subj:adv 0.0223909657320872 *start * subj:to 0.248708698860375 ** subj:vger 0.157784701156022 ** subj 0.140567352627695 ** subj:obj 0.118676723784537 ** subj:pp.at 0.0373452488316799 *The correct clusters based on the verbs' alternation behaviour concerningthe subcategorisation frames and their selectional preferences (version B) arepresented in a similar way. Each verb in a cluster is followed by the �ve com-binations of a subcategorisation frame with its preferences, for the highestprobabilities in the overall verb's distribution. The additional semantic in-formation helps to get an idea about the semantic concepts of the arguments,especially concerning the variety of prepositional phrases.The �rst cluster contains verbs of Giving, a sub-class of Change of Possessionverbs, showing strong preferences for a subj:obj frame, mostly accompaniedby a prepositional phrase headed by to. Preferably the subject is a group,the object a possession, and the nominal head of the prepositional phrase agroup3 or inanimate entity:
3Most groups in WordNet refer to living entities.97



C(2) -- Change of Possession: Givingallocate * subj:obj:pp.to Group:Possession:Group 0.224852016680507 ** subj:obj Group:Possession 0.172679355461681 ** subj:obj:pp.to Group:Abstract:Group 0.159894302929161 ** subj:obj Group:Abstract 0.0425168928907968 ** subj:obj PhysObject:Possession 0.040112032971137 *transfer * subj:obj:pp.to Group:Group:PhysObject 0.21840864822257 ** subj:obj:pp.to Group:State:PhysObject 0.10581066708609 ** subj:obj:pp.to Group:Group:Group 0.105662063929036 ** subj:obj:pp.to Group:Possession:Group 0.0886785169300222 ** subj:obj Abstract:Possession 0.0808659643973325 *For the verbs of Obtaining, also sub-class of verbs of Change of Possession,the preferred frame is subj:obj. �nd mostly chooses an agentive subject andobject, leave also takes an agent as subject, but varies between an animateand inanimate object:C(2) -- Change of Possession: Obtainingfind * subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.0984983676279855 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.0980725887287475 ** subj:that LifeForm 0.0754720681253665 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.0752089591469579 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.0748838533750595 *leave * subj LifeForm 0.109476082345808 ** subj:obj:ap Action:LifeForm 0.106014337383049 ** subj Agent 0.104817824945699 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.0697924636617648 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.0697627126835695 *The common property of the Destruction verbs is a subj:obj frame with aphenomenon in the subject role and an inanimate object in the object role.Both verbs vary in the selection for the subject:C(2) -- Destructiondemolish * subj:obj Location:PhysObject 0.110303456242118 ** subj:obj:pp.in Event:PhysObject:Abstract 0.0894097605486901 ** subj:obj Phenomenon:PhysObject 0.0886125157889064 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.0868696806557967 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.0767890126060299 *smash * subj:obj PhysObject:PhysObject 0.252852148136339 ** subj PhysObject 0.122313235238738 ** subj:pp.into PhysObject:PhysObject 0.104886857520264 ** subj:obj Phenomenon:PhysObject 0.0675156408956261 ** subj:obj Group:PhysObject 0.0552273617129487 *
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Both Creation verbs tend to have an agentive subject and an inanimateobject:C(2) -- Creationpour * subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.163118021042506 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.158340191499267 ** subj:obj:pp.into Agent:PhysObject:PhysObject 0.0851066519746377 ** subj:obj:pp.into LifeForm:PhysObject:PhysObject 0.0835640013683956 ** subj:obj:obj Agent:Agent:PhysObject 0.0746459915168309 *cook * subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.224287578890969 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.221619026254064 ** subj PhysObject 0.156583821828932 ** subj LifeForm 0.0807303473650241 ** subj:obj:pp.in Abstract:PhysObject:PhysObject 0.0628334084486924 *The verbs of Declaration preferably appear with a subject and a whole sen-tence, think and believe also with a that-phrase instead of the sentence. Thesubject is in all cases an agent, for believe it might be a group:C(3) -- Declarationthink * subj:s Agent 0.31749876059606 ** subj:s LifeForm 0.311281241098789 ** subj Agent 0.145654646708915 ** subj LifeForm 0.140895646331977 ** subj:that Agent 0.0392119513706955 *suppose * subj:s Agent 0.231321847728741 ** subj:s LifeForm 0.226458717562727 ** subj Agent 0.144727508609334 ** subj LifeForm 0.14017916851983 ** subj:obj:to Agent:LifeForm 0.0474329214626571 *believe * subj:s Group 0.147782947841849 ** subj:that LifeForm 0.13407986323598 ** subj:that Agent 0.132386385523092 ** subj Agent 0.09488952789685 ** subj LifeForm 0.0926174403475393 *The tendency of this Declaration cluster is towards a group (alternatively:a living entity) as subject in the frames subj, subj:that and subj:obj. Incase of an object it is generally a state or an activity:C(2) -- Declarationannounce * subj:that Group 0.179744393151009 ** subj:obj Group:Action 0.147890244956638 ** subj:obj Group:Psycho 0.0792090913729706 ** subj Group 0.076671817985555 ** subj:obj:pp.on Group:Action:Agent 0.0684631006196161 *declare * subj Agent 0.171078270346521 ** subj LifeForm 0.159608496880677 ** subj:that Group 0.120889118507728 ** subj:obj:ap Group:Action 0.0610505946272457 ** subj:obj Group:State 0.0608675025337214 *99



The striking preferences in the Telling cluster is the overlap between theverbs advise and instruct which both use subj:obj:to with an agent or agroup for the subject as well as for the object. The similarity with warn isbased on the frame subj:obj, also with agents in both argument slots:C(3) -- Tellingadvise * subj:obj:to LifeForm:Agent 0.1115078480514 ** subj:obj:to Agent:Agent 0.110717465475416 ** subj:obj:to LifeForm:LifeForm 0.105408271085895 ** subj:obj:to Agent:LifeForm 0.104661123129165 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.061602393218947 *instruct * subj:obj:to Group:Agent 0.125098162005585 ** subj:obj:to Group:LifeForm 0.115472710013593 ** subj:obj:to Agent:Agent 0.0736885741688757 ** subj:obj:to Agent:LifeForm 0.0680187400030531 ** subj:obj:to LifeForm:Agent 0.067177532917295 *warn * subj Agent 0.118193245100582 ** subj LifeForm 0.111186392672282 ** subj:that Group 0.104569647755627 ** subj:that Agent 0.0697110174361806 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.0697049715927629 *These verbs of Telling show a preference for a subject alone or accompaniedby a that-phrase; the subject is mostly realised by a psychological feature oran abstraction:C(2) -- Tellingsuggest * subj:that Psycho 0.187084402063971 ** subj:that Abstract 0.178048044068513 ** subj Abstract 0.136319248896456 ** subj:that Action 0.0852568091186142 ** subj Psycho 0.0840625556416116 *show * subj:that Psycho 0.104034522759806 ** subj:that Action 0.0808689697416139 ** subj:that Abstract 0.0560109170977127 ** subj Abstract 0.0560008696588554 ** subj:obj Abstract:Abstract 0.054634233343515 *Both Perception verbs tend to appear with a living subject, either alone oraccompanied by an adjectival phrase (feel) or a that-phrase (notice):C(2) -- Perceptionfeel * subj:ap Agent 0.148957743908689 ** subj:ap LifeForm 0.144651883061671 ** subj Agent 0.106890183977064 ** subj LifeForm 0.101779437040005 ** subj:s LifeForm 0.086322731855946 *100



notice * subj Agent 0.166969225709522 ** subj LifeForm 0.161198702000427 ** subj:that Agent 0.117709084266079 ** subj:that LifeForm 0.116839827853374 ** subj:obj Agent:Event 0.0577001467369464 *The Admiration verbs choose a living being for the subject as well as for theobject:C(2) -- Admirationenvy * subj:obj:obj Agent:LifeForm:State 0.202422062386625 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.113387120464967 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.112901377570876 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.112565961049389 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.112083735947702 *admire * subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.152353351495087 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.149670971445564 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.146368312962172 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.143791307345169 ** subj LifeForm 0.111411846548935 *The speci�c frame alternation the Manner of Speaking verbs show prefer-ably chooses a living subject only. Alternatively a prepositional at-phrase isadded, also pointing to a living object:C(2) -- Manner of Speakingscream * subj LifeForm 0.377416933492826 ** subj Agent 0.374180270097413 ** subj:pp.at LifeForm:Agent 0.0285056802388912 ** subj:pp.at LifeForm:LifeForm 0.0262331496884849 ** subj:pp.at Agent:Agent 0.0176874737178993 *shout * subj Agent 0.376252766088892 ** subj LifeForm 0.372624124441519 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.0274048928918853 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.0261478660539234 ** subj:pp.at Agent:LifeForm 0.0247400464890067 *The verbs of Ingesting vary between taking only a subject and adding anobject to the subject. In any case the subject is an agent, in case the objectappears it is an inanimate object:
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C(2) -- Ingestingdrink * subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.248898695359965 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.228022950478341 ** subj LifeForm 0.152151056363092 ** subj Agent 0.145982134304283 ** subj:adv Agent 0.0621115942868485 *eat * subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.330343558399857 ** subj LifeForm 0.207481487631302 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.172514864040348 ** subj Agent 0.118209426914264 ** subj:adv LifeForm 0.0502738866426838 *The Manner of Motion verbs preferably appear with a subject only, partlyfollowed by an adverb. The subject in both frames is an inanimate object,for move it might also be a piece or a group. roll and �y alternatively usethe frame subj:obj, preferably with a living entity as subject, followed byan inanimate object:C(3) -- Manner of Motionroll * subj PhysObject 0.241451670685337 ** subj:adv PhysObject 0.104624830989344 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.0722786755339997 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.0680756190652667 ** subj:obj Agent:Part 0.0525121359227189 *fly * subj PhysObject 0.335013432064644 ** subj:adv PhysObject 0.123622741498 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.0657165877759204 ** subj:pp.to LifeForm:LifeForm 0.0452314211355251 ** subj:pp.to LifeForm:Agent 0.0438113663530466 *move * subj PhysObject 0.200321615821647 ** subj:adv PhysObject 0.11363088866625 ** subj Part 0.0925972119246233 ** subj:adv Group 0.0442911091963341 ** subj:adv Part 0.0395279510615529 *The common tendency in the Aspect cluster is the subject frame, representedby an activity:C(2) -- Aspectfinish * subj Action 0.213044306748117 ** subj:obj Agent:PhysObject 0.190640508016503 ** subj:obj LifeForm:PhysObject 0.190575345671984 ** subj:obj Agent:Action 0.0608076134363279 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Action 0.060786828941483 *start * subj:to PhysObject 0.272426787458104 ** subj Action 0.0985457254904005 ** subj:vger LifeForm 0.0702453716376685 ** subj:vger Agent 0.0561457300534095 ** subj:vger PhysObject 0.0547956330207566 *102



Now we are provided with a rough de�nition of the correct clusters as ob-tained for both informational versions. The clusters representing the seman-tic verb classes clearly show common alternation behaviour of the includedverbs. The common ground of the verbs in one the same cluster is justi�edby a similar usage of (a part of) the �ve preferred frames and in addition� especially in the cases where these speci�c frames do not di�er strongly tothose from other clusters � a similar percentage of preference for these framesand a similar alternation with further frames.Let me pick out an example to illustrate this dependency of the clusters onthe similarity of both the frame types and their probability: the Characteri-sation verbs in version A can be distinguished from the verbs in other clustersby only paying attention to the speci�c choice of frames; but for di�erentiat-ing the verbs of Destruction from those of Social Interaction, the percentageof preference has to be taken into account as well as the distribution overfurther frames, since when considering only the �ve preferred frames bothclusters show a strong preference for the subj:obj frame and similar ad-ditional preferences for the alternative frames subj, subj:obj:pp.in andsubj:obj:obj, so this information is not enough to distinguish the two clus-ters.I underline these assumptions with an illustration of the complete distribu-tions concerning the two example clusters. First compare the verbs classifyand describe:
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Distribution of the verb classify � class: Characterisation103
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Distribution of the verb describe � class: CharacterisationThe verbs agree in the striking preferences for the frames subj, subj:obj,subj:obj:as, subj:obj:pp.as and subj:obj:pp.in. Following are exam-ple sentences to describe the usage:
(3.7) subj The system classi�es.The tool describes.subj:obj We classify the topic.The chapter describes the procedure.subj:obj:as Wordsworth classi�es it as poem.The statement describes the system as impractical.subj:obj:pp.as The o�ce classi�ed the cobalt as mineral.The sta� describes Gareth as a stupid boy.subj:obj:pp.in The system classi�es the patients in groups.Mandeville described it {in detail / in Stockholm / in 1985}.The �ve frames are exactly those frames appearing in the cluster, and theyactually justify the similarity of the verbs and delimit them from other verbs.All other frames within the distributions � except for one more frame forclassify � have probabilities below 0.05.
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Now compare the distributions of the verbs destroy and kill :
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Distribution of the verb destroy � class: Destruction
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Distribution of the verb kill � class: DestructionOnly the three frames subj, subj:obj and subj:obj:pp.in justify the simi-larity of the verbs. But compared to the preceding example, the probabilitiesof these frames are very close, 0.058 and 0.055 for the subj frame of the verbsdestroy and kill, respectively, 0.701 and 0.642 for the subj:obj frame, and0.075 and 0.109 for the subj:obj:pp.in frame.Confronting this analysis with the distribution of the verb meet shows that105



the striking three frames are the same as for the verbs of Destruction, butmeet di�ers in the probabilities (0.155, 0.401 and 0.047) of these three frames,and it uses a variety of additional frames, for example subj:obj:obj, subj:pp.inand subj:pp.with.
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Distribution of the verb meet � class: Social InteractionFollowing are example sentences underlining the common ground and thedi�erences of the three verbs:
(3.8)

subj destroy ?David killed.Their eyes met.subj:obj The culture destroyed their souls.The policy killed the man.The society meets the needs.subj:obj:obj meet ?subj:obj:pp.in Russia destroyed the �eet {in the port / in 1957}.The gunman killed the people {in the forest / in the end / in 1983}.She met him in the pub.subj:pp.in People meet {in strange situations / in London}.subj:pp.with The government meets {with the minister / with resistance}.I have only chosen examples from version A to illustrate the common groundof the verbs in the clusters, but the phenomena are the same for version B.Additionally, compared to version A, version B displays the importance ofthe selectional preferences in the subcategorisation frames. To give an ex-ample, take verbs of Declaration (believe, think, suppose). The three verbs106



are clustered because they show common alternation behaviour concerningthe frames subj, subj:s and subj:that, so the subcategorisation framesdetermine the cluster properties. Now compare the correct clusters Destruc-tion, containing the verbs demolish and smash, and Admiration, containingthe verbs admire and envy. Both clusters tend to use a transitive frame, sothey cannot be di�erentiated clearly on the basis of the subcategorisationframes only. But including the selectional preferences creates a demarcationbetween the two clusters: the former includes verbs with an inanimate ob-ject, the latter includes verbs with an animate object.As the examples show, often it is possible to distinguish verbs from othersbecause of their speci�c syntactic usage of subcategorisation frames. But inother cases it is necessary to add information about the selectional prefer-ences within the frames.What are the in�uences onto the clusters? Clearly one issue concerning theclusters is the underlying linguistic model of the data. In section 3.2.2 I il-lustrated the linguistic reliability of the verbs' representation, their strengthand their weaknesses. The observations can be transfered to the current ap-proach, since the underlying data are the same: the distributions representingthe verbs and the measures to calculate the distances.Therefore the clustering algorithm itself determines the di�erence and thusthe success of this method. What are the central issues responsible for theimprovement?One fact concerns the process of merging verbs together. Obviously, thecalculation of the clusters' centroids re�ects the distances between the verbsand clusters better than only taking the distances between verb-pairs intoaccount. An argument in favour is the following investigation: I wanted toknow how many of the verbs in the correct clusters were clustered togetherwith the most similar verb, i.e. is the similarity of verbs preserved in theclusters? With version A, 93% of the verbs meet this condition, version Bdecreases this number to 77%. This point illustrates that the verbs in onecluster are not always together with the respective most similar verb, but stillthe overall success of the algorithm is increased. The mathematical explana-tion of the phenomenon is as follows: when merging the distributions of theverbs clustered together, instead of the original distribution for each verb thecentroid of the cluster was calculated, so it is possible that the centroid wascloser to a certain verb than each of its members was and also closer thanthe originally most similar verb. This is the background of the di�erencebetween the two distance clustering algorithms.The second fact concerns the limit on the size of the clusters. As the clustersresulting from one-step distance clustering show, not limiting the number of107



verbs per cluster led to larger (incorrect) clusters containing correct classes.Limiting the number had the disadvantage that correct clusters had to besplit into smaller clusters (often clusters with only one element, for exam-ple: the verb jump was split into a singleton cluster, separated from thecluster containing �y, run, climb and roll), but the advantages exceed thedisadvantage, as the results prove.Two main problems a�ected the success of the method:First, the algorithm could not �lter the multiple senses of a verb. The neg-ative sides of this problem are that (a) it was not possible to represent thepolysemy of verbs, and (b) as said in section 3.2.2, the presence of polysemyin the representation of the data, that is, the representation of the alterna-tion behaviour merged the alternation behaviour of several verb senses andthereby increased the noise in the representation.Secondly, verbs with a low frequency falsi�ed the clusters, since they tendedto cluster together with verbs with which they only share a single property.The e�ect was strengthened in version B, since the restrictions increased thenumber of attributes which were left unde�ned within the distribution oflow-frequent verbs. For example, version B clusters the low-frequent verbsrain and snow together with the two verbs bounce and �oat belonging to theclass of Manner of Motion verbs.The �nal point to mention is the fact that � as for the one-step distanceclustering � the clustering success was worse when adding selectional pref-erences to the information about the subcategorisation frames. Though theadditional information helped to form certain clusters where the di�erencesof the verbs depend on the di�erences of the selectional preferences (for ex-ample, admire and envy clustered together in version B, but not in version A),the overall results decreased. As mentioned before, I postpone the discussionabout this issue to section 3.2.5, since it concerns all clustering methods.Summarising the interpretation of the iterative distance method, the result-ing clusters are an improvement to those based on one step. Since the un-derlying data are the same as for the simpler approach, the success must bejusti�ed by the di�erent and more sophisticated algorithm.3.2.4 Latent Class ClusteringNow I turn to describe the latent classes. As for the preceding clusters Istart with listing the correct clusters and their assignment to the de�nedLevin classes. First I describe those 36 out of 80 clusters which were created108



on the basis of information about the subcategorisation frames only. Eachcluster is de�ned in a table identi�ed by the number of the cluster � accom-panied by the respective class name and the cluster's probability � in the topleft corner. The following lines list the verbs with the highest probabilitiesfor that cluster, according to cluster membership and combination with thesubcategorisation frames in the columns. The bullets show which of the verbsgo with which frames.The verbs of Placing clearly prefer a subj:obj frame with a prepositionalphrase, determining the on and in:Cluster 1� Placing �PROB 0.0081 0.2989 0.2126 0.0798 0.0403
subj:obj:pp.on subj:obj:pp.in subj:obj subj:obj:pp.at0.4481 place � � � �0.2035 put � � � �The following three clusters represent Change of Possession verbs. Cluster2 contains verbs preferably appearing with a subject and an object, possiblyfollowed by a prepositional phrase headed by for :Cluster 2� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0103 0.4579 0.2879 0.0563 0.0482

subj:obj subj:obj:pp.for subj:obj:pp.at subj:obj:pp.in0.0850 buy � � � �0.0830 pay � � � �0.0579 o�er � � � �
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Di�erently, cluster 3 prefers a subject only, mainly followed by a prepositionalphrase headed by from:Cluster 3� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0038 0.3688 0.1545 0.0949 0.0335
subj:pp.from subj subj:pp.in subj:obj:pp.from0.1830 return � � � �0.1269 receive � � � �0.0800 gain � � � �The strong preference in cluster 4 is in favour of a subj:obj frame:Cluster 4� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0206 0.7438 0.0541 0.0425 0.0325
subj:obj subj:obj:adv subj:obj:ap subj:obj:obj0.4413 get � � � �0.1388 leave � � � �0.0425 give � � � �The following four clusters are as well verbs of Change of Possession, but inaddition they belong to the more speci�c sub-class of Giving verbs. The twoverbs give and o�er show preferences for a subj:obj and a subj:obj:objframe: Cluster 5� Change of Possession: Giving �PROB 0.0361 0.5477 0.3408 0.0358 0.0190

subj:obj subj:obj:obj subj:obj:pp.for subj:obj:pp.in0.3806 give � � � �0.1108 o�er � � � �
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The clusters 6 and 7 agree in a preference for a subj:obj frame and oftenan additional prepositional phrase. They di�er, however, in the kind ofpreposition they choose. For the verbs leave and supply in cluster 6 it isthe preposition with, for provide, o�er and another sense of supply it is thepreposition for : Cluster 6� Change of Possession: Giving �PROB 0.0107 0.4656 0.3535 0.0712 0.0238
subj:obj subj:obj:pp.with subj:obj:pp.in subj:obj:pp.for0.1414 leave � � � �0.0679 supply � � � �Cluster 7� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0094 0.3728 0.1958 0.0838 0.0536

subj:obj subj:obj:pp.for subj:obj:pp.with subj0.7820 provide � � � �0.0824 o�er � � � �0.0340 supply � � � �The fourth sub-class shows a strong preference for the frame subj:obj:pp.to:Cluster 8� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0042 0.6306 0.0681 0.0356 0.0351
subj:obj:pp.to subj:pp.to subj:obj:pp.from

:pp.to
subj:obj:obj:pp.t
o

0.2568 transfer � � � �0.1739 o�er � � � �0.1059 pay � � �111



One more cluster belongs to the class of Change of Possession verbs, tothe sub-class Obtaining. The verbs mainly alternate between a subj:objframe and that frame with an additional prepositional phrase headed by thepreposition from: Cluster 9� Change of Possession: Obtaining �PROB 0.0095 0.4945 0.1746 0.0587 0.0308
subj:obj subj:obj:pp.from subj:obj:pp.in subj0.6843 receive � � � �0.0862 collect � � � �0.0554 buy � � � �Following are two clusters containing verbs of Creation. Cluster 10 stronglyprefers the subj:obj frame, possibly followed by a prepositional phrase in-dicating the in: Cluster 10� Creation �PROB 0.0041 0.3644 0.0990 0.0328 0.0327

subj:obj subj:obj:pp.in subj:obj:pp.into subj:obj:pp.for0.6474 build � � � �0.1591 develop � � � �0.0611 construct � � �Cluster 11 chooses an additional prepositional phrase headed by for, or anadditional object: Cluster 11� Creation �PROB 0.0014 0.2755 0.1264 0.0921 0.0737
subj:obj:pp.for subj:obj:obj subj:obj subj0.4927 create � � � �0.0570 develop � � � �112



The following �ve clusters contain verbs of Declaration in combination withdi�erent alternating subcategorisation frames. The verbs �nd and show incluster 12 demand a subject plus an object, preferably with an additionalprepositional phrase headed by in:Cluster 12� Declaration �PROB 0.0176 0.4797 0.3320 0.0351 0.0221
subj:obj:pp.in subj:obj subj subj:obj:obj:pp.i

n
0.3011 �nd � � � �0.1218 show � � � �In the following cluster the additional argument is an adjectival phrase:Cluster 13� Declaration �PROB 0.0169 0.2683 0.2651 0.0729 0.0669subj:obj:ap subj:obj subj:that subj:obj:to0.9362 �nd � � � �0.0352 declare � � � �The verbs suppose and think alternate between demanding a subject onlyand demanding a sentence (which is the preferred use) or an object plusin�nitival phrase in addition:Cluster 14� Declaration �PROB 0.0141 0.4087 0.2490 0.2145 0.0456subj:s subj subj:obj:to subj:adv0.4243 suppose � � � �0.3395 think � � � �
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The following verbs are similar in two of these frames, but with di�eringpreferences: Cluster 15� Declaration �PROB 0.0071 0.3916 0.2497 0.1770 0.0359subj:s subj:obj:to subj:pp.in subj:obj0.5741 believe � � � �0.2195 �nd � � � �0.0610 see � � � �0.0462 show � � � �announce and declare mainly demand a prepositional phrase headed by on,either directly combined with a subject and followed by a that-phrase, orfollowing an object: Cluster 16� Declaration �PROB 0.0038 0.1440 0.1060 0.0903 0.0815
subj:obj:pp.on subj:pp.on:that subj subj:obj:pp.in0.8767 announce � � � �0.0858 declare � � � �The verbs of Characterisation correspond in the preferred use of an as-phrasein addition to a subj:obj frame:Cluster 17� Characterisation �PROB 0.0133 0.3913 0.1672 0.1569 0.0586
subj:obj:as subj:obj:pp.as subj:obj subj:obj:pp.in0.4879 see � � � �0.3230 describe � � � �0.0578 identify � � � �
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The verbs of Perception typically appear with a subj:obj frame or thatframe with an additional verb in base-form:Cluster 18� Perception �PROB 0.0119 0.3255 0.1398 0.0673 0.0635
subj:obj subj:obj:vbase subj:s subj:obj:vger0.7282 hear � � � �0.2275 see � � � �0.0173 feel � � � �Some verbs of Perception prefer a subject only, mostly accompanied by anadjectival phrase, partly by a prepositional phrase headed by like:Cluster 19� Perception �PROB 0.0108 0.2818 0.1903 0.0854 0.0653subj:ap subj subj:pp.like subj:sub0.9620 feel � � � �0.0108 smell � � �The verbs of Admiration strongly prefer a subj:obj frame, possibly ex-changed by a subject followed by an in�nitival phrase:Cluster 20� Admiration �PROB 0.0035 0.6517 0.1398 0.0539 0.0285
subj:obj subj:to subj:obj:obj subj:pp.about0.7632 like � � � �0.0768 love � � � �
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The class of Desire verbs, asking for a subject either accompanied by anin�nitival phrase or an object, is represented by the two verbs want andneed : Cluster 21� Desire �PROB 0.0271 0.4972 0.2408 0.0835 0.0669subj:to subj:obj subj:obj:to subj0.5992 want � � � �0.1983 need � � � �The two clusters of Social Interaction verbs clearly distinguish two senses,with cluster 22 showing a strong preference for a subj:obj frame, and cluster23 emphasising the prepositional phrase headed by against, in addition toeither a subject only, or a subject plus an object:Cluster 22� Social Interaction �PROB 0.0095 0.5545 0.0468 0.0366 0.0340
subj:obj subj subj:obj:pp.with subj:obj:pp.at0.4947 meet � � � �0.1954 play � � � �Cluster 23� Social Interaction �PROB 0.0018 0.1829 0.1297 0.0894 0.0693
subj:pp.against subj:obj subj:obj:pp.again

st
subj:obj:adv0.2212 �ght � � � �0.1959 play � � � �The following eight clusters contain verbs of Telling. The verbs in these clus-ters combine in di�erent ways, depending on the preferred subcategorisationframes. 116



Cluster 24 has an almost exclusive preference for the subj:obj frame:Cluster 24� Telling �PROB 0.0442 0.9700 0.0161 0.0043 0.0018
subj:obj subj:obj:obj subj:obj:pp.by subj:obj:pp.durin

g
0.0840 tell � � � �0.0613 show � � � �In the following cluster the verbs of Telling take a subject only, possiblyaccompanied by a that-phrase:Cluster 25� Telling �PROB 0.0368 0.6635 0.1271 0.0580 0.0392subj subj:that subj:obj subj:adv0.8150 say � � � �0.0750 suggest � � � �0.0583 explain � � � �0.0105 write � � � �In this cluster the sense of the verb say is paired with read, preferably askingfor a subject only or a subject with an additional object:Cluster 26� Telling �PROB 0.0257 0.5694 0.3400 0.0223 0.0126

subj subj:obj subj:adv subj:obj:obj0.3770 say � � � �0.0548 read � � � �
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Following say is paired with write, with similar preferences to the precedingcluster, but possibly alternating with a prepositional phrase headed by in inaddition to either a subject only or a subject and an object:Cluster 27� Telling �PROB 0.0211 0.4474 0.4082 0.0711 0.0253
subj subj:obj subj:pp.in subj:obj:pp.in0.1710 say � � � �0.1331 write � � � �Compare the clustering with the combination of say with show, where youcan also �nd the subj and subj:obj frames, but the preference lies on anin�nitival phrase following the latter:Cluster 28� Telling �PROB 0.0081 0.5664 0.2090 0.1185 0.0600
subj:obj:to subj subj:obj subj:obj:pp.of0.1930 say � � � �0.1502 show � � � �Some verbs of Telling were clustered according to their similar use of asubj:obj frame alternatively followed by a that-phrase:Cluster 29� Telling �PROB 0.0206 0.5320 0.1978 0.0605 0.0525
subj:obj subj:obj:that subj:obj:to subj:obj:pp.abou

t
0.8574 tell � � � �0.0317 warn � � � �0.0215 teach � � � �0.0197 advise � � � �118



A similar group of verbs strongly prefers an in�nitival phrase in addition toa subj:obj frame: Cluster 30� Telling �PROB 0.0040 0.7455 0.0857 0.0482 0.0158subj:obj:to subj subj:obj subj:pp.on0.1734 advise � � � �0.1213 teach � � � �0.1198 instruct � � � �And the last sub-class chooses a prepositional phrase headed by about eitherin combination with only a subject or with a subj:obj frame:Cluster 31� Telling �PROB 0.0016 0.1718 0.1351 0.1220 0.0557
subj:pp.about subj:obj:pp.abou

t
subj:pp.in subj:obj:pp.to0.5014 write � � � �0.4258 read � � � �0.0181 explain � � � �0.0087 teach � � � �The verbs of Lodging / Existence prefer, next to their subject, a prepositionalphrase headed by in, or an adverb:Cluster 32� Lodging / Existence �PROB 0.0118 0.3107 0.1173 0.0872 0.0546

subj:pp.in subj:adv subj subj:pp.with0.4857 live � � � �0.1415 stay � � � �
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The verbs restricted to the Lodging class prefer a subject only, possibly ac-companied by a prepositional phrase headed by at :Cluster 33� Lodging �PROB 0.0052 0.3716 0.1678 0.0946 0.0489subj subj:pp.at subj:adv subj:pp.in0.3287 stop � � � �0.2140 stay � � � �The verbs of Manner of Motion demand a subject as argument, possiblyaccompanied by an adverb, a prepositional phrase with to, or an object:Cluster 34� Manner of Motion �PROB 0.0100 0.1372 0.1005 0.0855 0.0720subj subj:adv subj:pp.to subj:obj0.9145 move � � � �0.0247 �y � � � �Comparing the two clusters of verbs of Aspect, cluster 35 preferably choosesa gerund in addition to the subject, whereas cluster 36 prefers a prepositionalphrase, either headed by with or by in:Cluster 35� Aspect �PROB 0.0092 0.3224 0.0636 0.0626 0.0482
subj:vger subj:pp.with subj:pp.at subj0.6376 start � � � �0.3310 begin � � � �0.0235 stop � � � �
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Cluster 36� Aspect �PROB 0.0069 0.2198 0.1444 0.0748 0.0746
subj:pp.with subj:pp.in subj:adv subj0.3625 begin � � � �0.2866 end � � � �0.0972 continue � � � �Following you can �nd the same kind of information about the 22 out of 80correct clusters based on the relationship between verbs and the subcategori-sation frames plus their selectional preferences.The �rst three clusters contain verbs belonging to the class Change of Pos-session. Though they belong to the same class, they strongly di�er in thepreferred selection of their subcategorisation frames and selectional prefer-ences. Cluster 1 preferably appears with a subject representing either alocation or a group: Cluster 1� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0167 0.1065 0.0672 0.0603 0.0565

subj::Location subj::Group subj:obj:pp.to::G
roup:PhysObject
:Group

subj:obj:pp.with
::Group:LifeForm
:PhysObject

0.4999 supply � � � �0.3310 acquire � �0.0763 o�er � � �
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The verbs in cluster 2 only agree in the usage of a subject only, indicating agroup: Cluster 2� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0111 0.1365 0.1301 0.0947 0.0792

subj:obj:pp.for::A
gent:Possession:P
hysObject

subj:obj:obj::Gro
up:Possession:Po
ssession

subj::Group subj:obj:pp.to::G
roup:Possession:A
gent

1.0000 pay � � � �0.0000 receive �0.0000 collect �Cluster 3 prefers a group as subject and a possession in the role of the objectwithin a subj:obj frame, possibly accompanied by a prepositional phraseheaded by to and indicating a group:Cluster 3� Change of Possession �PROB 0.0067 0.2157 0.1647 0.1180 0.0983

subj:obj::Group:
Possession

subj:obj:pp.to::G
roup:Possession:G
roup

subj:obj:obj::Gro
up:Agent:PhysO
bject

subj:obj:pp.to::G
roup:Abstract:G
roup

0.8257 allocate � � � �0.0707 o�er � � � �0.0564 receive �0.0422 transfer � �122



The following two clusters also contain verbs of Possession, but belong tothe more speci�c sub-class of Giving. The verbs in cluster 4 agree only inusing a subj:obj:pp.to frame with a group as subject, an activity as objectand an agent as object within the to-phrase:Cluster 4� Change of Possession: Giving �PROB 0.0094 0.1821 0.0974 0.0914 0.0800

subj:pp.with::Gr
oup:Action

subj:obj:pp.with
::Agent:Agent:Ac
tion

subj:obj:pp.with
::LifeForm:Agent
:Action

subj:obj:pp.to::G
roup:Action:Age
nt

0.7858 entrust � � � �0.2141 o�er �0.0002 transfer �Cluster 5 preferably demands an abstract or inanimate subject combinedwith an abstract object:Cluster 5� Change of Possession: Giving �PROB 0.0063 0.1100 0.0930 0.0681 0.0672

subj:obj::Abstra
ct:Abstract

subj:obj::PhysOb
ject:Abstract

subj:obj:obj::Psy
cho:Agent:Action

subj:obj:obj::Psy
cho:LifeForm:Ac
tion

0.8753 give � � � �0.1089 o�er � � � �0.0158 provide � �0.0000 guarantee � � � �123



There are two more clusters belonging to the Change of Possession verbs, thistime to the sub-class of Obtaining. The verbs in cluster 6 agree in demandingan abstract subject only:Cluster 6� Change of Possession: Obtaining �PROB 0.0254 0.1429 0.0719 0.0675 0.0535

subj::Abstract subj:obj:pp.for::G
roup:PhysObject
:Psycho

subj:pp.through:
:PhysObject:Loc
ation

subj:obj:pp.from
::Group:PhysOb
ject:Agent

0.3707 purchase � � �0.2667 gain �The verbs in cluster 7 agree only in the use of a subj:obj:pp.from framewhere the subject and the source within the prepositional phrase are agents,the object represents an inanimate entity:Cluster 7� Change of Possession: Obtaining �PROB 0.0097 0.1496 0.1083 0.0994 0.0938

subj::Possession subj:obj:pp.in::A
gent:PhysObject
:Agent

subj:obj:pp.for::L
ifeForm:PhysOb
ject:Agent

subj:obj:pp.from
::Agent:PhysObj
ect:Agent

0.9992 buy � � � �0.0008 collect � �0.0000 purchase � �124



The verbs of Removing demand an abstract subject and an object represent-ing a state: Cluster 8� Removing �PROB 0.0122 0.0893 0.0768 0.0618 0.0391

subj:obj:pp.from
::Action:State:Ac
tion

subj:obj::Action:
State

subj:pp.from::Ph
ysObject:Abstra
ct

subj:obj::Abstra
ct:State

0.3780 extract �0.3023 eliminate � � �Clusters 9 and 10 contain verbs of Creation. Within cluster 9 the verbs agreein an agentive subject, either followed directly by an inanimate entity, orfollowed by an agentive object and an inanimate entity:Cluster 9� Creation �PROB 0.0156 0.1249 0.0933 0.0650 0.0636

subj:pp.into::Phy
sObject:PhysOb
ject

subj:obj:pp.in::A
bstract:PhysObj
ect:PhysObject

subj:obj:obj::Age
nt:Agent:PhysOb
ject

subj:obj::Agent:P
hysObject

0.5430 pour � � �0.3129 cook � � �125



In cluster 10 the two verbs agree in a psychological feature as subject:Cluster 10� Creation �PROB 0.0128 0.1433 0.0955 0.0813 0.0802

subj::Psycho subj::Location subj:obj:obj::Age
nt:Abstract:Phys
Object

subj:obj:pp.from
::LifeForm:PhysO
bject:PhysObjec
t

0.6212 invent � � �0.3503 collect � �The verbs of Declaration agree in the use of a groupal subject, possiblyfollowed by an object indicating an activity or a psychological feature:Cluster 11� Declaration �PROB 0.0136 0.1949 0.1585 0.1510 0.0948
subj:that::Group subj:obj::Group:

Psycho
subj::Group subj:obj::Group:

Action
0.4578 announce � � � �0.1649 propose � � �0.1513 declare � � � �
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Two clusters contain verbs of Telling. The verbs in cluster 12 preferably de-mand an agentive subject only, mostly followed by a that-phrase; concerningthe verbs in cluster 13, the subject is possibly followed by an agentive objectand an in�nitival phrase:Cluster 12� Telling �PROB 0.0248 0.3681 0.3650 0.1342 0.1233
subj:that::LifeFo
rm

subj:that::Agent subj::Agent subj::LifeForm0.1097 confess � � � �0.1027 explain � � � �Cluster 13� Telling �PROB 0.0141 0.2088 0.1986 0.0820 0.0794
subj::Agent subj::LifeForm subj:obj:to::Agen

t:Agent
subj:obj:to::Agen
t:LifeForm

0.2970 instruct � � � �0.2703 advise � � � �0.2182 warn � � � �
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The next two clusters contain verbs of Characterisation. They agree in choos-ing an abstract subject and object, followed by an as-phrase:Cluster 14� Characterisation �PROB 0.0111 0.1667 0.1267 0.0822 0.0476

subj:obj:pp.as::A
ction:PhysObjec
t:PhysObject

subj:obj:pp.into:
:Abstract:Psycho
:Group

subj::Abstract subj:obj:as::Abst
ract:Abstract

1.0000 classify � � � �0.0000 characterize �Cluster 15 di�ers only in the choice of an inanimate entity as object:Cluster 15� Characterisation �PROB 0.0098 0.1363 0.0831 0.0811 0.0579

subj:obj:as::Abst
ract:PhysObject

subj::Psycho subj:obj:pp.with
::Group:Agent:G
roup

subj::Abstract0.9412 identify � � � �0.0588 characterize �
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The most probable common frame for the verbs of Assessment is an activityin the subject role, accompanied by an abstract object and an agent in therole of a prepositional phrase headed by in:Cluster 16� Assessment �PROB 0.0136 0.0996 0.0525 0.0440 0.0413

subj:obj:pp.on::P
sycho:Possession
:Abstract

subj:obj:pp.in::A
ction:Abstract:A
gent

subj:obj::Psycho
:Psycho

subj:obj::Psycho
:Abstract

0.4072 assess � � � �0.2713 evaluate � � �The verbs of Perception have an agentive subject, preferably followed by asentence: Cluster 17� Perception �PROB 0.0195 0.2860 0.2826 0.1389 0.1352
subj:s::LifeForm subj:s::Agent subj::Agent subj::LifeForm0.2293 notice � � � �0.1544 feel � � � �
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The verbs stay and live belong to the classes Lodging and Existence, mainlyused with an agentive subject and an adverb:Cluster 18� Lodging / Existence �PROB 0.0119 0.0730 0.0713 0.0611 0.0608
subj:adv::LifeFor
m

subj:adv::Agent subj:ap::LifeForm subj:ap::Agent0.9989 stay � � � �0.0011 live � �The following two verbs appear both in the two clusters of Sliding and Man-ner of Motion. They preferably appear with an inanimate entity as subject,possibly followed by an adverb:Cluster 19� Sliding / Manner of Motion �PROB 0.0143 0.2140 0.1671 0.0592 0.0558

subj::PhysObjec
t

subj:adv::PhysO
bject

subj:obj::Agent:P
hysObject

subj:obj::LifeFor
m:PhysObject

0.6292 slide � � � �0.3652 roll � � � �
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Following are two clusters whose verbs only belong (di�erently to the pre-ceding, more speci�c sub-class) to the Manner of Motion verbs. move and�y mainly have an inanimate or grouped subject, followed by an adverb:Cluster 20� Manner of Motion �PROB 0.0135 0.1742 0.1156 0.0468 0.0464
subj:adv::PhysO
bject

subj:adv::Group subj:pp.to::LifeF
orm:LifeForm

subj:pp.to::LifeF
orm:Agent

0.4005 move � � � �0.3556 �y � � �jump and climb, however, prefer an agentive subject followed by a preposi-tional phrase headed by into and de�ned by an inanimate entity:Cluster 21� Manner of Motion �PROB 0.0107 0.2209 0.1255 0.0668 0.0467

subj:pp.into::Life
Form:PhysObjec
t

subj:pp.into::Age
nt:PhysObject

subj:pp.to::Posse
ssion:PhysObjec
t

subj:obj::Action:
PhysObject

0.5130 jump � � � �0.4407 climb � � �
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The verbs of Aspect alternate between a subject only, realised by an activity,an inanimate subject followed by an in�nitival phrase, and an living subjectfollowed by a gerund: Cluster 22� Aspect �PROB 0.0208 0.2203 0.1032 0.0942 0.0863
subj::Action subj:to::PhysOb

ject
subj:vger::LifeFo
rm

subj:vger::Agent0.3382 start � � � �0.1945 �nish � � �0.1846 stop � � �0.1584 begin � �The clusters illustrate the relation between the verbs' alternation behaviourand their semantic classes; the verbs in one cluster overlap in the usage ofthe preferred subcategorisation frames. The overlap in version A is generallylarger than in version B � noticeable by the more regular numbers of bulletsin the verb-frame matrix �, since the frame speci�cation is less speci�c. It isobvious that, di�erently to the distance clustering, only a partial overlap ofall frame types a verb uses is necessary for verbs clustering together, sincesome verbs appear in multiple clusters with a di�erent choice of preferredsubcategorisation frames, representing the multiple verb senses.Consider, for example, the class of Social Interaction verbs in version A,wherein two sub-classes were automatically created, one containing the verbsmeet and play, the other the verbs �ght and play. Investigating the re-spective subcategorisation frames, the sub-class {meet, play} shows a strongpreference for a transitive use; the sub-class {�ght, play} also possibly usesa transitive frame, but tends to include a prepositional phrase headed byagainst. Disregarding further possibilities, following are example sentencesillustrating these uses:
(3.9) subj:obj She meets her grandson.Concentration plays an important role.subj:obj England plays Pakistan.Tarzan �ghts a lion.subj:pp.against The woman �ghts against the supremacy.They play against a superior opponent.subj:obj:pp.against The applicant �ghts a battle against the authorities.England plays a tournament against the USA.132



Obviously, play is clustered with meet illustrating a general meeting, andit is clustered with �ght when illustrating a more aggressive meeting like amatch or a �ght.The negative side of the possibility to express multiple senses of a verb isthe over-interpretation of the senses' variability. The verbs' senses were de-termined by �ltering the di�erent kinds of alternation behaviour out of theoverall distribution. By over-interpreting them too many combinations werededuced. For example, the verb place in version B was assigned to nine dif-ferent clusters, representing nine di�erent senses based on the demand forthe alternation of the frame types.The additional information about the selectional preferences version B pro-vided helps to disambiguate the subcategorisation frames concerning the ar-guments' concepts. For example, version A clustered the verb assess togetherwith the verbs explain (class Telling), describe (class Characterisation) andanalyse (same class Assessment), since all show a strong preference for atransitive frame. In version B, assess was clustered together with evaluatewhich was not clustered at all in version A. Both verbs agree � in one sense �in a transitive frame with an additional prepositional phrase headed by in.Concerning the concepts, the subject is held by an activity, the object byan abstraction, and the prepositional phrase points to a living entity. Thefollowing two sentences illustrate this usage:(3.10) subj:obj:pp.in The research assesses the e�ect in patients.::Action:Abstract:Agent The report evaluates the risk in patients.A further point to mention concerning the information within the clusters isthe probability value accompanying the cluster. First, we are provided witha probability for the cluster itself, secondly with a probability for the verbsbeing member of that cluster, and in the third place with a probability forthe subcategorisation frames being member of that cluster. The probabilitiesare an interesting additional source concerning how de�nite a verb or a typeis member of a cluster. For example, a cluster containing the verbs classify,characterize, provide and gain determines a probability of 1 for classify and0 for the other three verbs. How should one consider such a cluster? As acluster containing only one verb? Or as a cluster containing four verbs withdi�erent (and by chance mostly zero) probabilities? I do not interpret theprobabilities, which equalises the interpretation with the latter possibility.Investigating the linguistic reliability of the data fed into the clustering al-gorithm, we must distinguish between the two versions A and B: in version A133



I used the frequencies of the subcategorisation frame types appearing withthe verbs, so the data was even more pure than the maximum likelihoodestimate when clustering by distance. In version B we prepared the data inthe same way as for the distance clustering approaches, since no frequenciesfor the speci�cally de�ned frame-preference combinations were available.As a whole, the linguistic representation, its strength and its weaknesses,is strongly comparable to that described in section 3.2.2. As said before,the di�erence in accuracy of the linguistic representation in both versions isviewed as main cause for the di�erence in precision. But this discussion ispostponed to subsection 3.2.5.The peculiarities of this approach do not lie in the data, however, but in thealgorithm: latent classes are not built on the de�nitions and di�erences of theverbs' overall distributions, but model the positive, i.e. available, data. Sothe similarity of the verbs within one cluster is justi�ed by a partial overlapwithin the distributions over subcategorisation frames. If there is evidence forthe co-occurrence of a verb and certain subcategorisation frames, the verbwill appear in the same cluster with other verbs showing evidence for thesame frames. It is possible to distinguish di�erent verb senses, since a verbmight appear with di�erent sets of frame types, representing di�erent senses.Concerning the above example, the verb meet has a partial overlap with thedistribution of the verb play, and a partial overlap with the distribution ofthe verb �ght, so it appears in both clusters, illustrating two di�erent senses.An overall problem seems to be the problem of data sparseness. Concerningthe fact that only a certain small percentage of the frames appeared witheach verb was not the relevant part of the problem, since the latent classalgorithm modelled the data which actually appeared. But in total therewere only 6,873 verb-frame types for version B which was a narrow basis fortraining. For version A I had 27,016 verb-frame types, but di�erently to Bonly 88 di�erent frames, so creating 80 di�erent clusters had the tendencyto result in some classes where only one frame was favoured.As a result, low frequent verbs increase the noise in the clusters. For example,the verb rain which altogether appeared only 460 times, is found in six dif-ferent clusters in version B. By smoothing the frequencies all formerly zeroeswere changed to 0.5, which resulted in an almost uniform distribution con-cerning the probabilities, so the verb had partial overlap in the distributionwith several verbs and was therefore assigned to several clusters.Summarising the overall representation of clusters achieved by latent classes,the method is similarly successful in illustrating the relationship between thealternation behaviour and the semantic classes of the verbs than iterative134



distance clustering. In addition, the latent classes are able to distinguish thedi�erent senses of a verb.3.2.5 General InterpretationThis �nal part of the interpretation is concerned with a summary of the pre-ceding parts. In the subsections 3.2.2 to 3.2.4 I described and interpreted theclusters resulting from the application of the di�erent clustering approaches.Now I summarise these insights to a general interpretation. For that, I con-centrate on the results from Iterative Distance Clustering and Latent ClassClustering and refer to the simpler approach for explanations.The classi�cations of both approaches illustrate the close relationship be-tween the verbs' alternation behaviour and their a�liation to semantic classes:the resulting clusters which can be annotated by semantic class names showcommon alternation behaviour of their verbal elements. The two to fourverbs united in a cluster agree in the usage of a certain set of subcategori-sation frames. Sometimes the demarcation of one cluster is justi�ed by thecommon usage of only one frame type (especially in the B versions), in whichcase the frequency/probability of using this type is nearly identical concern-ing the included verbs. But mostly the common usage is justi�ed by morethan one frame type, in which case the probabilities of using these types maybe less similar, since the similarity of the verbs is established by the range offrames.Both approaches show that the relationship between alternation behaviourand semantic class can already be established when only considering infor-mation about the syntactic usage of the subcategorisation frames (versionsA). The re�nement by the frames' selectional preferences allows further de-marcations by the identi�cation of conceptual restrictions on the use of theframes. With the information obtained in version B it is possible to deducea precise de�nition of the verbs' usage and the typical semantic backgroundof its arguments, which is especially useful when distinguishing between thedi�erent semantic roles (location, source, etc.) described by prepositionalphrases.An advantage of the latent classes is the further distinction into verb senses.Instead of correlating verbs with their alternation behaviour the semanticclasses distinguish between the di�erent verbs' senses and the respective usesof subcategorisation frames.In subsection 3.2.2 an investigation of the linguistic reliability of the verbs'and clusters' subcategorisation frames showed that the characterising usages135



can actually be underlined by example sentences. This means that the lin-guistic properties as modelled for the approaches agree with (a part of) theverbs' properties. The clusters were therefore created on a reliable linguisticbasis, an important fact to ensure, since an unreliable representation wouldquestion the successful relation between alternation behaviour and semanticclasses.The quality of the linguistic basis must be di�erentiated concerning the twoinformational versions, though. Concerning version A there was little noisein the descriptions of the verbs' subcategorisation frames. Concerning ver-sion B the problems increased. Since the increase of noise correlates withthe decrease of precision concerning the clustering success, this seems an im-portant factor to investigate: considering each argument slot within a sub-categorisation frame on its own, the preferred conceptual classes illustratelinguistic reliable possibilities to insert arguments. But by the combinationof the classes too many combinatorial possibilities were created, so the com-binations are not always possible to underly with examples. In addition,the conceptual classes do not necessarily rely on a certain subcategorisationframe; for example the subject role might be a living entity independent onthe frame types subj, subj:obj, etc. The solution to this problem seemsto be a di�erent formulation of the conceptual classes like: a representationwhere only those parts of the subcategorisation frames which depend on eachother are combined and specialised by conceptual classes. For example, forthe mainly used subcategorisation frames of the verb give, subj:obj:obj andsubj:obj:pp.to, I would formulate conceptual classes for subj � the subjectin both frames �, the pair obj:obj, and the pair obj:pp.to � because thoseroles depend on each other, since this is where the diathesis actually takesplace. This procedure would require a preliminary investigation of the im-portance of such functional combinations realising the diathesis alternation.A further issue to investigate is the applicability of the two algorithms. Com-paring the iterative distance clustering with the simple, one-step approach, Iobviously succeeded in the idea and formulation of the method. Consideringthe underlying information as illustrated by the pointers in subsection 3.2.2,the algorithm allowed to �nd out and model the relevant distances betweenthe verbs in order to cluster them together. There is no guarantee that thiswas the optimal solution (as mentioned in section 2.3.1), but it was a success-ful start into the right direction. The clustering on basis of latent classes wasslightly less successful, but one should keep in mind that this algorithm isgenerally able to distinguish between the di�erent verb senses � an essentialfeature �, and it needs less manual preparation and restrictions to work. Inaddition, the evaluation basis for this approach is di�erent because of the136



sense distinction, so it is di�cult to directly compare the results with thoseobtained by distance clustering.The algorithms are confronted with two main problems:� Polysemy:The di�erent verb senses are hidden in the representation for one verb.That is, it is not obvious how to �lter the uncertain number of senses outof the word-form. The iterative distance clustering completely failedto model verb senses; a polysemous verb was because of its opaquerepresentation either not at all assigned to a cluster, or assigned toone cluster to which one of the verb's senses belongs. The latent classanalysis was able to �lter the multiple senses and assign them to distinctclusters, but tended to over-interpret.� Low Frequency:Verbs which rarely appear were di�cult to cluster, since the necessarybackground is missing. A latent class analysis su�ered from this sparsedata, since those verbs were always assigned low probabilities. Dis-tance clustering su�ered even more, since � in addition to the sparsedata concerning the verb's usage � also the information about the co-occurrence with subcategorisation frames was missing, so the verb'sdistribution contained mostly zeroes, a di�cult mathematical basis.Having interpreted the results of the clustering approaches I now come toan investigation of the underlying standard for the success: Levin's classde�nitions. Throughout this section, I have listed the correct part of theclusters resulting from the di�erent approaches, interpreted them and lookedfor explanations. As standard for the evaluation I chose Levin's classes, asexplained in subsection 2.3.2, one possibility to judge about the correctnessof the clusters. I still think that this basis is a standard to judge about theapplicability and usefulness of the clustering approaches, but I neverthelesswant to mention the fact that Levin's classes are a standard whose �nal deci-sions about class membership are based on subjective judgement, concerningthe number and kind of di�erent senses a verb can have, or the importanceof the properties a verb has, when assigning that verb to a certain class.So one should have in mind that Levin's de�nitions are not the ultimatum;I cite some concrete examples which illustrate the in�uence of subjective-ness. For a separate � and not my own � opinion I consulted WordNet abouthierarchical relationships between verbs.
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� The resulting clusters from iterative distance clustering contain thefollowing pair:C(2) : propose * subj:obj 0.308364758313336 ** subj 0.185978745286253 ** subj:to 0.113986972917381 ** subj:that 0.0834761741515255 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.0313678436750086 *promise * subj:to 0.254433185560481 ** subj:obj 0.237333755541482 ** subj 0.213584547181761 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0660227992400253 ** subj:that 0.0391070297656745 *Both verbs alternate between an intransitive use, partly accompaniedby an in�nitival phrase or a that-phrase, and a transitive use. Con-sulting WordNet shows that both verbs are sub-ordinated to the verbdeclare. So there should be a connection between the verbs by unitingthem, for example in the cluster of Declaration.� The same method created a cluster containing the following four verbs:C(4) : put * subj:obj 0.171394485683987 ** subj:obj:pp.on 0.140111346765642 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.137725344644751 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0962796041003888 ** subj:obj:pp.into 0.067294096854012 *throw * subj:obj:pp.into 0.167777248929081 ** subj:obj 0.163493574488339 ** subj:obj:adv 0.089719181342218 ** subj:obj:pp.at 0.0844835792479772 ** subj:obj:pp.on 0.0702046644455021 *situate * subj:obj:pp.in 0.250445632798574 ** subj:obj:pp.on 0.147058823529412 ** subj:obj 0.13458110516934 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0436720142602496 ** subj:obj:pp.at 0.0436720142602496 *place * subj:obj:pp.on 0.27240599378004 ** subj:obj:pp.in 0.215860899067006 ** subj:obj 0.116906983319197 ** subj:obj:to 0.0453774385072095 ** subj:obj:pp.at 0.0402883799830365 *put, situate and place are in the same Levin class Placing, but throwis not. But should not one sense of throw represent a placing act?WordNet classi�es the verb as a synonym of situate being sub-ordinatedto the synset containing the two other verbs.
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� The same clustering method with additional information about selec-tional preferences determined the clusterC(2) : learn * subj:to LifeForm 0.183047223103825 ** subj LifeForm 0.155498816960474 ** subj Agent 0.140522495491024 ** subj:to Agent 0.136619641097671 ** subj:that LifeForm 0.0635539000945356 *get * subj:obj Agent:Abstract 0.122452343630752 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Abstract 0.119996947463958 ** subj LifeForm 0.0970322805446853 ** subj Agent 0.0939162924557201 ** subj:ap Agent 0.0731423432361642 *acquire is member in the class of Learning in the sense of acquiringknowledge. WordNet gives the information that get and acquire aresynonyms. Is that relationship not possible to be transfered to thedomain of knowledge acquisition?� Clustering into latent classes resulted in a cluster with the followingtwo verbs: ClusterPROB 0.0183 0.1413 0.0636 0.0568 0.0567

subj::Abstract subj:that::Abstra
ct

subj:obj:obj::Sta
te:Agent:Locatio
n

subj::Psycho0.5001 guarantee � � � �0.4030 suggest � � �WordNet de�nes both verbs as sub-ordinated to the verb tell, but sofar only suggest is member of the Telling class.These were some examples of verb senses assigned to certain semantic verbclasses by WordNet, but not by Levin. As said before, I do not doubt Levin'sclassi�cation system; the background of the examples was to point out thepossibility that the evaluation basis is in�uenced subjectively.I conclude this chapter with an illustration of the previously described phe-nomena by comparing the clustering approaches concerning a concrete ex-ample. 139



The semantic class Admiration contains the four verbs admire, envy (a low-frequent verb), hate and like. Following Levin, they alternate between usingthe frame types subj:obj, subj:obj:as, subj:obj:pp.for, subj:obj:inand subj:that, and they demand a living entity as subject. The polysemousverb like is also member of the class Desire which varies between subj:obj,subj:obj:as and subj:obj:pp.for, also with a living entity as subject.Following I investigate what happened to them in the clustering processes.� Clustering according to subcategorisation frames only:When clustering only on the basis of the syntactic alternation be-haviour, the verbs' pointer to the closest verb in distance were as fol-lows:admire -> inventenvy -> admirehate -> lovelike -> needAs described before, without information about the selectional prefer-ences, admire chose invent as most similar verb, since the syntacticframes are similar. like agrees most with need, a verb from the seman-tic class Desire the another sense of like belongs to. envy and hatecorrectly chose another verb from the same class.Applying One-Step Distance Clustering assigned the verbs to the clus-tersC(22) : accumulateacquiregainprovidesupplyarrangeconstructcreatedevelopinventpourproducebreakcutsplittear 140



analysestudykicksmashadmireenvyC(2) : hateloveC(4) : desirelikeneedwantBecause of the missing limit on the number of members within a clusterand wrong pointers like that of admire, one cluster contains 22 verbs,uniting verbs from six di�erent clusters (marked by the ordering of theverbs). hate was correctly clustered together with love, and like werecorrectly clustered in the class Desire.Iterative clustering avoids some noise introduced by wrong pointers andresults in the clustersC(1) : admire * subj:obj 0.515470297029703 ** subj 0.172648514851485 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0513613861386139 ** subj:obj:obj 0.041460396039604 ** subj:obj:adv 0.041460396039604 *C(1) : envy * subj:obj 0.419724770642202 ** subj:obj:obj 0.185779816513761 ** subj 0.121559633027523 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0252293577981651 ** subj:s 0.0160550458715596 *C(2) : hate * subj:obj 0.641761612620508 ** subj:to 0.0996932515337423 ** subj 0.0479842243645925 ** subj:vger 0.0453549517966696 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0322085889570552 *love * subj:obj 0.603842412451362 ** subj:to 0.0962224383916991 ** subj 0.0947632944228275 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0623378728923476 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0396400778210117 *
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C(4) : need * subj:to 0.382847629835582 ** subj:obj 0.318590601723132 ** subj 0.0962654034943192 ** subj:obj:to 0.0536333367658669 ** subj:obj:pp.for 0.0189647478804105 *like * subj:to 0.344067278287462 ** subj:obj 0.34302752293578 ** subj 0.142110091743119 ** subj:obj:adv 0.0364220183486239 ** subj:obj:obj 0.0262691131498471 *want * subj:to 0.533195075557434 ** subj:obj 0.149146676529642 ** subj 0.110892423121632 ** subj:obj:to 0.102729049984149 ** subj:to:adv 0.0163663742999049 *desire * subj:obj 0.25 ** subj 0.244535519125683 ** subj:to 0.203551912568306 ** subj:obj:to 0.069672131147541 ** subj:s 0.0204918032786885 *admire and envy were not clustered, the other clusters look the sameas after one step. hate and love agree in four subcategorisation frames(concerning the noise compare section 3.2.2), and both have strong pref-erences for a transitive frame. like was clustered in the class Desire,because it agrees with all other verbs in the same cluster in the threesubcategorisation frames describing an alternation between a transitiveand a (linguistically wrong) intransitive use, the latter preferably ac-companied by an in�nitival phrase. Comparing the distribution withthat of need � the most similar verb � in addition the probabilities forsubj:to and subj:obj strongly agree.The latent class analysis did not cluster admire and envy, but hate wasclustered with at least love and like, and the algorithm recognised �vesenses of like according to �ve di�erent kinds of alternation behaviour,once within most verbs from the Desire class, once within most verbsfrom the Admiration class, and three times with no semantic back-ground according to our de�ned classes; that is, the subcategorisationframes were over-interpreted for the verb's senses:
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ClusterPROB 0.0271 0.4972 0.2408 0.0835 0.0669subj:to subj:obj subj:obj:to subj0.5992 want � � � �0.1983 need � � � �0.1381 get � � � �0.0330 like � � � �ClusterPROB 0.0173 0.7064 0.2477 0.0170 0.0136
subj:obj subj:obj:adv subj:obj:obj subj:obj:pp.with0.2726 tell � � � �0.1143 like � � � �0.0893 love � � � �0.0340 hit � � � �ClusterPROB 0.0151 0.5950 0.1405 0.1134 0.0550
subj subj:obj subj:s subj:obj:adv0.5170 say � � � �0.1443 think � � � �0.0584 leave � � � �0.0450 like � � � �ClusterPROB 0.0112 0.3166 0.3072 0.2642 0.0221subj:vger subj subj:obj subj:adv0.3312 stop � � � �0.1061 like � � � �0.0903 need � � � �0.0900 �nish � � � �143



ClusterPROB 0.0035 0.6517 0.1398 0.0539 0.0285
subj:obj subj:to subj:obj:obj subj:pp.about0.7632 like � � � �0.0768 love � � � �0.0486 need � � � �0.0464 hate � � � �� Clustering according to subcategorisation frames and selectional pref-erences:Including information about the selectional preferences allows to iden-tify additional common tendencies, but also introduces more noise intothe clustering process.The verbs' pointers to the closest verb in distance changed as follows:admire -> envyenvy -> admirehate -> lovelike -> promiseThe most similar verb to hate is still love which is not surprising, sinceboth agree in most of the used subcategorisation frames. Interestingly,hate was itself chosen by �ve verbs as most similar verb, which wascaused by the common usage of the transitive frame with a living en-tity as subject and object.With the additional information, admire now chose envy as most simi-lar verb. The choice of like changed to the verb promise, however. Theyshow overlap in their distributions, especially for the subcategorisationframe subj:to with a living subject.Applying One-Step Distance Clustering assigned the verbs to the clus-tersC(6) : admireenvyhearseeleavewarn
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C(16) : beatkickhateloveexecutekillmurderkissmeetvisitputrubtelldismisssendfindC(3) : likewantpromiseAs the clusters show, the four verbs of interest were not united. Theclusters include more noise than those in version A; in addition to classesincluded in the larger clusters (execute, kill, murder, for example), sev-eral verbs are the only representatives of their classes (tell, dismiss,�nd, for example).Applying Iterative Distance Clustering resulted in the clustersC(2) : envy * subj:obj:obj Agent:LifeForm:State 0.202422062386625 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.113387120464967 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.112901377570876 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.112565961049389 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.112083735947702 *admire * subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.152353351495087 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.149670971445564 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.146368312962172 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.143791307345169 ** subj LifeForm 0.111411846548935 *C(4) : hate * subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.236281502698908 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.22890913316933 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.191105125209101 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.185142332582744 ** subj:to LifeForm 0.0664037165252146 *love * subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.181210762214099 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.176967988618079 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.171084728246242 ** subj:obj LifeForm:Agent 0.167079040290314 ** subj:to Agent 0.0563829837622933 *145



promise * subj:to Agent 0.153087674596593 ** subj Agent 0.138905050088486 ** subj:to LifeForm 0.136593521233072 ** subj LifeForm 0.13173467656184 ** subj:obj Agent:Agent 0.0750377634797114 *like * subj:to Agent 0.208995545583442 ** subj:to LifeForm 0.20381019496847 ** subj:obj Agent:LifeForm 0.127170462376897 ** subj:obj LifeForm:LifeForm 0.124687606109041 ** subj Agent 0.0847730105005142 *admire and envy were again recognised as belonging into the sameclass. They share their preference for a transitive frame with a livingsubject and a living object. hate and love do so, too, but with theirown characteristic strength. like was actually assigned to the samecluster because of a partial overlap with the transitive frame and theoverlap of the subj:to frame with a living subject.The latent class analysis assigned admire to two di�erent clusters, noneof them representing a semantic class based on our de�nitions, thoughthe overlap in subcategorisation frames was �ltered in a right way. Thelow-frequent verb envy was assigned to one cluster only, caused bythe possible use of the ditransitive frame. hate and like were actuallyassigned to the same cluster, but together with want, a verb withinthe semantic class of the second sense of like, and promise, also a verbsimilar in use as like:ClusterPROB 0.0428 0.5105 0.4895 0.0000 0.0000
subj::LifeForm subj::Agent subj:obj::LifeFor

m:LifeForm
subj:obj::Agent:L
ifeForm

0.0431 write � �0.0431 admire � � � �0.0430 storm � �0.0428 promise � � � �
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ClusterPROB0.0255
0.23660.23330.23110.2267subj:obj::Agent:LifeFormsubj:obj::Agent:Agentsubj:obj::LifeForm:LifeFormsubj:obj::LifeForm:Agent

0.1380admire����
0.0720

tell����
0.0712

warn����
0.0694murder����

ClusterPROB0.0186
0.24850.23980.10650.1022subj:to::Agentsubj:to::LifeFormsubj:obj::Agent:LifeFormsubj:obj::LifeForm:LifeForm

0.2929promise����
0.1974

want����
0.1739

like����
0.1693

hate����
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ClusterPROB0.0056
0.32920.12950.11910.0821subj:obj:obj::Agent:LifeForm:Statesubj::Agentsubj::LifeFormsubj::PhysObject

0.9909
envy����

0.0091promise���
0.0000

jump��
0.0000

want��
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Chapter 4Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to automatically classify verbs semantically, basedon their alternation behaviour.I chose 153 verbs from Levin's already provided classi�cation; the verbs rep-resent 226 verb senses from 30 semantic classes. The representation of theverbs was realised in two versions: A � the alternation behaviour of the verbswas de�ned by the syntactic use of subcategorisation frame types, and B � thealternation behaviour of the verbs was de�ned by the use of subcategorisa-tion frame types re�ned with their selectional preferences for the argumentswithin the frames. For the syntactic information I utilised a statistical head-entity parser, for the semantic information about the arguments I queriedthe WordNet hierarchy.For the classi�cation of the verbs I developed two clustering approaches.First, an algorithm iteratively clustering the verbs according to their dis-tances. For this approach, both versions for the verbs' representation wereconsidered as probability distributions over the di�erent types of subcate-gorisation frames. The distances were calculated as the geometrical distancesaccording to euclidean distance and cosine, and as the di�erence accordingto the relative entropy between the distributions. Secondly, an algorithmutilising a latent class analysis based on the joint frequencies of verbs andframe types in version A and the association between the verbs and theirsubcategorisation frames in version B was applied.The main di�erence between the concepts of the two algorithms concerns thecentral clustering question to which extent the entities to cluster (in our casethe verbs) have to be similar to belong together. The distance clusteringdetermines the extent by the distance/di�erence between the verbs' repre-sentations and therefore takes all subcategorisation frames a verb goes with149



into account. The latent class analysis searches for shared components in theverbs' representations which allows to distinguish between the di�erent verbsenses.The distance clustering succeeded for 61% of the verbs in version A and 38%in version B. That is, the respective percentage of verbs was clustered togetherwith verbs from the same semantic class. The latent class analysis succeededfor 54% and 31%, respectively.An investigation of the resulting clusters showed that the assignment of theverbs was actually based on their shared linguistic properties: the verbs in acluster presented a common alternation behaviour. The common propertieswithin one cluster were re�ned when adding information about the selectionalpreferences to the syntactic information of the subcategorisation frames.The interpretation demonstrated that some problems in the classi�cationprocess have to be solved:� The de�nition of the verbs' representations includes noise concerningthe choice of subcategorisation frames, the choice of conceptual classesfor the arguments, and the formulation of their preferences. The causescan be attributed to parsing mistakes, extraction mistakes, or mistakesin the de�nition of the representation. The degree of noise is not ex-ceptional, though.� An obvious problem in the clustering is the fact that the results dueto version B are always worse than those in version A. As �ltered inthe general interpretation, the representation of the subcategorisationframes including information about their selectional preferences shouldbe improved.� The polysemy of verbs presents a problem, especially for the distanceclustering, which cannot distinguish between the multiple senses. Toexclude this problem, the verbs should be disambiguated before beingclustered. An approach like [Yarowsky, 1995] which considers the con-text of a word it appears with could be applied to �rst disambiguatethe verbs before sending them into the clustering process.Metaphorical uses of verbs might be excluded by querying a dictionary(on-line resources provide information about that use) before applyingthe clustering process to the verbs.� Both approaches have di�culties in clustering low-frequency verbs,since the data cannot be delimited in the clustering process.150



� It is di�cult to �nd an optimal evaluation basis, since most alreadyavailable classi�cation systems are subjectively in�uenced. A possibil-ity would be to create a questionnaire about the speci�c classi�cationsof verbs which could then represent a reliable basis.The di�erent issues show that there are possibilities to improve the classi�ca-tion process in some promising ways. Most important are � in my opinion �the incorporation of context into the representation of the verbs and theiralternation behaviour, and an improvement of the representation concerningthe selectional preferences.Considering the overall desire of this thesis, a successful step into the direc-tion of presenting the connection between the verbs' alternation behaviourand their semantics by automatic means is done. Nevertheless, there arepossibilities to improve the process.
AcknowledgementsI thank Marc Light, Mats Rooth, Glenn Carroll, Helmut Schmid, DetlefPrescher, Martin Emele and Anke Lüdeling for their support in various partsof the thesis.
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Appendix ASubcategorisation Frames
Following is a list of the 88 subcategorisation frames (without informationabout the selectional preferences) I utilised as attributes for the verbs' dis-tributions in version A. The frames are numbered from 0 to 87.0 subj1 subj:adv2 subj:ap3 subj:obj4 subj:obj:adv5 subj:obj:ap6 subj:obj:as7 subj:obj:obj8 subj:obj:obj:adv9 subj:obj:obj:pp.at10 subj:obj:obj:pp.for11 subj:obj:obj:pp.in12 subj:obj:obj:pp.on13 subj:obj:obj:pp.to14 subj:obj:obj:pp.with15 subj:obj:pp.about16 subj:obj:pp.after17 subj:obj:pp.against18 subj:obj:pp.as19 subj:obj:pp.at20 subj:obj:pp.before21 subj:obj:pp.between22 subj:obj:pp.by23 subj:obj:pp.during24 subj:obj:pp.for25 subj:obj:pp.from26 subj:obj:pp.in27 subj:obj:pp.in:adv 152



28 subj:obj:pp.in:pp.in29 subj:obj:pp.into30 subj:obj:pp.like31 subj:obj:pp.of32 subj:obj:pp.on33 subj:obj:pp.out_of34 subj:obj:pp.over35 subj:obj:pp.through36 subj:obj:pp.to37 subj:obj:pp.under38 subj:obj:pp.with39 subj:obj:pp.within40 subj:obj:pp.without41 subj:obj:ppart42 subj:obj:s43 subj:obj:sub44 subj:obj:that45 subj:obj:to46 subj:obj:vbase47 subj:obj:vger48 subj:pp.about49 subj:pp.across50 subj:pp.after51 subj:pp.against52 subj:pp.as53 subj:pp.at54 subj:pp.at:adv55 subj:pp.between56 subj:pp.by57 subj:pp.for58 subj:pp.for:adv59 subj:pp.from60 subj:pp.from:pp.to61 subj:pp.in62 subj:pp.in:adv63 subj:pp.into64 subj:pp.like65 subj:pp.of66 subj:pp.on67 subj:pp.on:adv68 subj:pp.out_of69 subj:pp.over70 subj:pp.through71 subj:pp.to72 subj:pp.to:adv73 subj:pp.towards74 subj:pp.under75 subj:pp.up_to76 subj:pp.upon 153



77 subj:pp.with78 subj:pp.with:adv79 subj:ppart80 subj:s81 subj:sub82 subj:that83 subj:to84 subj:to:adv85 subj:vbase86 subj:vbase:adv87 subj:vger
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Appendix BWordNet Concepts
B.1 File NumbersThere are 25 �les (actually 26 because of the top �le Tops), numbered from03 to 28. The range of the numbers follows from the fact that the �les forother parts of speech are preceding/following; the noun �les are only a partof the overall de�nition.Each �le is identi�ed by the �le number and a corresponding �le name:03 Tops04 act05 animal06 artifact07 attribute08 body09 cognition10 communication11 event12 feeling13 food14 group15 location16 motive17 object18 person19 phenomenon20 plant21 possession22 process23 quantity24 relation 155



25 shape26 state27 substance28 time
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B.2 (Top) Synset NumbersThere are 11 top level nodes of 11 hierarchies in WordNet. Since the conceptof Entity seemed too general as conceptual class, I replaced it by the nextlower levels (13 di�erent synsets). Each WordNet synset number is followedby an identifying abbreviation for the synset and the nouns member of thesynset:00002403 Entity: entity=> 00002728 LifeForm: life form, organism, being, living thing=> 00003711 Cell: cell=> 00004473 Agent: causal agent, cause, causal agency=> 00009469 PhysObject: object, inanimate object, physical object=> 01958400 Thing: thing=> 01959683 Whole: whole, whole thing, unit=> 02985352 Content: subject, content, depicted object=> 05650230 Unit: unit, building block=> 05650477 Part: part, piece=> 05763289 Essential: necessity, essential, requirement,requisite, necessary, need=> 05763845 Inessential: inessential=> 05764087 Variable: variable=> 05764262 Anticipation: anticipation00012517 Psycho: psychological_feature00012670 Abstract: abstraction00014314 Location: location00014558 Shape: shape, form00015437 State: state00016459 Event: event00016649 Action: act, human_action, human_activity00017008 Group: group, grouping00017394 Possession: possession00019295 Phenomenon: phenomenon
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B.3 Additionally De�ned NounsFollowing are the nouns not appearing in WordNet which I provided withWordNet synset nodes. 00002403 de�nes an entity, 00004865 a person.pn 00004865i 00004865me 00004865you 00004865he 00004865him 00004865she 00004865her 00004865it 00002403we 00004865us 00004865they 00002403them 00002403myself 00004865yourself 00004865himself 00004865herself 00004865itself 00002403ourselves 00004865yourselves 00004865themselves 00002403this 00002403that 00002403these 00002403those 00002403everyone 00004865everybody 00004865someone 00004865somebody 00004865anyone 00004865anybody 00004865
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Appendix CDistances between Verbs
The table represents the distances between the 7 verbs break, eat, envy, like,load, move and place to all of the 153 verbs I worked with.Version A Version Bbreak eat envy like load move place break eat envy like load move placeaccumulate 0.58 0.37 0.56 1.59 0.79 0.82 1.31 6.11 8.45 8.09 9.23 6.62 5.28 7.20acquire 0.39 0.46 0.41 1.12 0.52 1.33 1.07 6.51 9.89 8.92 9.68 8.33 6.57 7.81admire 0.35 0.23 0.24 0.72 0.54 1.14 1.37 7.65 4.03 1.03 1.42 8.23 4.10 6.12advise 1.22 1.00 1.12 1.94 1.93 2.03 1.65 8.71 6.07 3.18 3.97 7.77 6.99 7.44allocate 1.13 1.05 0.69 1.58 1.24 1.26 1.46 9.84 10.9 10.3 10.4 9.13 7.44 8.59analyse 0.43 0.42 0.50 1.12 0.48 1.28 0.91 6.06 11.3 9.48 10.2 8.52 6.65 11.5announce 0.99 0.59 0.81 2.00 1.26 1.94 1.02 8.52 6.69 7.30 7.87 8.48 7.10 8.17argue 1.69 1.14 1.74 2.47 2.30 2.46 3.33 7.39 4.20 5.00 6.27 6.83 7.34 8.41arrange 0.78 0.69 0.76 0.67 0.64 1.48 1.01 9.16 8.05 6.94 4.77 7.99 7.88 6.87assess 0.60 0.67 0.72 1.38 0.50 1.60 0.74 7.47 11.4 9.87 10.3 8.91 7.73 11.1beat 0.49 0.43 0.41 1.44 0.54 1.23 0.91 8.70 6.62 2.37 4.25 8.36 5.27 6.65begin 1.58 1.20 1.80 0.57 1.73 1.74 2.35 6.80 7.50 6.19 6.62 6.35 8.00 8.18believe 1.85 1.18 1.69 1.72 2.52 2.64 3.04 8.17 5.41 3.92 5.01 6.90 7.15 7.78bounce 0.72 0.71 1.14 2.20 1.04 0.54 1.71 2.50 5.26 5.16 7.23 3.58 2.99 6.43break 0.29 0.53 1.28 0.51 0.80 1.43 4.77 7.30 8.52 4.56 4.99 6.29brush 0.64 0.58 0.81 1.69 0.59 1.11 1.50 5.96 7.92 7.93 10.8 6.27 5.13 7.81build 0.51 0.64 0.66 1.63 0.48 1.32 0.50 6.00 4.29 7.44 8.41 4.99 6.46 5.52buy 0.49 0.37 0.40 1.20 0.53 1.30 1.06 5.40 2.56 6.45 7.42 3.74 5.73 5.23characterize 0.78 0.94 0.80 1.61 1.07 2.21 1.80 7.92 11.7 9.86 10.5 8.38 7.49 8.34classify 0.98 1.07 1.10 2.11 1.11 2.09 1.61 7.16 8.92 7.55 10.2 8.65 6.97 8.95climb 0.35 0.46 0.64 1.49 0.89 0.33 1.64 3.62 3.35 6.36 7.66 2.94 4.19 5.11collect 0.49 0.39 0.54 1.46 0.57 1.14 1.07 4.77 4.19 6.69 7.44 4.97 5.83 5.67communicate 0.74 0.61 0.96 1.54 0.82 0.82 1.83 6.95 8.98 8.16 10.1 7.68 7.11 9.21confess 1.38 0.94 1.58 1.80 1.92 1.05 3.08 7.73 4.29 3.44 4.84 7.24 6.46 8.08construct 0.63 0.63 0.48 1.38 0.55 1.31 0.89 5.79 6.71 9.11 9.73 5.83 6.96 5.91continue 1.42 1.11 1.78 0.53 1.82 1.48 2.85 6.06 7.22 6.35 6.70 6.42 7.67 8.19cook 0.37 0.17 0.33 1.08 0.43 0.88 1.17 3.48 1.79 5.79 6.85 2.93 3.62 4.16correspond 2.70 2.41 3.04 2.85 2.43 1.20 3.69 8.16 9.12 6.92 8.55 7.20 7.71 9.04create 0.47 0.45 0.42 1.06 0.51 1.47 1.01 6.89 10.2 10.1 10.8 8.16 6.89 8.65crush 0.39 0.51 0.61 1.56 0.39 1.08 0.88 5.02 7.71 6.73 7.76 5.07 4.08 6.29cut 0.36 0.56 0.65 1.51 0.55 0.95 1.18 5.22 7.61 9.70 10.3 6.02 7.27 8.47declare 1.06 0.54 0.86 1.68 1.56 1.71 1.53 7.55 5.57 4.86 6.38 7.71 7.41 7.25delete 0.53 0.56 0.53 1.36 0.78 1.22 1.31 4.67 6.33 7.26 8.25 4.35 5.05 7.22demolish 0.43 0.57 0.55 1.37 0.54 1.42 1.00 4.12 4.75 6.53 7.74 3.17 4.64 5.14depart 1.16 0.83 1.23 1.56 1.29 0.82 2.14 4.38 4.04 3.92 5.14 3.67 4.19 7.78describe 0.98 0.64 0.99 2.35 1.61 2.06 1.82 7.13 6.75 7.13 7.83 7.64 7.77 9.63desire 0.78 0.54 0.87 0.29 1.24 0.93 1.89 7.04 4.82 2.58 2.57 6.59 5.63 6.52destroy 0.31 0.39 0.44 0.96 0.55 1.52 1.20 4.38 8.09 9.67 10.6 5.02 5.43 6.37develop 0.21 0.20 0.43 1.07 0.49 0.80 1.16 5.62 6.74 8.61 9.66 6.85 6.10 7.66159
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